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Abstract
Direct Optical Control of a Microwave Phase Shifter
Using GaAs Field-Effect Transistors
Sacha J. Rossek

T

HE design and analysis of a novel optical-to-microwave transducer based upon
direct optical control of microwave gallium arsenide (GaAs) field-effect transistor

(FET) switches is the subject of this thesis. The switch is activated by illuminating the
gate depletion region of the FET device with laser light having a photon energy and
wavelength appropriate to the generation of free carriers (electron-hole pairs) within
GaAs. The effects of light on the DC and microwave properties of the GaAs FET are
explored and analyzed to permit the characterization of the switching performance and
transient response of a reflective microwave switch. The switch is novel in that it utilizes
direct optical control, whereby the optically controlled GaAs FET is directly in the
path of the microwave signal and therefore relies on optically-induced variations in the \
microwave characteristics of the switch. This contrasts with previous forms of optically
controlled switches which rely on indirect methods with the optical stimulus inducing
variations in the DC characteristics of the GaAs FET, such that there is no direct
interaction between the optically illuminated GaAs FET and the microwave signal.
Measured and simulated results relating to the switching performance and transient
response of the direct optically controlled microwave switch have been obtained and
published as a result of this work. For the first time, good agreement is achieved
between the measured and simulated results for the rise and fall times associated with
the transient response of the gate photovoltaic effect in optically controlled GaAs FET
switches. This confirms that the GaAs FET, when used as an optically controlled
Inicrowave switch, has a transient response of the order of several micro-seconds. An
enhanced model of the GaAs FET switch has been developed, which represents a more
versatile approach and leads to improved accuracy in predicting switching performance.
This approach has been shown to be valid for both optical and electrical control of
the GaAs FET. This approach can be used to model GaAs FET switches in discrete
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or packaged forms and predicts accurately the occurrence of resonances which may
degrade the switch performance in both switching states. A novel method for tuning
these resonances out of the switch operating band has been developed and published.
This allows the switch to be configured to operate over the frequency range 1 to 20 GRz.
The agreement between the models and measured data has been shown to hold for two
very different GaAs FET structures.
The results of the direct optically controlled microwave GaAs FET switch have
been used as the basis for the design of a novel direct optically controlled microwave
phase shifter circuit; Measured and simulated results are in good agreement and verify that the performance of the optically controlled phase shifter is comparable with
previously published results for electrically controlled versions of the phase shifter.
The 10 GRz phase shifter was optically controlled over a 1 GRz frequency range and
exhibited a mid-band insertion loss of 0.15 dB.
The outcome of the work provides the basis for directly controlling the phase of a
microwave signal using the output of an optical sensor, with the GaAs FET acting as
an optical-to-microwave transducer through a monolithic interface.
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Chapter 1
Introd uction

O

VER the past decade major advances have been made in the fabrication of monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC's), permitting a variety of microwave

circuits and sub-systems to be implemented in a monolithic format. Concurrently, there
has been a considerable amount of progress in the development of optical systems based
upon optoelectronic devices such as laser diodes, photo-detectors and modulators. In
their development, MMIC's and monolithic optical components were considered as
two separate disciplines. However, due to advances in the fabrication of microwave
and photonic devices and since both technologies use identical materials and processes
based upon gallium arsenide (GaAs) and are therefore compatible, there is considerable
current interest in their interaction. The integration of microwave and optical devices
as optical microwave monolithic integrated circuits (OMMIC's) is imminent and will
inevitably have its greatest impact on the communications industry, where the demand
for highly integrated, high performance and reliable systems becomes ever greater.
Various investigations, particularly in the early 1980's [1.1-1.6], demonstrated that
the direct optical control of microwave signals was feasible and that a number of useful
microwave circuit functions could be achieved using this principle. These included
oscillator tuning, oscillator locking and the gain control of amplifiers, primarily for
the use in optical transmission in phased-array radar systems [1. 7-1.10]. These circuits
rely on GaAs metal-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MESFET's)t as the principal
element for optically controlling the microwave signals, due to their widespread use in
MMIC's. The main incentives for developing these types of circuit were to achieve
isolation from the control signal, a faster response time and to permit a greater degree
of circuit integration than had hitherto been possible.
In many industrial processes there is a need to monitor such quantities as displacen1ent, temperature, flow rate, liquid level and chemical composition. Ideall~·. the
measuren1ent technique should be reliable, robust, corrosion resistant. intrinsically safe
and free from external interference. An increasing number of these
tIn this thesis the term FET is used when referring to microwave i\IESFET's.

requirement~

are
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being met by using optical techniques, with optical fibre sensors providing distinct
advantages over their electrical counterparts. In addition to the individual sensing
element, many industrial sensing environments require a distributed sensor network,
whereby information from a number of remote sensors is relayed to a central control
unit. Two techniques currently exist for conveying the sensor information to a central
control unit. The first consists of a hard-wired link whereby a physical connection
exists between each sensor and the central control unit. In some cases such a system is
not practical or cost-effective due to the difficulty of routing large amounts of cable. A
second technique, which overcomes the problems associated with the hard-wired link,
uses wireless telemetry techniques to convey the information. In such a system each
sensor is connected via a radio link to a central control unit, therefore removing the
cost associated with the cabling and its distribution. At present, such radio sensors
combine a conventional electrical sensor with a microwave transmitter, with the output
from the sensor modulating the microwave carrier signal. Currently none of these radio
sensors has been combined with optical sensors, although one might expect that this
could be achieved by simply converting the optical information to an electrical equivalent and using this to control the modulation stages of a microwave transceiver. This
is feasible with current optical sensors, which invariably convert the optically sensed
data to an electrical equivalent prior to the signal processing stages. In terms of the
radio sensor application, the optical-to-electrical conversion stage is unnecessary and is
actually a drawback in terms of the overall circuit complexity, cost and performance.
Therefore, in this investigation a novel technique for achieving direct optical control of
a microwave transceiver is examined, where the optical signal directly controls a function within a microwave transceiver. This was to be achieved through the development
of a novel direct optically controlled microwave switch, forming the basis of an optically
controlled microwave phase modulator. In addition, it was intended that this device
would permit the integration of the optical and microwave circuit functions such that
a single chip or 'drop-in' sensor could be developed, making such a device versatile in
its sensing application. To permit such a level of integration, it is necessary for the
optical-to-microwave devices to employ direct optical control as opposed to the indirect methods of optical control [1.9,1.11-1.13] that have previously been considered
in the literature. A conceptual block diagram of the optically controlled microwave
transceiver applied within a radio sensor network is depicted in Figure 1.1.
The main body of this work addresses itself to the characterization of microwave
GaAs FET switches under direct optical control, as well as conventional electrical control. A review of the literature is included in Chapter 2 and addresses current methods
of achieving general optical control in GaAs FET's, electrical control in GaAs FET
switches and electrical control in phase shifters. The static photo-effects in microwa\"e
GaAs FET's are considered in Chapter 3 with a particular bias towards photovoltaic
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual diagram of an optically controlled radio sensor network. (a)

Distributed wireless sensor network. (b) Integrated opto-microwave transducer.
effects associated with the gate depletion region of the FET [1.14]. In addition, Chapter 3 includes experimental results relating to the verification of previous work on the
gate depletion region photovoltaic effect. The GaAs FET responsivity to switched and
modulated optical stimuli is considered in Chapter 4, along with some recent developments in the modelling of the dynamic optical response of GaAs FET's.
The preceding chapters provide a foundation upon which the novel aspects of this
investigation are based. The analytical work begins with the design and modelling of
a reflective microwave GaAs FET switch, described in Chapter 5, and this is combined
with the optically controlled GaAs FET concepts of Chapter 3 in the realization of
an optically controlled microwave switch. The operation of a novel microwave reflective GaAs FET switch subjected to static optical control is discussed in Chapter 6.
Sin1ulated and measured results for the switching characteristics of the direct

opticall~'

controlled GaAs FET switch [1.15] are presented in Chapter 6. This work is extended
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in Chapter 7 to permit the modelling of the transient response of the optically controlled switch [1.16], enabling a comparison between measured and simulated results
for the GaAs FET under switched optical control. The experimental and modelling
steps presented in Chapters 6 and 7 are applied to GaAs FET switches incorporating two very different gate structures, under both optical and conventional electrical
control [1.16].
Using the results for the optically controlled microwave GaAs FET switch. a direct
optically controlled microwave phase shifter is described in Chapter 9, based upon
the well-established theory for electrically controlled diode phase shifters examined in
Chapter 8. In addition, Chapter 9 presents simulated and experimental results for
a single-bit 30° loaded-line phase shifter with both direct optical and conventional
electrical control of the GaAs FET switching element [1.15].
In considering the simulation of the GaAs FET microwave switch, it was found that
previously published models were inadequate in predicting the microwave performance
of the switch in either state. Thus Chapter 10 includes modified models to predict
accurately the microwave switching characteristics of the GaAs FET and in particular,
describes a new method for evaluating the inter-electrode capacitance of the FET using
3-dimensional field simulation software [1.17]. Furthermore, the improved model for
the GaAs FET microwave switch enables the occurrences of resonances in either, or
both, switching states to be predicted accurately, resulting in a switch that can be
configured to operate over the frequency range 1 to 20 GHz [1.17].
The circuits described in this thesis establish the principle of direct optical control
of a microwave GaAs FET switch and phase shifter using hybrid circuits and commercially available packaged GaAs FET's. However, a design strategy was chosen so
that there could be a straightforward extension to monolithic layouts if required, and
this is discussed in Chapter 11. The thesis is concluded in Chapter 13, with a survey
of the theoretical and experimental results presented in Chapter 12. Suggestions for
future work and a discussion of the potential integration of the optical sensor with the
microwave circuits described is considered in Chapter 14.
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Introduction
HE amalgamation of monolithic optical and microwave devices as OMMIC's has
been an active area of research for almost two decades and had even been envis-

aged prior to the commercial availability of MMIC technology. Despite research efforts,
the delay in the availability of a commercial OMMIC process probably stems from the
distinction that existed between the semiconductor device physicist and micrO\yave design engineer. It was not until the mid-1980's that these two traditionally separate
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disciplines began to merge as academic and commercial establishments experienced increased accessibility to foundry processes and bridged the interdisciplinary gap bet\\"een
the concepts of optics and microwaves. These research efforts have led , for example ,
to the monolithic integration of laser diodes and photodetectors with microwave GaAs
FET's [2.1] and the development of microwave fibre optic links [2.2,2.3]. This merging
has its roots in the development of phased-array radar systems and indeed this has been
the main incentive for research into optical and microwave interactions over the past

18 years. There are many situations, both military and commercial, where it is necessary to be able quickly to manipulate a microwave radar beam. Typical phased-arrays
may contain hundreds or even thousands of radiating elements in order to produce a
controllable and well-defined pencil beam. Difficulties can arise both in the control of
the phases of the currents feeding these elements and in the distribution of signals to
the various elements. Optical techniques can be used to mitigate these difficulties.
The large number of radiating elements in a phased-array dictates that the beamforming networks which introduce the digital control signals should be small, lightweight and immune from electrical interference. Since the radiating elements can be
implemented effectively with MMIC technology, the microwave signals can be controlled easily through optical fibre/MMIC monolithic interfaces. The distribution of
microwave signals to the elements may also present problems due to size and interference between closely spaced feed lines. A conventional waveguide feed distribution
system would be far too cumbersome a solution and coaxial cables, although they offer
a lighter and more flexible solution, do not yield the precise transmission phase properties and low loss which are essential for this application. Thus the use of an optical-fibre
distribution system, in which an optical signal is modulated by the microwave signal,
not only meets the requirements of the beam-forming networks, but also allows both
the microwave and control signals to be transmitted using a single optical network. The
technique of signal distribution in phased-array radars is illustrated in Figure 2.1 [2.4].
The focus of current research efforts into OMMIC phased-array radar systems
has been a consequence of the present industrial MMIC programme being orientated
towards military applications with very specific, short term goals.

As pointed out

by Herczfeld [2.5], changes in the enginnering world demand that a broader approach
needs to be taken to the development of optical and microwave interactions, to provide
more flexible programmes which will serve consumer applications.

The innovative

application of optical and microwave interactions in the development of a distributed
sensor system, as considered in this present research, has not been addressed in the
literature and represents the first move towards commercial OMMIC-based systems.
Despite this potential commercial application, it has been established that the novel
optical-to-microwave transducer that forms the basis of the transceiver section of the
opto-n1icrowave sensor developed during this investigation. has distinct similarities to
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of an OMMIC-based phased-array antenna system incorporating optoelectronic microwave signal generation, distribution and detection [2.4].
the optically controlled gain and phase requirements of the transceiver of a phasedarray radar system.
During this investigation a number of areas of the literature were identified and
reviewed in order to assess the state-of-the-art technology available with monolithic
optical and microwave circuits. Thus, this literature review has been divided into the
following subject areas:
• Optically controlled microwave GaAs FET's
• Optically controlled GaAs FET Devices
• GaAs FET-based switches
• GaAs FET-based phase shifters
• MMI C and 0 MMI C technology

2.2

Optically Controlled Microwave GaAs FET's

The sensitivity to light of low-frequency transistors was recognized at an early stage
and such opto-transistors lend themselves to a variety of general optoelectronic applications. In contrast, the observation of optically-induced effects in microwave transistors
was first published in the literature by Baack et al. [2.6] in 1977, almost a decade after
the establishment of the FET as a suitable transistor for use at microwave frequencies. Since then, research and development into the interaction between photonics and
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microwaves has intensified, with the notable outcomes summarized chronologically in
Table 2.1.

Optical Interactions in Microwave GaAs FET's
Principal Outcomes

Dates
=}

Principal References

• initial observations of optical control in

1980

[2.6-2.12]

microwave GaAs FET's
• measurement of static & dynamic photoresponse
• controversy over predominant photoeffect

1981

=}

1985

• theoretical and experimental study of

[2.13-2.17]

static gate (external) photovoltaic effect
• theoretical study of dynamic photoeffects
• establishment of predominant static &
dynamic photo-effects

1986

=}

1990

• observation of optical control

III

ml-

[2.18-2.23]

crowave HEMT's
• observation of photo-avalanche effects
• theoretical and experimental study of
trapping effects in opto-FET's
• review of optical control in mIcrowave
semiconductors

1991

=}

1995

• theoretical and experimental study of

[2.24-2.30]

photo-effects in HEMT's
• theoretical and experimental study of
the GaAs FET under continuous, sinusoidal and switched optical illumination
Table 2.1: Chronicle of the principal developments in the optical control of microwave
GaAs FET's.
The optical control of microwave devices for OMMIC applications has tended to
be focussed upon optically controlled FET's, due to their widespread application in
MMIC's. The use of conventional styles of photodetection, such as Jri-n and avalanche
photodiodes, has been integrated within MMIC technology, but requires additional fabrication stages and therefore detracts from the compatibility benefits of commercially
available m.onolithic 111icrowa.ve and optical technologies. In particular. the optica.l

COIl-
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trol of metal-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MESFET's) has been the subject
of the majority of current publications to date. Although~ the improved micrmya\'e
performance and increasing commercial availability of high electron mobility transistors (HEMT's) and heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT's) has led to some more
recent publications dedicated to the optical responsivity of these devices. Inyestigations relating to optical control in microwave transistors can be classified broadly into
those relating to the static and dynamic optical response.

2.2.1

Static Optical Response of Microwave GaAs FET's

The static optical response of GaAs FET's refers to the DC and microwave (i.e. Sparameter) properties under continuous (static) optical illumination. Since the microwave and DC parameters are related, results presented in the literature often refer
to both optically-induced DC and microwave parameter variations.
Optically-induced variations in the S-parameter performance of a microwave GaAs
FET were first observed and measured by Pan [2.7] using 1 pm gate length MESFET's~
in common-gate and common-source arrangements used to provide optical detection.
Pan measured the magnitude of the S21-parameter for the common-gate configuration
over the frequency range 1 to 2 GHz. An approximate 15 dB increase in the magnitude
of the S21-parameter was reported at mid-band when the FET was illuminated by an
incandescent light source. For the common-source configuration, Pan also measured
the complete set of S-parameters over the frequency range 20 to 1300 MHz and for two
different drain and gate bias conditions, with the magnitude of S21 showing the greatest
variation between dark and illuminated states. The S21-parameter measurements were
extended to cover the frequency range 7 to 10.5 GHz, under incandescent and infra-red
illumination. With incandescent illumination the FET showed an approximately 2.5 dB
increase in the magnitude of S21 at mid-band, compared with the infra-red illumination,
while the phase of

S21

showed little variation between dark and illuminated conditions

with either light source. Pan suggested that the observed changes in the illuminated
GaAs FET's were due to photoconductivity changes in the source-to-gate and drainto-gate regions, and depletion layer width variation with light intensity. Variations
in the device S-parameters under different illumination were explained by considering
the optically-induced variations in the intrinsic elements of the standard small-signal
lumped equivalent circuit model for the GaAs FET.
Optically-induced DC variations were reported first by Graffeuil et ai. [:2 .8]. who
illuminated a 1 pm gate length GaAs FET with a 5 m W light-emitting diode (LED).
They observed changes in the FET pinch-off voltage which were attributed to electronhole generation in the illuminated space-charge layer beneath the gate (i.e. gate depletion region). This change in the pinch-off voltage was then used to establish the \'ariation in the tra.nsconductance of the GaAs

~IESFET

under illumination. By comparing
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measured and computed values, they established that a 10% variation of transconductance and a 25% variation of drain current was possible for a light intensity variation
as low as 0.2 m W. For a 10% variation in the gate-to-source and drain-to-source capacitances of the MESFET they deduced that a light intensity variation of greater
than 2 m W was needed. They concluded that the photo-effects observed in their GaAs
FET's were photovoltaic phenomena.
Edwards [2.9] measured the change in the drain current-voltage characteristics of
an illuminated microwave GaAs FET structure, with and without a gate electrode. The
removal of the gate electrode eliminated the effect of the gate Schottky barrier and this
was used to demonstrate photovoltaic effects occurring between the substrate and the
n-type epitaxial channel regions. The devices were illuminated by the focussed output

from a helium-neon (ReNe) laser and by floodlight from the internal illumination of
a microscope. With a resistance of 47 D at the gate of the FET, a photosensitivity
of approximately 1300 AW- 1 was measured. The photo current gain was found to be
slightly higher with the gate of the FET open or negatively biased. The use of the
two-terminal FET, rather than a normal gated FET, had the advantage that more
light was able to reach the active channel and channel-to-substrate interface regions
because of the absence of the gate metal. By increasing the light intensity from 0.01
to 100 1-1 W the variation in the substrate voltage and drain current (backgating effect)
was measured.

From this, Edwards showed that for low light levels the substrate

photovoltage exhibited a logarithmic increase with light intensity.
The most significant study of the 1980's into the static optical response of microwave GaAs MESFET's was made by de Salles and Forrest [2.31]' who carried out an
experimental and theoretical characterization of the photo-response of the MESFET.
This work investigated the photo-response variation as a function of light intensity and
bias conditions, with an emphasis on the gate depletion region photovoltaic effect. De
Salles [2.13] derived an expression for the short-circuit gate photocurrent density in the
MESFET given by
a 3 L2 w

e-aw

J ph = q(l - R)<I>o [ a2PL~n_ 1

+ aw

1

(2.1 )

where R is the surface optical reflectivity, q the electronic charge, <I>o the photon flux
density at the surface, a the optical absorption coefficient, Lp the minority-carrier
(hole) diffusion length,

Wn

the width of the undepleted channel region and w the width

of the gate depletion region. The combination of the photocurrent and a large resistance

(> 50 kD), placed at the gate of the FET, generated a large photovoltaic effect which
de Salles [:2.13,2.32] approximated to an open-circuit photovoltage given by

,~c

In J ph
q
Js

= nkT

(2.2)

is the ideality factor, k Boltzmann's constant and J s the reverse saturation current density of the gate Schottky barrier junction. By illuminating a D..} p111
where
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gate length MESFET with a 2 m W variable output from a double-heterostructure
GaAs / GaAlAs laser diode focussed to a 50 11m spot diameter, de Salles measured the
following responses.
• Current-voltage characteristics for the Schottky barrier gate junction at various
light intensity levels.
• Drain current-voltage characteristics of the FET with a fixed light level, under
various reverse gate bias conditions ana with a gate bias resistances of 1 kn and
1 Mn .

• Schottky barrier photovoltage under various light levels, gate reverse bias conditions and with a gate bias resistance of 1 Mn.
From these results de Salles was able to obtain very good agreement between
the measured and calculated DC photo-responses of the FET due to the gate depletion region photovoltaic effect. Furthermore, by including a large gate bias resistance

(> 50 kn) de Salles showed that the photo-response at the gate of the FET could be
likened to controlling the gate of the FET electrically. Using the photo current expression to predict the change in gate voltage due to the gate depletion region photovoltaic
effect, de Salles was able to estimate the S-parameter variations under optical control over the frequency range 2 to 8 GHz. These results showed very close agreement
with measured values. The parasitic resistances associated with the FET equivalent
model showed a decrease of about 10% in the illuminated state due to photoconductive effects. A major variation in the S21-parameter was observed under illumination
when the gate resistance was changed from 1 kn to 1 Mn, due to the gate depletion
region photovoltaic effect. No significant variations were observed in the rest of the
S-parameters under similar cbnditions, although the transconductance and gate-tosource capacitance showed an increase of 10 to 20% with illumination. De Salles [2.13]
also performed a preliminary study of the backgating effect due to optically-induced
substrate current.
By assuming the gate metallization of the MESFET to be semi-transparent to
light Chaturvedi et ai. [2.33] calculated the gate depletion region photovoltage as

1/ h = kT In
P

q

(p +P6 P )

(2.3)

where 6p is the light-generated excess hole concentration and p is the equilibrium hole
concentration in the active layer. The light-generated excess hole concentration was
obtained from

(:2.-1 )
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where

Tp

1-1

is the minority carrier lifetime, ,\ the wavelength of the incident light ~ h

Planck's constant, Popt the incident optical power per unit area and a the thickness of
the active layer. From these expressions they were able to calculate the change in the
drain current under illumination, although no experimental verification was presented.
The gain, drain current and S-parameter variations over the frequency range 3 to
8 GHz were measured by Mizuno [2.14]' for a 0.5 pm gate length MESFET at various

light intensity levels using a fibre-coupled semiconductor laser operating at a wavelength of 829 nm. Over this frequency range the gain of the MESFET was controlled
optically by increasing the light intensity from 0.01 to 0.14 m W, and electrically by
decreasing the gate reverse bias, to give an approximate 20 dB change in gain. Mizuno
described the optically-induced gate voltage variations as being similar to controlling
the FET electrically and showed that the S-parameters varied in a similar manner
under optical and electrical control.
U sing a 1.3 pm gate length MESFET illuminated by an injection laser operating
at a wavelength of 827 nm, Gautier et ai. [2.15] measured the variation in the Sparameters over the frequency range 2 to 8 GHz for various gate bias conditions and
under two different light levels of 0.3 and 2 m W. They measured also variations in
the DC transconductance and reverse gate current of the MESFET and attributed
these changes to the photovoltaic effect within the gate Schottky junction and the
photoconductive effect occurring in the active region of the channel. These results
showed good agreement when compared with a unidimensional model that described
the light effects on the DC transconductance of the FET.
Analytical determinations of the drain current-voltage characteristics for a GaAs
MESFET, InP MESFET, Alo.3Gao.7As/GaAs HEMT and GaAs permeable base transistor (PBT) under optical illumination were made by Simons and Bhasin [2.18]. By
calculating the optically-induced voltage at the gate of these devices, based upon the
expression given by Chaturvedi et ai. [2.33], they observed that the Alo.3Gao.7As/GaAs
HEMT had the highest photosensitivity, followed by the GaAs PBT and GaAs MESFET, with the InP MESFET having the lowest photo-response. The optical gain of a
normally-off MESFET was found to be a maximum if the gate bias was such that the
MESFET was in the pinch-off condition. This result agreed with the previous findings of de Salles [2.13,2.32], Mizuno [2.14] and Gautier et ai. [2.15]. Variations in the
small-signal parameters such as channel conductance, gate-to-source capacitance and
transconductance were computed and compared with experimental values obtained by
Sun et al. [2.34] and Gautier et al. [2.15]. In this work they considered a 1 pm gate
length GaAs MESFET with a indium tin oxide (ITO) gate metallization. transparent
to visible light, illuminated by an optical power density of 1 m Wcm- 2 at a wavelength
of 0.87 pm. They calculated that the channel conductance increased by about 15%
under illumination. Some discrepancies occurred between the measured and computed
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results for the DC transconductance and gate-to-source capacitance but these were
attributed to the simplicity of the analytical model used in their computations.
Experimental results for the optically-induced gate voltage, the increase in the
drain current, the RF gain and the change in the S-parameters of a 0 ..5 fLm 7r-gate
AlGaAs/GaAs HEMT and 0.3 fLm 7r-gate GaAs MESFET under optical illumination
were presented by Simons [2.19]. The current-voltage characteristics of the Schottky
barrier gate junction of both devices, illuminated by a laser diode with an output
power of 1.5 to 1.7 m Wand wavelength of 0.83 fLm, showed that the HEMT device
generated a light-induced voltage at the gate of 0.57 V while the MESFET produced a
voltage of just 0.24 V. These results verified previous theoretical studies by Simons and
Bhasin [2.18] of the AlGaAs/GaAs HEMT and were the first results relating specifically
to the gate depletion region photovoltaic effect with no external gate bias resistance.
From the drain current-voltage characteristics under illumination, the GaAs MESFET
showed a larger optically-induced drain current than did the AlGaAs/GaAs HEMT
device and this observation was attributed to the larger gate-to-source and gate-todrain spacings in the MESFET increasing the coupling efficiency between the incident
radiation and the active layer. The measured DC transconductance was shown to be
insensitive to optical illumination, with a maximum change of less than 2 mS in the illuminated state. Measured S-parameters, over the frequency range 45 MHz to 26.5 GHz,
showed that S11, S22 and 5 12 were affected by optical illumination and that these effects
were more pronounced when the devices were biased close to pinch-off. The opticallyinduced changes in these S-parameters were shown to be due to increases in the gate
and source capacitances and decreases in the drain-to-gate feedback capacitance, gate
charging resistance and the channel resistance, associated with a simplified model for
the devices under optical illumination. The simplified model under optical illumination
was based upon the GaAs MESFET model published by Minasian [2.35]. An increase
of 0.5 to 2.0 dB in the magnitude of the S21-parameter was observed for reverse gate
bias levels of -0.5 and -0.95 V, respectively, although the phase showed no change under optical illumination. Using the HEMT as an optical detector, a responsivity of
3.53 AW- 1 and a quantum efficiency of greater than 500% were recorded.
Photo-multiplication effects were demonstrated by Madjar et at. [2.20]' when illuminating a 0.5 fLm gate length GaAs MESFET operated close to the avalanche breakdown voltage of the gate-drain Schottky barrier. For a drain voltage of 0.0 to 8.0 V and
with the gate biased at pinch-off, they measured the drain current response of the FET
when illuminated by a quartz-halogen lamp with an optical output power of 45 fi\\'
and a wavelength of 0.8 fim. This showed that a more pronounced increase in drain
current for the illuminated state over that for unilluminated (dark) conditions occurred
as the gate-drain junction approached the critical field for avalanche breakdown. Under
these conditions, the photo-induced carriers are in a very high electric field environ-
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ment and therefore highly energetic. These excess carriers cause secondary emissions
by collisions with the crystal atoms, thereby leading to multiplication of the current.
with the observed phenomenon being an optically-induced avalanche effect. The photomultiplication factor for the MESFET was measured at approximately 12.33. \\:hen
used as a photo detector the photo-multiplication can enhance the optical response of
the device. However, caution is required to avoid premature avalanche breakdown.
They also evaluated the effect of the silicon dioxide/silicon nitride (Si0 2 /SbN 4 ) surface passivation on the coupling efficiency of the incident light beam and estimated the
reflection coefficient to be ~, which is consistent with the poor coupling observed by
other investigators.
A study of the DC optical response of a 0.5 11m Alo.3Gao.7As/GaAs HEMT was
presented by de Salles and Romero [2.24]. This followed a similar pattern to de Salles'
earlier investigation of GaAs MESFET's [2.32]. They compared calculated and experimental results for the drain current-voltage characteristics of the HEMT incorporating
photoconductive and photovoltaic effects. The photoconductive effect was associated
with photon absorption only in the GaAs layer of the HEMT which resulted in an
increase in the electron concentration in the 2-dimensional gas (2-DEG) channel. This
effect was dominant when the incident photon energy was equal to or greater than the
GaAs band-gap but smaller than the AIGaAs band-gap, with the electron concentration in the 2-DEG channel due to illumination estimated as
(2.5)
where

Tn

is the electron lifetime and a the thickness of the GaAs layer. An approximate

5 rnA increase in the drain current of the HEMT was observed due to the photoconductive effect under three different gate bias conditions, which was in very close agreement
with calculated results. The HEMT was illuminated by a HeNe laser source with an
incident optical power of 0.2 m Wand a wavelength of 632.8 nm, focussed to a 50 11 m
diameter spot. The photovoltaic effect occurred as a result of photons absorbed in
the AIGaAs layer and only when a high bias resistor was present at the gate of the
HEMT. For this to take place, the photon energy of the incident light had to be equal
to or greater than the AIGaAs band-gap. The use of a large gate resistor (1.2 Mn)
meant that the change in the drain current could be estimated in an almost identical
1nanner to that used previously by de Salles to model the gate depletion region photovoltaic effect in MESFET's [2.13,2.32]. The drain current-voltage characteristics for
the photovoltaic effect was measured with 1.2 Mn, 100 kn and 0 n gate resistors and
under three different gate bias conditions. These showed good agreement with calculated results obtained from the the expressions of Chaturvedi et al. [2.33]. As with
the MESFET, the maximum photovoltaic effect was obtained when the HE~IT was
biased close to its pinch-off condition and with the inclusion of the 1.2 ~In gate resistance. Using a simplified small-signal model for the HEl\IT and standard expressions
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for some of the small-signal pararr:eters of this modeL they estimated the change in
the transconductance,

gate-to-s~urce

capacitance and drain-to-source resistance of the

HEMT under both photo-effects. Under the photoconductive effect. no changes were
predicted in the transconductance and gate-to-source capacitance, although the drainto-source resistance was expected to be reduced by the optical illumination. Based
upon this they predicted that there would be a negligible change in the Sl1. 5 12 and
5 21 parameters and a reasonable variation in 5 22 under photoconductive effects. l' nder
photovoltaic control they anticipated an increase in both the gate-to-source capacitance
and transconductance as a result of optically-induced gate voltage variations.
The wavelength dependence of the photo-response of a

HE~IT

was measured by

Romero et ai. [2.36]. They established that photoconductive effects dominated the
optical response at a wavelength of 0.85 /Jm, and that at 0.633 /Jm the photovoltaic
effect prevails. They explained the occurrence of these photo-effects in

HE~IT's

in a

similar way to de Salles and Romero [2.24].
An analytical model for an ion-implanted GaAs opto-FET (OPFET) was developed by Pal and Chattopadhyay [2.37] by considering photoyoltaic effects in the
gate Schottky barrier junction of a FET. They considered optical radiation through
a transparent or semi-transparent gate of the FET, which resulted in the following
photo-effects:
• electron-hole pairs in the gate depletion region due to photon absorption, thus
modifying the channel current and gate leakage current,
• photo-generated forward bias created by a photovoltage across the metal semiconductor gate junction.
By considering a gradual channel approximation for the charge distribution due to
ion-implantation, photo-generation in the channel of the FET and charge loss due to
recombination effects, they established an expression for the drain-to-source current of
the OPFET. From this they evaluated threshold voltage and drain current variations
with and without photovoltaic and recombination effects by considering different le\"els
of implant dose, optical photon flux density and trap centre density.
Lo and Lee [2.2.5] performed a two-dimensional theoretical study using numerical analysis to verify the occurrence of photovoltaic effects in the channel-to-substrate
interface of GaAs MESFET's. Two GaAs l\1ESFET structures were simulated, both
with 0.5

{lm

gate lengths and identical gate-to-source and gate-to-drain spacings, but

with one of the MESFET's a 1 /Jm buffer layer separating the n-type channel and
semi-insulating substrate was also included. The gate, source and drain contact metallizations were considered opaque to light and a two-region mobility model was used
to define the field-dependent mobility of electrons in GaAs. They began by considering the drain current-voltage characteristics of the ~l ESFET with a photon flux of
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10 20 cm- 2 s- 1 which corresponded to a output power of 2 m W focused to a 50 11 m
diameter spot. They considered depth profiles for electron concentration. hole concentration and conduction band edge along the centre of the gate with and without
illumination and a depth profile of electron concentration along the centre of the regions
between the source and the gate with and without illumination. From these results
they concluded that the change of gate depletion region width and the photo-generated
free-carriers in the gate depletion junction were negligible and made no significant contribution to the increase in drain current under illumination. They suggested that the
photovoltaic effect occurring at the channel-to-substrate interface was responsible for
the photo-induced drain current. This was consistent with the experimental results
reported by Edwards [2.9]. In addition, they evaluated the reverse gate current-voltage
characteristics due to illumination and established an open-circuit photovoltage which
was in close agreement with the measurements of de Salles [2.32]. They showed that a
change in the built-in voltage of the depletion region under illumination, as had been
suggested by Graffeuil et ai. [2.8], was not possible for the optical power available from
a semiconductor laser diode. The two MESFET structures with and without the buffer
layer were compared under illumination by determination of the drain current-voltage
characteristics. These results showed that the photo-induced drain current was greater
for the unbuffered device. This was attributed to the fact that the depletion width on
the channel side due to the forming of the channel-to-substrate interface space-charge
region and the depletion width change due to illumination were reduced by the ntype buffer layer. However, the photovoltaic effect was still strong enough to cause a
substantial increase in the drain current under illumination.
The most significant study in the early 1990's of the static photo-response of GaAs
MESFET's was made by Madjar et ai. [2.26]. They developed a comprehensive model
for the illuminated GaAs MESFET based upon the transport equations for the device.
This enabled the dependence of the photo-response on bias conditions, the wavelength
and intensity of the optical source and the particulars of the device structure to be
accurately modelled. The complete model incorporated the following features:
• the device could be operated in any desirable biasing mode (active or beyond
pinch-off) ,
• the intensity and wavelength of the optical source were accounted for explicitly,
• the analysis was based on basic principles, components of the optically-induced
current derived from the differential equations governing the charge carrier transport,
• the photovoltaic effect in the channel-to-substrate interface was fully characterized for the first time.
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Their model broke down the photo-response into a number of photoconductive and
photovoltaic effects occurring within specific regions of the GaAs FET. By considering
the excess electron and hole distributions in the channel, they developed an approximate expression for the photoconductive current under illumination. This showed that
the photoconductive current decreased with increasing gate bias, was independent of
the drain bias and intensified with increasing optical power density. Since the width of
the channel was small (rv 0.1 11m), the photoconductive current was in the submicroamp range and was neglected for typical optical power densities. The optical leakage
current via the substrate due to photons absorbed between the drain and source bonding pads was also derived. This leakage current could be minimized by having the
source and drain bonding pads far apart and not facing each other. Since the effective
illuminated area associated with the leakage current was small, the leakage current was
assumed to be negligible. The photovoltaic effect in the channel-to-substrate interface
was evaluated by considering the change in the potential barrier at this interface. They
termed this effect the internal photovoltaic effect, and showed that it was independent
of biasing conditions. By using a standard Newton-Raphson approach they were able
to solve for the internal photovoltage under low and high level illumination conditions.
These expressions indicated that the internal photovoltaic effect could be optimized
by:
• increasing the optical intensity level,
• choosing an optical wavelength appropriate to the thickness of the GaAs active
layer,
• increasing the channel-to-substrate interface barrier by reducing the semi-insulating substrate concentration and increasing its thickness.
They identified two optically-induced currents associated with the internal photovoltaic effect. The first concerned an increase in the drain current as a result of
a decrease in the channel-to-substrate interface barrier, which in turn extended the
active channel region. Their approximate expression for the drain photo current was
based upon the preliminary analysis by de Salles [2.13,2.32]. For a uniformly doped
active layer, this photo current could be optimized by applying zero bias to the gate
of the MESFET. This photo current was shown to be typically in the milli-amp range.
The second photocurrent, arising from the reduction in the channel-to-substrate interface barrier, was associated with an increase in the substrate current. This increase
in substrate current was accounted for by considering a phototransistor model. from
which an analytical expression was developed for the increase in substrate current due
to illun1ination. Based upon this, the substrate current was shown to be small compared with the drain photo current and would only become predominant over the drain
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photo current when the MESFET was operated in the pinch-off condition. Finally. they
characterized the photovoltaic effect in the gate depletion region and identified this as
the external photovoltaic effect. They derived an expression for the short-circuit gate
photo current which followed the approach of de Salles [2.13]. Although this photocurrent was shown to be in the micro-amp range, the inclusion of a large resistance at
the gate of the MESFET was shown to generate a large photovoltage. Expressions
were developed for the gate photovoltage under low and high levels of optical illumination. In addition, the optical reflections due to surface passivation layers, which had
been estimated in previous investigations, were accounted for by considering multiple
reflections due to the differing refractive indices of the surface passivation and GaAs
layers. By considering the change in the drain current of the MESFET under illumination, they showed that in the absence of a large resistance at the gate the internal
photovoltaic effect was the dominant photo-effect. However, the inclusion of the large
gate resistor made the external photovoltaic effect predominant. Measurements were
performed on a 1 J-Lm gate length MESFET illuminated by a semiconductor laser with
a variable output power (2 J-LW to 3.5 m W) and wavelength (500 to 850 nm). These
results related to the complete and individual photo-response dependences with optical
and bias conditions and showed very good agreement with those obtained from their
analytical analysis. For the internal photovoltaic effect, their measurements showed
that an approximate change of 0.7 V for the photovoltage was achieved by varying
the optical power output from the laser source. The drain photo current variation with
optical power was measured with 1 M!1 and 0 !1 gate bias resistances, and showed very
good agreement with their calculated values.
A numerical analysis of an ion-implanted GaAs OPFET was presented by Chakrabarti et al. [2.38]. They obtained drain current-voltage characteristics under dark and
illuminated conditions, based upon analytical expressions obtained by solving numerically the one-dimensional Poisson equation for the OPFET structure. Their theoretical
analysis accounted for the following basic factors:
• reflection of the incident radiation from the gate metallization as well as the
metal-GaAs interface,
• forward voltage developed across the Schottky barrier due to the gate depletion
region photovoltaic effect,
• dependence of the gate depletion edge depths on the channel voltage,
• modulation of the width of the gate region by incident radiation.
In their analysis they assumed the external gate bias resistance to be very high so
that the photovoltaic effect in the gate depletion region becalne the dominant factor
in determining the characteristics of the OPFET under illumination. This gave them
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also justification to ignore the photovoltaic effect in the channel-to-substrate barrier.
They considered that by using a suitable gate metallization thickness, about 90C;C of the
incident light could be transmitted to the GaAs layer. As in the previous investigations.
a gradual channel approximation was used to evaluate the drain current for a 1 pm gate
length FET. They concluded that for a high gate bias resistance, the optical radiation
controlled the saturation drain current by changing the channel conductance rather
than its conductivity, as had been suggested by Mishra et al. [2.39].

2.2.2

Dynamic Optical Response of Microwave GaAs FET's

The dynamic optical response of microwave GaAs FET's refers to the high-speed photoresponse of the device while under switched or modulated optical illumination. Primarily, this is concerned with the optical stimulus being modulated in amplitude by a
microwave or radio frequency (RF) signal, or by a high-speed digital signal.
The first observations and measurements of the optical control of microwave GaAs
FET's were associated with the dynamic optical response of the FET. This investigation
by Baack et al. [2.6] measured the pulse height, 10 to 90% rise time and half width
time for the voltage at the output of a 1 pm gate length MESFET illuminated by the
focussed output of a pulsed semiconductor laser operating at a wavelength of 910 nm.
The MESFET was found to give the best response when the gate was biased beyond
the pinch-off condition. The pulsed results were compared with those of an avalanche
-/'

"

photodiode (APD), biased at ,80
V to give the fastest pulse response. The measured
.a
rise time for the MESFET was 46 ps, which compared favourably with the 74 ps value
for the APD. They concluded that the GaAs MESFET had a low quantum efficiency at
the laser wavelength of 910 nm, due to the long penetration depth, and suggested that
operation at 850 nm would improve the quantum efficiency and the pulse response.
The first observations of optically controlled switching were made by Yen and
Barnoski [2.40], who observed optically controlled switching in silicon bipolar junction
transistor (BJT) oscillators. The optical stimulus was provided by superimposing an
RF signal on a DC bias and then modulating a GaAlAs laser diode which had an output
power of 0.3 m W. The silicon BJT oscillator was designed to operate at 1.85 GHz with
the transistor bias voltage set slightly below the threshold for oscillation. When the
oscillator was illuminated by the laser source, the DC illumination switched the transistor 'on' and the RF illumination phase-locked the oscillator output. They attributed
the turning-on of the transistor to an optically-induced increase in the transistor base
current which was measured to be approximately 10 pA. They suggested also that the
transistor oscillator would experience output voltage amplitude and frequency \"ariations under illun1ination due to modification of the transistor base resistance and
collector barrier capacitance by the additional optically-generated carriers.
The high-speed detection characteristics of a 1 and 2 pm gate length GaAs ~dES-
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FET illuminated by the focussed output of a mode-locked laser and a Re~e laser
respectively, were measured by Gammel and Ballantyne [2.10]. In the first case they
measured the dynamic photo-response of the MESFET to a 15 ps optical pulse under various gate bias conditions. These results showed that the photo-response had a
fast rise time. This was followed by a slow fall which became more pronounced with
large drain currents (i.e. smaller gate voltages). The fall time was of the order of
45 ps and the photoconductive device gain was estimated to be 1.3 and 2 for drain
currents of 2 rnA and 40 rnA respectively. The peak pulse output voltage was found to
increase linearly with input optical power level. In their explanation of the dynamic
optical response of the MESFET, they discounted photovoltage amplification at the
gate (i.e. photo diode effect) and optical modulation of the gate depletion region width
as the responsible mechanisms. Instead, they concluded that their data were consistent only with a photoconductive mechanism and interpreted the long fall time in the
optical pulse response of the MESFET as the consequence of carriers excited outside
the high-field region having to drift and diffuse into this region before being collected.
Finally, they compared some performance parameters of the OPFET with those of a
high-quality photo diode and showed that the OPFET had better high frequency performance, lower contact resistance, no shunt capacitance and a larger photoconductive
gain. Based upon these performance advantages, they proposed an integrated waveguide and OPFET structure whereby a glass waveguide running over or under the gate
electrode would provide a monolithic optical interface to the optically sensitive regions
of the MESFET.
The dynamic photo-response of a 1 /-Lm gate length GaAs MESFET was measured
by Sugeta and Mizushima [2.11]. The device was illuminated by the focussed output
from a GaAlAs double heterostructure (DR) laser which had a wavelength of 0.82 /-Lm
and was directly modulated by pulses of 100 ps duration and 2 GHz repetition rate.
With approximately 50

n resistance present at both the gate and

drain of the FET,

they measured the rise and fall times of the gate and drain voltages to be about
100 ps, although it was recognized that these results were limited by the response
of the measuring probe.

They suggested that the photo-response of the MESFET

was due to the sweep-out effect of photo-generated carriers in the depletion layer as
in the case of a photodiode, and substantiated their theory by measuring the gate
photo current response. From this they estimated that the MESFET had an external)
quantum efficiency of about 15%. By measuring the drain photocurrent response they
showed that the ratio of the drain to gate photo currents was given by (1 +gm R G ), where
gm is the GaAs FET microwave transconductance and RG the gate bias resistance. This
suggested that the photo-response mechanism was a combination of the photodiode
action in the depletion layer and the FET amplification action. They concluded that the
contribution of the photoconductive modulation in the channel of the GaAs l\IESFET,
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as described by Gammel and Ballantyne [2.10]' was quite small.
Subsequently Gammel and Ballantyne [2.12] measured the variation in signal
power with laser spot position at the drain of an illuminated 2 pm gate length ~..rES
FET operated in the active and pinch-off regions.

The illumination was obtained

from a HeNe laser with a 1.1 pm spot diameter. In the active bias model the gate
current was found to be a factor of 10 smaller than that necessary to explain the
observed drain current, suggesting that substantial modulation of the channel conductivity was taking place. They explained the discrepancy between the photo-response
mechanism described in their earlier investigation [2.10] and that given by Sugeta and
Mizushima [2.11] to be due to the different optical wavelengths used in the two investigations. This meant that in their work reported in both [2.10] and [2.12], the shorter
wavelength light resulted in an absorption depth less than the GaAs active layer thickness. This, combined with the accurate focussing of the light beam into the high-field
region of the FET, meant that the efficiency of the photoconductivity modulation was
high. They suggested that the longer wavelengths used in the investigation by Sugeta
and Mizushima [2.11] resulted in very little of the light being absorbed in the high-field
region and they concluded that nearly all of the photo-generated carriers must have
been created in the substrate or in portions of the active layer outside the high-field
region of the FET.
In response to the comments by Gammel and Ballantyne [2.12] on the predominant
photo-mechanism in their GaAs FET's, Sugeta and Mizushima [2.41] explained that
they were unable still to observe any photoconductive modulation effect in their GaAs
MESFET devices. However, they made no comment on using a shorter wavelength
illumination in order to observe the photoconductive effect, as had been proposed by
Gammel and Ballantyne [2.12].
The optical detection properties of the GaAs FET for optical modulation frequencies up to 750 MHz were investigated by MacDonald [2.42]. Two types of FET
were studied. One was an experimental device with the gate connected directly to the
grounded source and the second was a commercially available FET. MacDonald began
by measuring the static current-voltage characteristics for both FET's, from which he
estimated the DC photo-responsivity to be 56 AW- 1 for the experimental device and
over 1200 AW- 1 for the commercial FET. The AC photo-responsivity of the commercial FET was measured under various drain bias conditions, by illuminating the FET
with the modulated output of a semiconductor laser which emitted an average power
of 14 p W at a wavelength of 816 nm. For bias voltages from 0.4 to 4.0 V he showed
that the AC photo-responsivity was approximately proportional to the inverse square
root of the laser modulation frequency, and that the photo-responsivity rose approximately exponentially with bias voltage. At a laser modulation frequency of 100

~IHz.

the AC photo-responsivity of the commercial FET was more than 6 A\y-l and rose to
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1

100 AW- at 1 MHz. He measured also the noise equivalent power (NEP) for the commercial FET, and found it to be less than 10- 12 WHz-t up to 100 l\IHz. The rise in the
NEP at high frequencies was attributed to the loss in photo-response with increasing
frequency. Finally, he compared the response of the FET photo-detector with that of
a commercial APD, using an optical peM signal at 5 Mbs- 1 . \Nith the FET biased
at 3.0 V and the APD at 140 V, he measured the noise levels to be approximately the
same for both photo-detectors. However, the FET produced a larger signal by a factor
of 10.
The controversy surrounding the mode of operation of the GaAs NIESFET under
modulated optical illumination prompted an investigation by Forrest et ai. [2.16], in
which they identified the relative roles of the photoconductive and photovoltaic effects. They began by considering the individual effects of the photoconductive and
photovoltaic mechanisms in a typical microwave GaAs MESFET structure and established analytical expressions for the photo current dependence on optical modulation
frequency. They explained that, between the drain and source electrodes, a photoconductive current could flow provided a drain-to-source potential existed to extract
the photo-generated carriers. Their photoconductive current expression implied a slow
response resulting from carrier trapping, and, for typical FET parameters, yielded a
photoconductive gain of greater than 1000. Photovoltaic effects were said to occur
in the depletion regions associated with the gate Schottky barrier junction and the
interface between the active channel, buffer and substrate layers. These photovoltaic
effects were shown to exercise a control over the drain current through the control of
the depletion regions on either side of the channel. The authors presented an equivalent circuit for the gate depletion region photovoltaic effect, based upon small-signal
FET parameters, and established three time constants associated with this effect. The
photovoltaic effect at the channel-to-buffer interface was shown to be of little relevance
to the high-frequency response of the MESFET photo-detector. This resulted from the
long time constant due to the high capacitance associated with this thin depletion zone
of large surface area. Using typical microwave GaAs NIESFET parameters they established roll-off frequencies of 1.6 MHz for the photoconductive effect and 6.4 and 53 GHz
for the photovoltaic effect. They showed further that, by incorporating a large gate
resistance, the photovoltaic responsivity could be made as large as that associated with
the photoconductive effect, but this large resistance incurred severe frequency roll-off
constraints due to the time constant associated with the combination of gate resistance
and gate-to-source capacitance. They predicted a photovoltaic gain of 3~ which yielded
a photo-responsivity of several AW- 1 . This prediction showed good agreement with
n1easurements obtained from illuminating a 0.5 J.Lm gate length GaAs .\IESFET with
laser light modulated at 2.8 GHz. Finally, they proposed that the photo-response of
the NIESFET could be improved by providing a buried gate arrangement.
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The photo-sensitivity of the GaAs FET to optical and electron-beam (e-beam)
stimulation at various modulation frequencies up to 1.3 GHz was studied by Noad ct

at. [2.17]. The use of e-beam stimulation allowed the FET photo-sensitivity to be
mapped at resolutions of tens of nanometres compared with an optical resolution limited to 2 to 3 pm. It allowed also the penetration depth and hence the location of
e-beam generated carriers to be varied. The optical stimulation allowed the photosensitivity to be evaluated over a wide range of frequencies by intensity-modulating
a laser diode. Since both stimulation methods involve the same primary mechanism
of electron-hole pair generation, Noad et at. combined these techniques to study the
mechanisms involved in FET photo-sensitivity. They used packaged 1 pm gate length
GaAs FET's with the device lids removed. The e-beam stimulation was used to evaluate the photo-sensitivity for modulation frequencies from 0 to 100 kHz and the optical
output from a GaAIAs/GaAs DH laser diode operating at wavelengths of 783 and
890 nm provided frequency-response data from 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz. They were able to
establish the photo-response mechanisms by measuring the variation in the gate and
drain current response with e-beam position, FET bias conditions, optical wavelength
and modulation frequency. From these results they proposed that the high-frequency
photo-response of the MESFET at 1 GHz was dominated by photoconductive effects, in
which photo-generated carriers within the active layer are collected in the drain-source
circuit. Furthermore, they noted another photo-effect at high modulation frequencies
which could not have been photoconductive. The photoconductive effect was shown
to yield a moderate gain of about 2. At low-frequencies they attributed the photoresponse to phototransistor action caused by both the Schottky gate as well as by the
photovoltage induced at the channel-to-substrate interface. This photovoltaic effect
was shown to yield a large gain ('" 1000) and dominated the photo-response at frequencies of 200 to 300 MHz. They concluded that the ultimate high-frequency cut-off
of the FET as an optical detector would be limited only by transit-time effects, making
the device useful for frequencies as high as 50 GHz.
A theoretical and experimental analysis of the relative effects of device geometry,
hole traps in the channel and backgating on the dynamic photo-response of the GaAs
MESFET was performed by Papaionannou and Forrest [2.21]. Based upon the expression presented in the earlier analysis of Forrest et ai. [2.16] and assuming trap-free
conditions, they calculated a photoconductive cut-off frequency of 440 MHz. In this
calculation, surface recombination effects on the carrier lifetime were neglected, due
to the fact that carriers are forced to travel far from the surface by the space-charge
region under the gate. To investigate the effects of deep traps, they measured the photoresponsivity of a 0.5 pm gate length GaAs MESFET illuminated by a GaAlAs laser
operating at a wavelength of 850 nm. These results were obtained over the frequency
range 250 kHz to 2.6 GHz by direct modulation of the laser. Their measurements \'eri-
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fied the contribution of traps up to about 150 MHz, with the non-uniform decay in the
responsivity being a result of many traps and the transition from one trapping mechanism to the next. They identified three trap level contributions with cut-off frequencies
of 4, 12 and 75 MHz, although only one of these could be identified from hole trap
level tables. The responsivity from 150 to 400 MHz was due to the trap-free lifetime
which was in close agreement with the predicted limit of 440 MHz. Above 600 MHz the
response was attributed to amplification of the photovoltage generated across the gate
load, with a cut-off frequency of 1.5 GHz. They also analyzed the backgating effect
(i.e. variation in drain current when a bias is applied to the substrate) as a result
of the photovoltaic effect occurring at the channel-to-buffer interface. By measuring
the photovoltage between the drain and substrate contacts, they established that the
channel substrate responsivity was almost constant up to 100 Hz. From 100 Hz to
2 kHz the response began to decrease with a cut-off at 2 kHz, which was attributed to
the RC time constant of the channel-to-substrate junction and was in close agreement
with their theoretical value.
Using the expressions developed by Shur and Eastman [2.43] and Shur [2.44],
Simons and Bhasin [2.18] evaluated theoretically the switching time and power-delay
product of a GaAs MESFET with and without illumination, as a function of device
active layer thickness and gate dissipation power. These calculations indicated that
as a result of the optically-induced gate voltage, an improvement in the switching
time and a lowering of the switching energy occurred. They suggested also that the
MESFET could be used as an optically controlled microwave switch and calculated
that the switch would have an insertion loss of 0.5 dB and an isolation greater than
25 dB at 10 GHz.
Singh and Pal [2.45] performed a theoretical analysis of the switching characteristics of a silicon MESFET under optical control, making use of the expressions
developed by Takada et ai. [2.46], to model the capacitive regions of the GaAs MESFET and the GaAs FET RF switch model analyzed by Gopinath and Rankin [2.47].
They modified the capacitance expressions developed in [2.46] to include the effects of
photo-generation in the gate depletion region and in the active channel region. Their
theoretical calculations for a 1 pm gate length silicon MESFET established that with
increasing optical flux the gate-to-source capacitance decreased under depletion mode
and increased under enhancement mode operation. The drain-to-source resistance associated with the low-impedance state of the switch model was evaluated from the
drain current expression under illumination, developed in their earlier work [2.48].
This resistance was found to decrease with increasing optical flux. They concluded by
showing that the RC time constant, associated with the drain-to-source resistallce and
gate-to-source and gate-to-drain capacitance combination, increased with increasing
photon flux.
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Darling and Uyemura [2.22] measured the DC optical gain and illuminated largesignal characteristics of a 3 /-lm gate length GaAs MESFET when optically gated \yith
a HeNe laser source emitting at a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The dependence of the
optical gains on the applied electrical bias, and optical intensity, position and spot size
was measured and related to theory in order to establish the dominant DC gain mechanisms. By sweeping the focussed output from the laser across the FET, they established
that the inter-electrode regions were most sensitive to the light. This was attributed
to the non-transparent nature of the metallization regions, typically no thinner than
3000

A.

This agreed with their theoretical analysis, which showed that no significant

optical transmission occurred through a gold metallization thicker than 500

A. In ad-

dition, their measurements showed that increasing the drain-to-source voltage resulted
in a significant increase in the sensitivity of the gate-to-drain inter-electrode region,
and this was attributed to the propagation of the gate depletion region beyond the
gate metal at saturated drain currents. By measuring the drain photo current responsE'
variation with drain-to-source bias, gate-to-source bias and optical power level, they
were able to establish which photo-mechanisms were dominant in the GaAs MESFET.
They established that for low optical power levels (;S 40 /-l W), the drain response gave
photocurrent gains of 5 to 10, which could be adequately accounted for by photoconductivity of the channel and substrate alone. This agreed also with results obtained
from a transit-time photoconductivity model. However, at higher optical power levels, the drain response increased to give photo current gains of 50 to 70, which were
greater than a saturating photoconductive current could produce. Their measurements
suggested that a photovoltaic effect was now dominant, involving an effective shift in
the pinch-off voltage (i.e. backgating effect). Since this photovoltaic mechanism was
associated with a large RC time constant of the substrate, they anticipated that its
response would roll-off quickly with frequency. They concluded that the roll-off points
associated with trapping effects [2.16,2.21] and photovoltaic gate biasing through a
large external gate resistor [2.13,2.32]' meant that the gain-bandwidth product of the
GaAs FET would largely be determined by transit-time photoconductivity alone.
By modifying their earlier theoretical analysis of the optically controlled switching
characteristics of silicon MESFET's [2.45], Singh and Pal [2.49] evaluated the optical
influence on the RF switching parameters of a GaAs MESFET. This involved the
inclusion of surface recombination via deep traps at or close to the surface, which had
been found by Mishra et ai. [2.39] to be of significance in GaAs MESFET's. Surface
recombination was found to reduce slightly the optically-induced effects on the gateto-source capacitance and, at a fixed optical flux density, the drain-to-source resistance
increased with increasing surface trap density.
Using modulated laser light over the frequency range 10 MHz to 10 GHz. Paolella (/

ai. [2.50] compared the dynamic photo-responses of two conventional

GaAs-~I~IIC
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MESFET's with that of a p-i-n photodiode. Their measurements showed the j\IESFET devices to have a significantly larger response (rv 10 dB) than the photodiode
at lower frequencies, due to its internal gain. In the absence of an external gate bias
resistor, the gain was attributed to the photovoltaic effect at the channel-to-substrate
interface. The photo-response crossover frequencies between the photodiode and the
two MESFET's were 250 MHz and 1 GHz respectively. The difference in frequency response between the two MESFET's was attributed to differences in the optical coupling
efficiencies of the two devices. It was concluded that the cut-off frequency associated
with the channel-to-substrate photovoltaic effect could be improved by tailoring the
doping profile at the barrier, without causing any adverse affect on the microwave
characteristics of the MMIC. This, combined with an improvement in optical coupling
was expected to increase the frequency response up to 10 GHz so that it would equal
or better that of the photodiode.
An in-depth study of the static and dynamic photo-responses of the GaAs MESFET was performed by Paolella [2.27]. He evaluated, theoretically and experimentally,
the various photocurrents and photovoltages in the GaAs MESFET as functions of
optical input parameters (wavelength, intensity and modulation frequency), input gate
voltage, gate resistance and device characteristics.
A brief literature review of the applications of optically controlled microwave GaAs
FET's under static and dynamic illumination was presented by Madjar et ai. [2.51].
They presented also a summary of their earlier work [2.26] on the static optical response
of the GaAs FET, and used the static photo-effects they had established as the basis
for describing the practical implications of using modulated optical illumination. They
proposed the following dynamic limitations on the photo-response in microwave FET's
as a consequence of either small-signal sinusoidal or square-wave modulation of the
optical stimulus:
• a very small time constant (pi co-second range) associated with the gate current
photo-response, due to the gate capacitance and load resistance,
• a small time constant (nano-second range) associated with the photoconductive
current; this was based upon a channel time constant of 100 to 500 times that of
the recombination process in GaAs, with a recombination lifetime of 3 to 5 ns in
GaAs,
• a cut-off frequency of several MHz for low optical powers and 200 to 500 j\IHz
for large optical powers. associated with the internal photovoltaic effect; this was
based upon the RC time constant associated with the channel-to-substrate barrier, with the junction resistance showing a nonlinear decrease and the junction
capacitance a nonlinear increase with increasing optical power. This was \'erified
by illun1inating a commercial GaAs ~IESFET and these results showed further
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that the frequency response had a roll-off of less than 20 dB/decade, which was
attributed to deep level traps in GaAs, as shown previously by Papaionannou
and Forrest [2.21],
• an RC time constant of around 1 J-LS associated with the external photovoltaic
effect, due to the large gate bias resistance (> 100 kn) and small gate capacitance
(;S 1 pF) combination.
They concluded that the photovoltaic effects had a large but slow response, making
their effects very small at microwave frequencies but useful for switching applications
with typical response times in the micro-second range. This meant that, at microwave
frequencies, the photo-response of the MESFET would be small.
The variation in the dynamic photo-response of the GaAs MESFET as a function
of optical power over a light modulating frequency range of 300 kHz to 3 GHz was
investigated by Paolella et al. [2.52]. A laser diode provided a maximum optical output
power of 2.3 m W at a wavelength of 840 nm, with the light modulating signal power
maintained at 0.5 m W. Experimental results revealed a square-law relationship between
the FET photo-response (i.e. microwave power) and the optical power, down to 0.3 mW
of optical power. Below this, the ratio of optical power and microwave power no longer
followed a square-law behaviour. The 3 dB bandwidth was shown to be approximately
constant at 50 MHz down to an optical power of 0.6 mW, with a value of 35 MHz
at 0.3 mW and 5 MHz at 36 J-LW. Since no external gate bias resistance was included
during their measurements, the internal photovoltaic effect was considered to be the
dominant photo-mechanism. For substrate resistances below 1 Mn, they expressed the
gain-bandwidth product associated with the internal photovoltaic effect as the ratio of
the microwave transconductance to the channel-to-substrate barrier capacitance.
Madjar et at. [2.28,2.53] developed a model for the external and internal photovoltaic effects in MESFET's under pulsed optical control. These models were largely
based upon their earlier analysis of the static photo-response of the MESFET [2.26]. To
model the influence of the internal photovoltaic effect under pulsed optical illumination,
they used an equivalent circuit for the channel-to-substrate barrier. This comprised the
optically-induced barrier current source shunted by a diode, the substrate resistance
and the barrier capacitance. The equivalent circuit for the gate Schottky junction, used
to represent the influence of the external photovoltaic effect, consisted of the opticallyinduced short-circuit gate photo current source shunted by a combination of Schottky
diode, gate capacitance and the gate bias network. The gate bias network included
the gate bias voltage source and large gate resistance. From these models they derived nonlinear differential equations to represent the dependence of the photovoltages
on the optical signal parameters (intensity, wavelength and pulse duration), gate bias
voltage, gate resistance and device parameters. Using these expressions they simulated
the optical pulse response of the MESFET by using numerical methods (Runge-Kutta
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techniques). From their analytical models and typical MESFET and optical signal
parameters, they predicted that the internal photovoltaic effect would have a fall time
of about 2 ps and a rise time of 0.1 ps, with the rise time decreasing with increasing
optical power. For the external photovoltaic effect, the rise and fall times were in the
submicro-second range with a 1 Mn gate bias resistance, although the drain photo current was a factor of approximately 10 greater than that for the internal photovoltaic
effect. They measured the photo-response of a 1 pm gate length MESFET illuminated
by a 20 to 30 ps light pulse from a laser diode emitting at a wavelength of 850 nm.
Their experimental results verified the general trend in the variation of the MESFET
photo-response under pulsed optical control, although the measured and simulated
results were obtained for different gate loading and optical pulse conditions.
An analytical model for the switching characteristics of optically controlled GaAs
MESFET's was presented by Chakrabarti et at. [2.54]. They considered the variation
in the drain current-voltage characteristics, drain-to-source and internal gate-to-source
capacitances, drain-to-source resistance, transconductance, input RC time constant
and cut-off frequency under illumination. Furthermore, the variation of these parameters with gate length and channel doping concentration was numerically evaluated
under dark and illuminated conditions. In their model it was assumed that the gate
metal was semitransparent to the incident light and that a large resistance was present
at the gate of the MESFET. Their evaluation of the drain current-voltage characteristics in the dark and illuminated states followed a similar approach to their earlier
work [2.38], except that the channel was assumed to be uniformly doped. They followed a similar approach to that of Takada et at. [2.46] and Singh and Pal [2.49] to
evaluate the small-signal lumped equivalent circuit elements of the MESFET under
dark and illuminated conditions, except that the change in the minority carrier lifetime under illumination was accounted for explicitly. The expressions they derived were
used to determine theoretically the variation in the parameters of a 1 pm gate length
MESFET under illumination. They calculated that for a minority carrier lifetime of
10- 8 s under dark conditions, a value of 3.93 x 10- 11 s for the minority carrier lifetime
was obtained with an incident optical power density of 5 Wm- 2 . For the same optical
power density of 5 Wm- 2 , their calculations showed that illumination increased the
drain-to-source and internal gate-to-source capacitances, transconductance and cut-off
frequency by approximately 20, 10, 15 and 5%, respectively. The RC time constant,
defined in terms of gate-to-source capacitance and transconductance, decreased under
illumination by approximately 3%.
A model was developed by Paolella et ai. [2.29] for the GaAs MESFET under
modulated illumination at radio and microwave frequencies. The modelling techniques
used and experimental results presented were based largely upon the earlier works of
Paolella [:2.:27] and Madjar et al. [2.26]. They modified the photo current expressions
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developed by Madjar et ai. [2.26] to include optical illumination composed of a static
component, due to a DC bias applied to the light source, and a dynamic component.
due to a sinusoidal signal applied to the light source. Using an equivalent circuit for
the channel-to-substrate barrier, which comprised the optically-induced barrier current source shunted by a diode, the substrate resistance and the barrier capacitance.
they evaluated a expression for the light-frequency dependent internal photovoltage.
They developed also an expression for the light-frequency dependent external photovoltage based upon a model for the gate Schottky junction which comprised the
optically-induced short-circuit gate photo current source shunted by a Schottky diode,
gate capacitance and the gate bias network. The gate bias network included the gate
bias voltage source and large gate resistance. They determined also the low-frequency
gain, and the gain-bandwidth products associated with both the internal and external
photovoltaic effects, based upon the work of Paolella [2.27]. From their theoretical
analysis, they predicted that at low light modulating frequencies the photo-response
would be 'flat', and that, with the presence of a large gate bias resistance, the frequency
spectrum would roll-off at several MHz. Without the gate resistance the internal photovoltaic effect was predicted to dominate, yielding a flat response extending above
100 MHz, and with a roll-off of 20 dB/decade beyond the cut-off frequency. For frequencies in the microwave range, the contribution of the photocurrent, generated as a
result of the internal photovoltaic effect, was expected to level-off as it reached a similar
magnitude to those of the gate and photoconductive currents. The gate and photoconductive currents were calculated to roll-off at approximately 20 to 30 GHz, although
the photo-response would be small, with the photoconductive current being negligible
and the gate photo current being in the micro-amp range. They established that the
frequency response was a function of optical power and gate bias by illuminating a
1 pm gate length MESFET. The laser source emitted at a wavelength of 850 nm with
a maximum output power of 3.5 m W, and was modulated over the frequency range
300 kHz to 3 GHz. Their measurements showed that, for the internal photovoltaic
effect, the low frequency gain decreased and 3 dB bandwidth increased with increasing
optical power. A comparison of the calculated and measured frequency photo-responses
showed that the measured 3 dB bandwidth (rv 100 MHz) for the internal photovoltaic
effect gave good agreement with theory, but that the theoretical model did not predict
accurately the roll-off. This was attributed to deep trap levels not included in their
model. Finally, they showed that, by increasing the gate reverse bias from 0 to -2 V,
the 3 dB bandwidth of the external photovoltaic effect could be increased from 7 to
70 MHz.
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Optically Controlled GaAs FET Devices

The use of optically controlled microwave GaAs FET's over the past 18 years has been
directed towards phased-array radar applications. The devices can be classified into
the following areas in accordance with the particular signal distribution and beamformation requirements of such radar systems:
• Optically controlled amplification
• Optical injection-locking and frequency tuning of oscillators
• Optically controlled phase shifting
• Optically controlled mixing
• Optically controlled switching
• Optical detection
A number of these applications have been reviewed over the last decade. The
notable outcomes are summarized chronologically in Table 2.2.

2.3.1

Optically Controlled Amplification

To achieve active beam formation in phased-array radar systems, it is necessary to control accurately the signal gain and phase through each transmit and receive element. It
was this requirement that prompted a number of investigations into optically controlling the gain of microwave GaAs FET amplifiers. This was achieved first by de Salles
and Forrest [2.57] and de Salles [2.13,2.32]' wherein a common-source MESFET amplifier was designed using standard low-power techniques and was controlled optically by
directly focusing light onto the sensitive regions of the FET. By incorporating a large
resistor (100 kD) in the gate bias network, they used the photovoltaic effect in the gate
depletion region to control optically the gate-to-source voltage and therefore the gain
of the FET, in an manner identical to electrically controlling the gain of the FET via
the gate-to-source voltage. They were able to achieve gain increases in excess of 20 dB
at 2.8 GHz with a few micro-watts of optical power when the FET was biased close
to the pinch-off condition. The rate at which the gain could be changed was stated to
be limited by the time constant associated with the gate resistor and gate-to-source
capacitance combination. This was estimated to be approximately 50 ns.
Based upon the optically controlled FET amplifier configuration investigated by de
Salles [2.13]' Berceli and Chapman [2.66] performed a theoretical analysis to show that
optical illunlination could be used to give a significant improvement in both the amplifiE'r linearity and intermodulation distortion. This was achieved by opt imal adjustment
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Optically Controlled GaAs FET Applications
Principal Outcomes

Dates
==}

• optical injection-locking & frequency

1980

Principal References
[2.40,2.55]

tuning in GaAs FET oscillators
• optical switching in microwave GaAs
FET oscillators
1981

==}

1985

• theoretical and experimental study of
optical-injection locking

[2.13,2.32,2.34.2.56.
2.57]

• study of optically controlled amplification in GaAs FET's
1986

==}

1990

• optically controlled phased-array module

[2.58-2.63]

• optical phase control in microwave GaAs
FET oscillators
• indirect optically controlled switching of
GaAs FET's
• optically controlled mixing in microwave
GaAs FET's
• indirect optically controlled phase shift1991

==}

1995

ing using GaAs FET's
• use of HEMT and HBT devices in optically controlled applications

[2.2, 2.24, 2.50, 2.64,
2.65]

• mobile radio systems using GaAs FET
photo-detectors

Table 2.2: Chronicle of the principal developments into optically controlled GaAs
FET applications.
of the light intensity and by proper termination of the optically-induced current at the
gate of the FET.
Direct optical control of the gain in a HEMT-based amplifier, without the inclusion
of the large gate resistor, was achieved by Simons [2.19]. This resulted in a gain increase
of 2 dB at 13.25 GHz. For a MESFET-based amplifier, the optically-induced increase
in gain was only 1.2 dB at 9 GHz. In each case no change in the phase was observed.
and the gain increase was found to be greatest when the devices were biased close
to pinch-off. Subsequently the MESFET was cascaded with a distributed amplifier
and a 3 dB increase in gain over the frequency range 2 to 18 GHz was achieved by
illun1inating the MESFET with 1.5 m \V of optical power.
An approximate 15 dB increase in gain over the frequene}' range

.j

to 8 GHz
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was achieved by Paolella et al. [2.58, 2.67] by indirect optical control of an ~1l\II C
distributed amplifier. An MMIC-compatible low-frequency GaAs FET was used as
an optical detector, with the optically-induced output voltage from the FET being
amplified in an MMIC operational amplifier and then used to control electrically the
gain of the distributed amplifier.
De Salles and Romero [2.24] measured a 31 dB optically-induced increase in gain
at 4.7 GHz for a HEMT-based amplifier with a l.2 Mr! gate resistance and with the
HEMT biased close to pinch-off.
Madjar et al. [2.68] proposed that the compressive nature of the photovoltaic
effects, established in their earlier investigation [2.26] into the photo-response of GaAs
MESFET's, could be used as the basis to achieving RF logarithmic amplification.
They suggested that a logarithmic response could be obtained from the output of a
microwave GaAs FET amplifier where the gain is controlled from the output of a laser
diode modulated by the RF input signal. The operation of the RF logarithmic amplifier
was verified by measuring the constant, modulated and pulsed illumination response of
the MESFET, which showed that the drain current pulse amplitude was a logarithmic
function of the optical power and that the gain was a decreasing function of the optical
power for a fixed voltage sinusoidal light modulating signal.

2.3.2

Optical Injection-Locking and Frequency Tuning of Oscillators

Optical injection-locking and tuning have been investigated as a means of replacing conventional electrical injection-locking in phased-array radar systems in order to achieve
synchronization (phase-locking) of remotely located microwave sources. Also, Moncrief [2.55] has suggested that the optical tuning in microwave GaAs FET's can be
used to replace varactor diodes in Electronic vVarfare (EW) applications.
Optical injection-locking was observed first by Yen and Barnoski [2.40] in a silicon BJT oscillator. It was shown to be possible not only at the fundamental frequencies but also at various subharmonics. Since then, a number of researchers have
investigated direct optical injection-locking and tuning of microwave GaAs MESFET
oscillators [2.13,2.31,2.32,2.34,2.50,2.56,2.57,2.69-2.71]. The optically-induced frequency changes have been explained generally by optically-induced variations in the
device capacitances as a result of photoconductive and photovoltaic effects, occurring
within specific regions of the FET. Typically, optical tuning ranges of 10% and optical injection-locking ranges of tens of mega-Hertz have been achieved, primarily at
.X- -banel.
Sun et al. [2.34] have found that common-source FET oscillators are 5 times more

optically frequency sensitive than common-drain configurations. Loriou et ai. [2.56]
have demonstrated optically controlled frequency modulation up to 2 MHz in mi-
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crowave GaAs MESFET oscillators. Blanchflower and Seeds [2.60] demonstrated frequency and phase control in a GaAs MESFET oscillator by incorporating the optically
injection-locked oscillator in a phase-locked loop. They achieved a tuning range of
8 MHz and a locking range of 1.2 MHz. Esman et ai. [2.61] have reported the direct

optical phase control of a 7.2 GHz microwave FET oscillator. The relative phase between the oscillator and the optically injection-locked signal was adjusted by optically
tuning the oscillator frequency to yield a locking bandwidth of 2.6 MHz, phase tuning
of 0 to 187° and optical tuning of 125 MHz.
Optical injection-locking and tuning has been reported more recently in HEMTbased oscillators [2.24,2.36,2.64,2.72-2.74] and HBT-based oscillators [2.65,2.75,2.76].

2.3.3

Optically Controlled Phase Shifting

Optically controlled phase shifting required for beam-steering in phased-array radar
systems has been reported in the literature only by using indirect optical techniques.
Herczfeld et ai. [2.59] extended the earlier work on indirect optical gain control
by Paolella et ai. [2.58,2.67] to permit indirect optical control of both gain and phase.
They combined their distributed amplifier arrangement, used to provide indirect optical
gain control, with a conventional MMIC phase shifter to provide phase control. The
electrical control signal to the phase shifter was derived from a low-frequency MESFET
configured as a photo-detector. This resulted in the indirect optical control of the phase
over 45° by increasing the optical power level from 0 to 51 /-LW.
In a similar fashion to Herczfeld et al. [2.59]' Jemison et al. [2.62] achieved indirect
optical control of a digital MMIC phase shifter. They used a low-frequency MESFET
as an optical detector and converted the optically-induced voltage at the output of the
MESFET to a digital equivalent which was used to control the state of a phase shifter.
They achieved 360° total phase shift by increasing the optical power from 0 to 310 /-LW.

2.3.4

Optically Controlled Mixing

The technique of optically controlled microwave mixing in which the local oscillator
is modulated on to an optical carrier and applied directly to the transistor mixing
element can offer significant advantages in terms of receiver front-end performance.
This arrangement reduces the number of front-end components and thereby reduces
the cost and improves the signal-to-noise performance. A single low-noise FET connected in this configuration will provide both the mixing function and some RF gain.
One situation where the use of such a mixer technique has been postulated is that
of wideband distribution from satellite ground stations in a cable television system.
where optical fibres are used to carry the signals from inaccessible receiving locations
to signal processing centres [2.77]. In these circumstances, exploiting direct interac-
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tion of optical and microwave signals would maintain the signal quality and low loss
performance offered by the optical fibres.
Using a 0.25

[Lm

gate length microwave GaAs FET incorporated in appropriate

feedback and impedance-matching circuitry, Rauscher et al. [2.63] performed the functions of photo-detection, harmonic generation, mixing and local oscillator generation
for down-conversion in an optical-to-microwave link receiver. The optically controlled
mixer was shown to operate for light modulating frequencies up to 89 GHz.
Simons and Bhasin [2.19] performed preliminary experiments on the use of a AlGaAs/GaAs HEMT as a optical-to-microwave mixer. They directly modulated light
from a laser diode at a frequency of 6 GHz, and this was used to illuminate the HEMT
while a microwave signal at 9 GHz was coupled electrically to the gate terminal. They
observed an intermediate frequency (IF) signal of 3 GHz at the drain of the HEMT
but made no further measurements on the mixer performance.
Recently, Paolella et al. [2.78] have demonstrated optically controlled mixing using
the nonlinearities associated with the internal photovoltaic effect in GaAs FET's. Their
experimental results showed that, for optical modulation frequencies below 700 MHz,
the mixer exhibited a lower noise figure than that of a p-i-n detector/Schottky diode
mixer combination.

2.3.5

Optically Controlled Switching

In advanced phased-array radar systems, where MMIC digital phase shifters provide
beam-steering and multiple beam formation capabilities, FET switching elements are
often required. In the case of digital command data being distributed via optical fibre
techniques, an optically controlling switching element would be desirable. So far in the
literature, investigations of optically controlled switching have either involved indirect
forms of optical switching or direct forms involving non-standard MMIC elements.
Indirect optical control of an commercial GaAs MMIC switch has been reported
by Paolella et al. [2.79]. They used a pinched-off GaAs MESFET as an optical detector to convert an optically pulsed signal to an equivalent electrical pulse which was
subsequently amplified and applied to the electrical control input of an MMIC switch.
The switch was tested with an optical pulse of 0.1 m Wand duration 1

[LS

to give an

isolation of 20 dB and an insertion loss of 1.5 dB at a frequency of 10 GHz.
A MESFET-compatible GaAs optoelectronic switch which relied on a photoconductive effect between two ohmic contacts separated by the buffer layer of the device
was fabricated by Riesz et al. [2.80]. Measurements on this device showed an 'off'-to'on' resistance ratio of about 500, with the switching speed limited by carrier lifetime
in the buffer layer which was estimated to be between 600 ps and 1 ns. The microwave
perforn1ance of their switch was not tested.
A gate-less FET-ba.sed optoelectronic switch, which required no electrica.l bias,
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was fabricated by Freeman et ai. [2.81]. For 1 mW of optical power, they measured
their switch to have an isolation of greater than 20 dB and an insertion loss of about
3 dB at a frequency of 10 GHz. The switching time at 4 GHz was limited to about
1.5 f-lS due to capacitive effects.

2.3.6

Optical Detection

Microwave HEMT devices have been used as photo-detectors in microwave fibre-optic
systems for personal radio communications. These systems rely on a large number of
radio base stations to provide sufficient signal coverage over a specified area, and it
is therefore important that these base stations are compact and implemented using a
cost effective technology. Such a system is an ideal candidate for the implementation
of an MMIC-compatible optical technology where a microwave HEMT device, used as
a photo-detector, provides the interface between the optically integrated waveguides,
modulators and laser diodes, and the MMIC radio transceiver. The concept for such a
system is illustrated in Figure 2.2 [2.2] .
.. --------------------------------------------------- -.------------------------------.

p-------_ .. _--._------------------------------------ ____ po,

Power
Combiner

MMIC Tx/Rx
Module 2

:11
Power
Combiner

1:::'121

i fn
--------------------------------------------------~

~ -------

RF Station 1

RF Station 2

Figure 2.2: A microwave fibre-optic subsystem for personal radio communications
[2.2] .
Ogawa et al. [2.2] and Banda et af. [2.82] have performed preliminary investigations
of such a communication link and have shown that the use of the HEMT in place of
a p-i-'17 diode as the photo-detector offers an improved optical DC responsivity and
lower link insertion loss at low microwave frequencies, due to the HE:\IT's internal
gain. However, the p-i-n diode does offer a flatter response at the higher microwa\"C
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frequencies (~ 15 GHz), and bit error rate measurements showed the HEMT-based
link to have a substantially higher noise floor.

2.4

GaAs FET-Based Switches

In the early 1980's, the difficulty of implementing conventional p-i-n switching diodes
within a standard MMIC process was recognized and this led to the development of
MMIC switches based upon GaAs FET's. The evolution of the GaAs FET switch is
summarized in Table 2.3.

Electrically Controlled GaAs FET Switches
Principal Outcomes

Dates
1980

====}

• experimental study on hybrid SPST and

Principal References
[2.83,2.84]

SP8T GaAs FET switches
• use of lumped inductive tuning for bandwidth improvement
1981

====}

1985

• development of 'on' & 'off' state MMIC

[2.85-2.90]

GaAs FET switch models
• use of integrated inductive tuning for
bandwidth improvement
• development of dual-gate GaAs FET
switches
• switch performance enhancements using
multiple GaAs FET configurations
1986

====}

1990

• development of custom MMIC GaAs

[2.91-2.96]

FET switch models
• broadband measurements on GaAs FET
switches
1991

====}

1995

• MMIC GaAs FET switch models

[2.97]

Table 2.3: Chronicle of the principal developments into GaAs FET switching.

The use of the GaAs FET as a microwave switch was reported first by Liechti [2.83].
By switching the drain supply voltage, he achieved an insertion gain of 10 dB in the
switch 'on' state and 20 dB insertion loss in the 'off' state. The combination led to a
net isolation of 30 dB.
Gaspari and )"ee [2.84] identified five possible configurations for the GaAs FET
to operate as a single-pole, single-throw (SPST) microwave switch. They performed
Ineasurements on a number of GaAs FET's with gate lengths of 1 and :2 pm. connected
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in a series switch configuration. With no drain bias applied and by switching the gate
voltage between zero bias and pinch-off, they achieved insertion losses of 3 dB and
13 dB in the 'on' and 'off' states respectively, at a frequency of 4 GHz. Although the
switch had an inherently broadband response, they sacrificed bandwidth and insertion
loss in the 'on' state to improve the isolation of the switch by resonating the estimated
values for the equivalent gate-to-source and gate-to-drain capacitance of the switch in
the 'off' state with a parallel wire inductance. This improved the isolation of the switch
from about 8 dB to 34 dB at 4.5 GHz, with the switch having a bandwidth of about
500 MHz. They combined 16 GaAs FET switch elements to develop a SP8T switch
for satellite switched-time division multiple access (SS-TDMA) spacecraft applications.
With the inclusion of the inductive tuning the switch matrix exhibited an insertion loss
of 8 to 10 dB in the 'on' state and a isolation of greater than 50 dB over a 500 MHz
bandwidth centered at 4 GHz. The switching speed of the module was measured as
1 ns and was limited by the switch driver circuit.
The first comparisons of insertion loss performance for series and shunt mounted
GaAs FET switch configurations were performed by McLevige and Sokolov [2.85] using
a simplified model for the 'on' and 'off' states of a specific FET. From their simplified
model which consisted of a resistor and capacitor connected in parallel, they established
from estimated values for the capacitance and resistance in both states that an 'on' state
insertion loss of 0.7 dB and an 'off' state tuned isolation of 28.5 dB resulted for a seriesconnected bidirectional SPDT GaAs FET switch at 10 GHz. In their experimental
GaAs FET work they achieved reactive tuning by including a monolithically fabricated
inductor, placed in parallel with the drain-to-source region of the FET. They measured
an 'on' state insertion loss of 0.7 dB and an 'off' state isolation of 28 dB at 10.2 GHz,
which were in very good agreement with their modelled results. The switch had a
bandwidth of about 600 MHz, which was limited by the reactive tuning in the 'off'
state and could be increased to about 900 MHz by using a FET with a smaller gate
periphery, at the expense of an increased insertion loss. They concluded that their
resonant FET switch would be useful for future MMIC applications.
Vorhaus et al. [2.86] investigated a GaAs dual gate FET (DGFET) as a microwave
switch in which the drain of the DGFET was biased for normal maximum gain operation, with the microwave input signal applied to one of the gates and the bias at the
other gate used to control the 'on' and 'off' states of the DGFET switch. Using 1 pm
gate length DGFET's, they fabricated single-pole, single-throw (SPST), double-pole,
double-throw (DPST) and single-pole, four-throw (SP4T) switches. For the SPST
switch they measured a net isolation in excess of 30 dB at 10 GHz, while the magnitudes and phases of S11, S12 and 5 22 showed little variation in either switching state.
The 111aximum available gain (MAG) was measured at 10 GHz, with values between 10
and 13 dB for the SPST switch and 8 and 11 dB for the DPDT switch. They presented
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also a model for the DGFET switches based upon the standard lumped equivalent circuit for the DGFET, and estimated the parameters of their model from measurements
on their devices and using data from previous publications.
The most significant study of GaAs FET switches was performed by Ayasli [2.87]
and Ayasli et al. [2.98]. They presented a comprehensive model for the GaAs FET
switch.

This model used two different lumped equivalent circuits to represent the

various regions of the FET in the 'on' and 'off' states.

They modified previously

published expressions, which had been used in the evaluation of the lumped equivalent
circuit parameters of a common-source GaAs FET, to account for the device properties
under switched operation. They applied the model to a shunt connected FET switch,
or reflective configuration, in which the microwave signal was applied to the drain of
the FET with the source at RF ground. The drain and source were not biased in
either switching state and the switch state was controlled solely by switching the gate
between zero bias and pinch-off. The capacitance of the FET in the 'off' state was
resonated in a similar manner to that described by McLevige and Sokolov [2.85]' with
the exception that now the inductance was a combination of the monolithic inductor
across the drain-to-source contact and the inherent overlay inductance of the drain airbridge interconnections present in the multi-gate fingered MESFET's. They established
also that the gate bias network had a significant influence on their equivalent circuit
in the 'off' state, and therefore the gate bias network was configured to present a
high impedance by using a two-section low-pass filter. Based upon the switch state
equivalent circuits and typical parameters for their 1 /-Lm gate length MESFET switches,
they calculated the ratio of the drain-to-source resistance in the 'off' and 'on' states to
V1

be 800 at 10 GHz, decreasing to 420 at 20 GHz. They estimated a theoretical switching
speed of 0.3 ns from their model, which compared with a value of 1 ns obtained from
measurement. It was suggested that, in their measurements of the switching speed, the
gate bias network had an effect on the results and also that the bias network design
could be optimized to achieve a switching speed that was closer to their theoretical
predictions. Measurements on two of their resonated GaAs FET switches, combined
to form an MMIC transmit/receive switch, indicated a minimum 'on' state insertion
loss of 0.5 dB and a 1 dB insertion loss bandwidth of 8 to 12 GHz. They also used a
number of their GaAs FET's as switching elements in the design of an X-band four-bit
MMIC phase shifter which incorporated two loaded-line and two switched-line phase
shifters to give 16 discrete phase states between 0 and 360 0 •
U sing a switch configuration almost identical to that of Ayasli [2.87]' Sokolov et
al. [2.88] developed a Ii a-band one-bit 180 0 switched-line phase shifter. They used

also a length of monolithic transmission line to resonate the pinch-off capacitancE'
between the drain and source of the FET. and a high impedance at the gate terminal
was provided by a bonding wire inductance. They performed measurements on the
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GaAs FET switches at 30 GHz and established that the switch losses were due to
resistive dissipation.

Since the parasitic resistances of the FET were significant at

their frequencies of interest, they used a self-aligned gate technique to fabricate the
FET switch. This involved the inclusion of a low sheet resistance n+ -type implant on
either side of the gate contact. This technique resulted in the 'on' state insertion loss
being improved by more than 1 dB due to a reduction of 1.5 to 2 times in the open
channel resistance.
U sing a switch model similar to that proposed by Ayasli [2.87], together with the
capacitance expressions developed by Takada et al. [2.46], Gopinath and Rankin [2.47]
determine analytically the performance dependence of GaAs FET switches on various
device parameters. In particular, they developed expressions for the switch quality
factor and power handling capabilities, and used these to investigate their variation
with active layer doping density and thickness, inter-electrode spacing, gate length and
buffer layer thickness at a frequency of 10 GHz. These calculations showed that the
switch quality factor could be improved by increasing the active layer doping density,
decreasing the inter-electrode spacing and gate length, and increasing the thickness
of the buffer layer. In their calculations, they omitted the 'off' state drain-to-source
capacitance, due to its small value.
Fryklund and Walline [2.89] fabricated monolithic SPST and SPDT GaAs FET
switches. The SPST switch was constructed from two shunt-connected FET's and a
single series FET, and the SPDT switch from two series-connected FET's and one shunt
FET. The insertion loss, VSWR and isolation were measured and are summarized in
Table 2.4. They measured also a worst-case transition time of 3 ns for the SPST switch,
which, when combined with an estimated 5 ns delay in the switch driver circuit, was
projected to lead to a total switching speed of less than 10 ns.

Switch Performance Parameters [2.89]
Insertion Loss

Isolation

dB

dB

SPST/10 GHz

1.25

16

1.6

SPDT/6 GHz

1.25

30

1.9

Switch Type/Frequency

VSWR

Table 2.4: Performance parameters for experimental SPST and SPDT GaAs FET
switches [2.89].
Using a reflective GaAs FET switch arrangement similar to that of Ayasli [:2.87],
Andricos et ai. [2.90] used a seven-element RLC network to model their switches. The

RLC elelnents

WE're

determined empirically for three different gate peripheries and an

0pcll-circuit condition was achieved at the gate of the FET by using a 5

kn resistor in
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the gate bias circuit. The switches were incorporated into loaded-line and Lange-style
phase shifters to provide a monolithic six-bit phase shifter operating over C-band.
The approximate switching Q-factor and figure-of-merit for series-mounted SPST
discrete GaAs FET switches with differing gate lengths and peripheries were determined by Gutmann et at. [2.91] over the frequency range 50 MHz to 18 GHz. They
used a similar model to that of Ayasli [2.87] to evaluate some of the switch performance
parameters and, for the six FET devices tested, they found that the channel resistance
in the 'on' state was lower for FET's with large gate periphery, higher channel doping.
shorter gate length and drain-to-source spacing, higher pinch-off voltage and with an

n+ -type surface layer. They used also a 5 kn resistor to establish a high RF impedance
at the gate of the FET. Then, for a total capacitance of 0.06 pF in the off-state, the
switching figure-of-merit was calculated to be 435 GHz.
Measured and simulated S-parameter data over the frequency range 10 to 13.84
GHz for a shunt-mounted discrete GaAs FET switch were presented by Upadhyayula

et at. [2.92]. Their model was based on that of Ayasli [2.87]' but was extended to
include lead inductances, gate resistance and capacitances in order to account for the
drain not being at DC earth potential (i.e. floating). They used DC measurements on
the FET to establish the resistive components of the equivalent circuit and computer
optimization based on measured S-parameter data to evaluate the remaining element
values.
Recenetly, Ehoud et at. [2.99] performed S-parameter measurements on a number
of GaAs FET switches in series and shunt configurations over the frequency range 0.45
to 26.5 GHz. They used these results for each switch state to extract the equivalent
circuit parameters used in the switch model. These equivalent circuit parameters were
then linearly scaled to model devices with identical gate structures but differing gate
peripheries.
Current developments in GaAs FET switching have tended to be focussed upon
generating models which are specific to a particular MMIC foundry process [2.97].

2.5

GaAs FET-Based Phase Shifters

Investigations into MMIC-compatible switches were motivated primarily by the desire
to achieve digitally controlled phase shifting and electrical control between transmit
and receive sections in highly integrated phased-array radar systems.
Ayasli [2.87] and Ayasli et al. [2.98] used their GaAs FET switches in the development of a MMIC transmit/receive switch and a four-bit phase shifter. The phase shifter
used two switched-line elements to provide 180° and 90° phase shifts, with each element
requiring three electrically controlled switches. The remaining two-bits of the phase
shifter were provided by two loaded-line elements to give 45° and 22.5° phase shifts.
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with each element here requiring two electrically controlled switches. The complete
phase shifter exhibited 16 discrete phase states between 0 and 360° with an insertion
loss of 5.1±0.6 dB and a phase error of less than 10° for any bit, at a frequency of
10 GHz.
An MMlC single-bit 180° switched line phase shifter was developed by Sokolov Et
al. [2.88], based upon their self-aligned gate FET switches, to operate over the frequency

range 27.5 to 30 GHz. Their phase shifter used four switching elements and yielded a
2.5 to 3 dB insertion loss and a maximum phase error of 10 to 20°.

An MMlC six-bit phase shifter was fabricated by Andricos et al. [2.90]. This
incorporated two Lange coupler elements to achieve 90° and 180° phase shifts, and
three loaded-line elements to produce 45°, 22.5° and 11.25° phase shifts. A final loadedline element was designed to give a variable phase shift from 0 to 11°. Each bit of the
phase shifter required two switching elements, with the variable bit providing a phase
shift related to the applied gate bias voltage. The overall phase shifter had an insertion
loss of 8.7±1.2 dB and a worst-case phase error of ±9°, over the frequency range 5 to
6 GHz.
Upadhyayula et al. [2.92] fabricated an MMlC single-bit loaded-line phase shifter
which used two switching elements and provided a phase shift of 22.5° over the frequency range 11 to 12.4 GHz.

2.6

MMIC and OMMIC Technology

Although the past decade has seen major advances in the fabrication of MMlC's and
monolithic optical components, the bulk of this work has considered the microwave
and optical aspects independently. Subsequently, this led to the development of very
high-performance MMlC's and optical electronic integrated circuits (OElC's) which
are not mutually compatible. Such OElC's achieve the total integration of photodiodes, lasers, FET's and amplifiers on GaAs through the use of non-standard device
fabrication processes which are far from being compatible with commercially offered
MMlC processes. Bhasin et al. [2.100] have developed an optically controlled MMlC
phase shifter with an integrated p-i-n photodiode interface, but this was achieved only
through the use of a modified MMlC fabrication process. Real compatibility can be
achieved only through the use of a MMlC-compatible photo-detector, hence the interest here in the microwave GaAs FET. Some proof-of-concept demonstrations of the
use of the FET as an monolithic MMlC-compatible interface have been reported by
Herczfeld et al. [2.59] for phased-array radar applications, and by Ogawa et al. [2.2] and
Banda et al. [2.82] for fibre-optic personal radio communication systems. Herczfeld rt

ai. [2.59] provided indirect optical gain and phase control using completely

~Il\IIC

con1patible components, although their indirect means of optical control does tend to
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detract from the benefits of OMMIC's. Ogawa et al. [2.2] and Banda Et al. [2.82] used a
HEMT as a MMIC-compatible monolithic detector for a personal radio communication
system. This provided the system with an improved gain but higher noise floor and
indicates the potential for future OMMIC developments.
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Introduction

TATIC photo-effects in microwave GaAs FET's have been examined by a number

S

of investigators and experimental work has been carried out to exploit a variety
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of microwave circuit functions, as outlined in the literature review of Chapter 2. Of
particular significance is the work of de Salles [3.1,3.2] and more recently ;\ladjar et

al. [3.3], who have both developed comprehensive models relating the device physics of
the FET structure to its photo-responsivity. In this chapter the modelling of the GaAs
FET under continuous (static) optical illumination was examined in order to establish
optical control in the GaAs FET-based switches and phase shifters developed in this
work. Furthermore, the static models for the illuminated GaAs FET were used as a
basis for modelling the switched (dynamic) optical response of the GaAs FET-based
switches.
Section 3.2 explains the fundamental principles underlying the electro-optic interaction in microwave GaAs FET's and this is elaborated upon in Sections 3.3 and 3.4
where particular photo-mechanisms are identified. Specifically, Section 3.3 describes
the photoconductive effect in the active channel of the GaAs FET and Section 3.4
considers the photovoltaic effects occurring in the gate depletion region and barrier
interface region of the GaAs FET. A photo-effect suitable for direct optical switching
of the GaAs FET is described in Section 3.5 and experimentally assessed in Section 3.6.
Finally, Sections 3.7 and 3.8 describe experimental and theoretical methods that were
used in the determination of some of the important optical and electrical parameters
required in subsequent chapters to evaluate the switching performance of the optically
controlled GaAs FET.
The key points of this chapter are identified below.
• Description and review of the following optically-induced mechanisms
in microwave GaAs FET's under continuous optical illumination:
photoconductive effect
barrier interface (internal) photovoltaic effect
- gate depletion region (external) photovoltaic effect.
• Description and identification of a predominant photo-effect for optically controlled GaAs FET switching.
• Test arrangement for evaluating the optical and microwave properties
of the experimental GaAs FET's.
• Experimental and theoretical determination of the following static microwave and optical parameters associated with the experimental GaAs
FET's:
pinch-off voltage
ideality factor
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reverse saturation current
gate Schottky barrier built-in potential
illuminated GaAs FET area
surface optical power reflectivity.

3.2

Optical Control of GaAs FET's

The fundamental principles underlying the electro-optic interaction can be examined ,
and the essential operation of a FET subject to static optical stimulus understood, by
considering the basic FET structure, shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic cross-section of a basic microwave GaAs MESFET.
For microwave applications at frequencies greater than a few giga-Hertz, and in
particular for MMIC's, the GaAs FET has become the principal device for amplifying
and switching signals. The structure of a microwave GaAs FET differs only slightly
from that of the well known silicon Junction-FET (JFET). The principal differences
lie in the fact that the gate electrode is constructed as a metal-semiconductor Schottky
contact, as opposed to the conventional p+ -n contact used in JFET's, and that the
gate length (defined in the direction of current flow) must be very short (~ 1 f.1m).
The shorter gate length results in a lower gate input capacitance, Cg8 , and therefore
increases the transistor's current gain cut-off frequency,

iT, as given by

[3.4]

(3.1 )
where gm is the intrinsic microwave transconductance. Furthermore. in the interest
of keeping the gate resistance low and hence the microwave power gain high, the gate
is fed through as many points as possible. yielding an interdigitated gate struct ure.
This is in1portant in terms of the optical responsivit), of the FET since this effectivel)·
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Figure 3.2: Plan view schematic of two typical microwave MESFET gate structures,
illustrating the difference in compatibility with an optical beam spot. (a) Interdigitated
(multi-finger) gate. (b) II-gate.
increases the optical absorption area and reduces the incompatibility between the shape
of the optical spot and the FET structure, as depicted in Figure 3.2.
The increased use of multiple gate fingers in modern microwave MESFET's has led
to the gate width of the device being more commonly referred to as the gate periphery,
defined as the product of the actual gate width of the MESFET and the number of
gate fingers. In relation to the optical responsivity of the FET the following structural
points are of interest.
1. The gate-to-source and gate-to-drain inter-electrode spacings,

LGS

and

LGD,

since

these define the regions where optical absorption occurs.
2. The Schottky gate depletion region since this gives rise to a photovoltaic effect.
3. The interface between the high resistivity buffer layer and the n-type channel
since the resultant interface barrier potential gives rise to a photovoltaic effect.
When the FET is illuminated, optical absorption can take place only within the
gate-to-source and gate-to-drain inter-electrode spacings, since the thickness of the
ohmic contact metallization
structure.

(2:

0.3 11m) prevents absorption elsewhere within the

The inter-electrode spacings expose the active regions of the FET such

that photo-excitation of free-carriers (electron-hole pairs) can take place within the
semiconductor material. This excitation can occur only when the illumination has a
photon energy that is greater than, or equal to the band-gap of the semiconductor, the
photon energy being related to the wavelength, A, of the incident light by

Eph

=

h,c

T

(:3.:2)
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where h is Planck 's constant and e the velocity of light m a vacuum.

The choice

of optical wavelength will be influenced fur ther by the required optical absorption
depth within the semiconductor material. In a semiconductor material , the photon
flux density, <1>(y), decays exponentially with di stance , y, into the material as given by

(3 .3 )
where a is the optical absorption coefficient of the semicondu ctor, R the Fresnel (optical) reflection coefficient and <1>0 the incident photon flux density at the surface of
the material (i.e. at y = 0). The optical absorption depth (1 I a) defines the depth
at which the photon flux density has fallen to l ie of the surface value. The dependence of the optical absorption coefficient on optical wavelength for GaAs is shown in
Figure 3.3 [3.5].

1

-- r--.::::::,
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1
\

1
\
0 .6

0 .8

Figure 3.3: Optical absorption coefficient as a funct ion of wavelength for gallium

arsenide at 300 K.
This curve shows that a given semiconductor material is usable only over a limi ted
wavelength range.

The upper cut-off wavelength occurs when the in cident photon

energy at the surface of the material is insufficient to create an electron-hole pair. The
upper cut-off wavelength, Ac , is determined for a given materi al by

he
Ac = Eg

(3.4 )

where Eg is the band-gap of the semi conductor. Thus , for GaAs with a band-gap of
1. 42 e V , free carriers will be generated provided the wavelength of the incid ent light i
le s than approximately 875 nm, which can be obtained from standard la er diode and

LED sou rc s. The lower cut-off wavelength occurs because the ab orption coefficient
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value at shorter wavelengths is very large and the optical radiation is absorbed Yen'
near the surface of the semiconductor.
The photon absorption within the FET and the subsequent optically-induced
changes in its RF and DC performance can be understood through consideration of
both photoconductive and photovoltaic phenomena which occur within specific regions
of the FET structure.

3.3

Photoconductive Effects

The absorption of photon energy within the active n-type channel of the FET structure
generates excess carriers and increases the conductivity of this region, thus setting up
a photoconductive current in addition to any drain current. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
familiar photoconductive effect and its occurrence within the basic FET structure.
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Figure 3.4: Photoconductive effects within MESFET's, illustrating the process of

intrinsic (band-to-band) photo-excitation and its occurrence within the basic FET
structure.
Due to the relatively large doping levels in the n-type epitaxial layer, typically
greater than 10 17 cm -3, the distribution of the optically generated excess carriers in
this region will be governed by minority carriers (i.e. holes). The photoconductive
current can be evaluated by solving the transport equations governing the opticallyinduced excess hole concentration for the device under suitable boundary conditions,
as shown by Madjar ff al. [3.3].
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Photovoltaic Effects

3.4

Two photovoltaic effects occurring in optically illuminated microwave FET's have been
identified in the literature and these can be related to photon absorption within the
Schottky gate depletion region and the channel-to-substrate barrier interface region.

3.4.1

Barrier Interface Photovoltaic Effect

Since a difference in doping levels exists between the n-type epitaxial layer and the
semi-insulating substrate, electrons diffuse from the epitaxial layer to the substrate
giving rise to a potential barrier or depletion region at their interface as occurs in
p-n junctions. When photon absorption occurs at this interface barrier, electron-hole

pairs are generated within the depletion region, and the electric field associated with
this region sweeps these carriers in opposite directions, in a manner similar to that
of a photo diode. This establishes a photo current across the junction which can be
quantified by consideration of the excess carrier density in this barrier region and the
optically exposed areas of the FET, as shown by Madjar et al. [3.3]. Since the highresistivity substrate is electrically in series with the junction, the above photo current
generates a photovoltage which opposes the interface barrier potential and subsequently
reduces the barrier height in the illuminated region of the FET. This effect has been
termed the internal photovoltaic effect by :LvIadjar et al. [3.3]. This photovoltage,

Y;hi,

can be determined by modelling the illuminated channel-to-substrate junction as a
photo current source,
Rsub,

Iphi'

a diode representing the rectifying junction and a resistor,

representing the substrate resistance, as shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Static equivalent circuit of the channel-to-substrate interface while under

optical illumination.
The reduction in the interface barrier height effectively extends the n-type channel
1ll

the illuminated regions, resulting in an increase in the drain current. Further it

relaxes the restriction on electrons entering into the semi-insulating substrate, creating
a larger substrate current, as illustrated in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Internal photovoltaic effect, demonstrating the change in the interface

barrier height between the channel and substrate (arrows show current flow).

(a)

Without illumination. (b) With illumination.
The sum of these two current components results in an optically-induced increase
in the drain current which is commonly known as a backgating effect. In the microwave
switch circuit described in this thesis, the backgating effect plays no significant role in
achieving optically controlled switching.

3.4.2

Gate Depletion Photovoltaic Effect

The depletion region set up by an external reverse bias at the gate of a FET provides an
additional area for photon absorption. When illuminated, this region acts in a manner
almost identical to that of a Schottky photodiode. The high internal electric field
associated with the Schottky gate junction causes electron-hole pairs generated by the
photon absorption to separate, Figure 3. 7( a). In addition, electron-hole pairs generated
by photon absorption away from the depletion region (within the n-type epitaxial
region) can contribute to the photo-effect by diffusing into the depletion region before
rec01llbination takes place, Figure 3.7(b). Only carriers generated \\"ithin a minority
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carrier diffusion length or so of the edge of the depletion region are likely to be able to
do this.
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Figure 3.7: Band-to-band photo-excitation of an electron-hole pair in a metal semiconductor (Schottky) junction. (a) Within the depletion region. (b) Within the semiconductor region.
The gate short-circuit photo current generated by these processes thus consists of
two components: that due to optically generated carriers from within the illuminated
part of the gate depletion region, obtained by considering the rate of change of optically generated carriers over the gate depletion region depth, and that due to optically
generated carriers from within the n-type channel diffusing into the gate depletion
region, obtained by differentiating the optically generated carrier distribution at the
interface between the gate depletion region and n-type channel. De Salles [3.1] developed a mathematical expression to represent these phenomena, and because of the
significance of this expression in modelling the direct optical control achieved in the
switch circuits described in this thesis, the origins of his expression are examined in
more detail in Appendix B .1.
De Salles' expression was used subsequently by Madjar et ai. [3.3] in the determination of a simplified expression for the photocurrent. They approximated the
photo current to its pinched-off value, in which the carrier diffusion component could
be ignored, such that the photocurrent, Iph, due to an illuminated area, AI. of the FET
is given by
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where a is the thickness of the recessed GaAs epitaxial layer. The above photocurrent
will develop a corresponding photovoltage across any resistance shunting the gate of
the FET. The resistance in question may be due to the microstrip circuit or the gate
bias network. Madjar et al. [3.3] have termed this the external photovoltaic effect.

3.5

Predominant Photo-Effect in Microwave FET's

For typical microwave FET and optical parameters, the photoconductive effect generates a photo current in the submicro-amp range, due to the small width of the n-type
channel, and can thus be neglected. The optically-induced gate current is typically in
the micro-amp range and, as a result, generates a small photovoltage under normal
FET biasing conditions. Since the photo current associated with the reduction in the
channel-to-substrate interface barrier is in the milli-amp range, the interface barrier
photovoltaic effect dominates the static optical response in microwave GaAs FET's
under normal bias conditions, and can generate typically a backgate voltage of about

0.8 V. Although the optically-induced gate current is small, its effect can be made significant by loading the gate terminal of the FET with a large bias resistance, in which
case the gate depletion region photovoltaic effect becomes predominant over the barrier
interface photovoltaic effect, generating a photovoltage sufficiently large to overcome
any reverse bias applied to the gate and hence forward bias the FET. The resulting
optically-induced voltage, developed across the large gate bias resistor, is superimposed
on any reverse gate bias that may be present. Since this photovoltage is equivalent to
forward biassing the gate junction, the resultant gate-to-source voltage is reduced and
subsequently the extension of the depletion region into the n-type channel is reduced,
allowing a larger drain current to flow as shown in Figure 3.8.
From this the gate-to-source voltage in the illuminated state, VGSi can be expressed
as

(3.6)
where

VGG

is the gate junction reverse bias and

Vph

the photovoltage developed across

the large gate bias resistance.
This effect is particularly attractive as the primary method for optical control in
microwave applications, since the photo-induced variations in the DC and RF characteristics of the FET can be regarded as equivalent to controlling the FET via its gateto-source voltage. Thus, since the modelling of the FET's DC and RF performance
subject to particular reverse bias is well established, this model can be extended simpl~'
to predict the outcome of optically controlling the FET. Furthermore, many micro\\'axe
signal control applications. such as the switching circuit described in the later chapters
of this thesis, rely on the voltage at the gate of the FET as the principal controlling
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Figure 3.8: External photovoltaic effect within the gate depletion region, created by

the large external gate resistance (arrows show current flow). (a) Without illumination.
(b) With illumination.
mechanism. The foregoing discussion indicates that these functions can be achieved
using optical techniques. This would enable the FET to be controlled solely by optical
techniques or by a combination of DC and optical means such that a single gate FET
effectively becomes a two terminal control device and, similarly, a dual gate MESFET
a three terminal control device. The optically-induced change in the gate-to-source
voltage can be quantified by modelling the illuminated gate Schottky junction.
This model comprises a current source, representing the gate short-circuit photocurrent,

[ph,

shunted by the gate Schottky junction diode and the DC gate bias

circuit, which incorporates the large gate bias resistance, Rc, as shown in Figure 3.9.
If a large resistor, typically greater then 100 kD, is placed in the gate bias circuit,
and provided that a high level of illumination is incident on the FET, an effecti \·c
open-circuit condition is created at the gate terminal. Under this condition de Salles
[3.1] has shown that the resultant gate-to-source voltage, in the illuminated st ate.
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Figure 3.9: Static equivalent circuit of the gate Schottky junction while under optical
illumination.

can be approximated by the standard open-circuit voltage expression for a Schottky
photodiode, given by

nkT (Iph
VGSi = -q-In Is

+ 1)

(3.7)

where T is the absolute temperature, q the electronic charge, k Boltzmann's constant
and n and Is are respectively the ideality factor and reverse saturation current associated with the Schottky junction. If a low level of illumination is incident on the FET,
such that the gate photovoltage is insufficient to completely overcome the gate reverse
bias therefore still leaving the FET reverse biased, then the Schottky diode current can
be ignored, with the resultant illuminated gate-to-source voltage being given simply by

(3.8)
The fundamental limitation to optically controlling commercial microwave GaAs
FET's utilized in the switching and phase shifting circuits described in this thesis,
is that of poor optical coupling. This results from the limited exposed active areas
that are available due to the very fine inter-electrode spacings, which are typically no
greater than a few micro-metres. The problem of poor optical coupling is exaggerated
further when the shape of the optical beam is considered in relation to the GaAs FET
structure. In general, commercial microwave FET's have a long gate width, typically
several hundred micro-metres. This, combined with the small inter-electrode spacings,
makes the shape of the optically responsive FET regions incompatible with that of a
circular beal11 which could be expected to emerge from an optical source or optical fibre.
This problem of optical coupling was, to some extent, overcome in this investigation
using two simple techniques to enable commercial FET's to be used under optical
control on a standard optical source. The first technique was to choose an FET wit h
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numerous gate fingers, so that the number of optically sensitive regions in the FET
structure is increased. This constitutes an increase in the gate periphery and therefore,
a direct increase in the gate photo current. In the second technique. the optical beam
from the laser diode source was focused using a microscope objective. This raised the
gate photo current by increasing the photon flux density. In the latter technique the
optical beam spot was positioned correctly over the sensitive regions of the FIT using
a micro-positioning platform.

3.6

Evaluation of the Gate Photo-Effect

Due to the significance of the gate photovoltaic effect in the realization of the optically
controlled switching element described in this thesis, some initial experimental work
was carried out to evaluate the static optical and electrical parameters of the GaAs
FET. The Hewlett Packard range of low-noise packaged GaAs FET's [3.6] was used
in all the experimental work described herein. Initially, experiments were carried out
on the ATF-10136 GaAs FET, and this work was extended subsequently to include
the ATF-13136 GaAs FET which had a significantly different gate structure, verifying
the models and techniques proposed in this thesis. As packaged FET's were used, the
hermetically sealed lid had to be removed carefully to permit optical access to the
active regions of the GaAs FET. All static optical measurements were made using a
continuous wave InGaAIP visible laser diode module (VLM). This laser diode provided
a peak optical output power of 5 m W at a wavelength of 670 nm. Thus, for the ATF10136 FET with a channel depth of approximately 0.1 pm and at a wavelength of
670 nm (a

rv

10 6 m- I ), equation (3.3) predicts that approximately 10% of the incident

optical power will be absorbed in the gate depletion region with the FET biased at
pinch-off and assuming no surface reflections. Since this device was a class 3A laser
product, laser eye protection goggles were worn throughout the experimental work.
The laser diode module was mounted in a modified microscope platform. This allowed
the optical beam spot to be focussed by a microscope objective, with the focal point
adjusted through movement in the vertical plane (z-direction). The position of the
optical beam spot in the horizontal plane (x-y position) could also be manoeuvred
accurately. This experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 3.10.
In order to evaluate a theoretical value for the short-circuit gate photo current a
number of electrical and optical parameters associated with the GaAs FET need to
be determine. Where possible these were obtained by experiment, since these parameters are invariably device dependent. From these parameters and equation (:3,:)) an
approximate value for the static short-circuit gate photocurrent could be established.
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Figure 3.10: Apparatus used in the static and dynamic optical and electrical measurements.

3.7

GaAs FET Static Electrical Parameters

The required static electrical parameters of the GaAs FET include the following.
• Pinch-off Voltage, Vp .
• Gate Schottky junction ideality factor, n.
• Gate Schottky junction reverse saturation current, Is.
• Gate Schottky junction built-in potential,

4YB.

The pinch-off voltage quoted by the manufacturer can have a large variation from
device to device, and since the remaining electrical parameters are not provided, all
four parameters were determined approximately by experiment.

3.7.1

Pinch-Off Voltage

The pinch-off voltage, Vp t, was established experimentally by measuring the drain current and gate voltage characteristics of the GaAs FET in the manner described by
Fukui [3.7]. This gave an approximate pinch-off voltage of -1.6 V, with the manufacturer quoting a typical value of -1.3 V and maximum and minimum values of --1.0 \"
and -0.5 V respectively for the ATF-I0136 [3.6].
t In this thesis

'p

is used to describe the terminal pinch-off voltage (i.e. the gate- to-source volt age

required to bring about pinch-off).
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Gate Schottky Junction Ideality Factor

The ideality factor , n, describ es the departure from the ideal diode ch a racteristics of t he
Schottky diode junct ion at the gate of the G aAs FET. Therefore , the current -\'oltage
b ehaviour of the gate Schottky junction can be expressed as [3.5]

IGS = Is

{exp (~~a;) - I}

(3.9 )

where Ics and Vcs are the gate-to-source current and voltage resp ect ively, when the
source and drain are at DC earth potential. R e-arranging into a gener al straight-li ne
form and assuming that the junction is forward biased, in whi ch case Ics
In Ic s "'-'

(nZT)

Vcs

»

+ In Is.

Is, then
(3. 10 )

Therefore a plot of In Ics against Vcs should yield a straight line wit h the gradient
given by

q/nkT, enabling the ideality factor

to be estimated as

q) dVcs
(
n = kT d(ln Ics)"

(3 .11 )

The forward current-voltage characteristics of the gate Schottky junct ion were measured for the ATF-I0136 FET and these are plotted in Figure 3.11.
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the ATF-I0136 with VDS

= OV.

Fron1 this plot and fo r an abso lu te temperature of 29 "") 1\ , th e iclea li ' , fa to r \\'as
stimated to b e 1.29, which is within the exp cted r ange of 1.1 to 1. :3 [:3. 7] .
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Gate Schottky Junction Reverse Saturation Current

From equation (3.10) and Figure 3.11 it can be seen that the intercept with the \'ertical axis will give the value of In Is. This was determined by extrapolation of the
forward current-voltage characteristics to intercept the vertical axis and gave a reverse
saturation current of approximately 20 pA.

3.7.4

Gate Schottky Junction Built-In Potential

For direct band-gap semiconductors such as GaAs, the thermionic emission theory has
been shown to best describe the junction behaviour. According to this theory. the
built-in junction potential is given by [3.5]
(3.12)
where A* is the modified Richardson constant (8.2 Acm- 2 K- 2 ). The reverse saturation
current density, Js, is given by

Is
Is
Js = - = - - AG
WGLG

(3.13)

where AG is the gate area. The gate periphery, WG and the gate length, LG are taken to
be 500 /-Lm and 0.3 /-Lm, respectively for the AFT-10136 GaAs FET [3.6]. Therefore, the
built-in potential for the titanium-tungsten/GaAs Schottky junction of the ATF-10136
is approximately 0.63 V.

3.8

GaAs FET Static Optical Parameters

To determine a value for the short-circuit gate photocurrent, the following optical
parameters of the GaAs FET are required.
• Optically illuminated area, Ai.
• Optical power reflectivity, R.
• Photon flux density, <Po.
These parameters were determined theoretically, as explained below.

3.8.1

Optically Illuminated GaAs FET Area

The area of the GaAs FET available for optical illumination is restricted to that defined
by the gate periphery and the lateral extensions of the gate depletion region, as showIl
in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Cross-sectional view of a GaAs FET, indicating the areas of optical
absorption created by the lateral extensions of the gate depletion region.
Since, for the optically controlled microwave switching device described in this
thesis, the drain and source of the FET are both at DC earth potential, the lateral
extensions on the drain and source side of the gate will be equal and will vary with
distance towards the drain or source electrode. However, the illuminated lateral extension, L i , can be approximated to the depletion region depth at the source or drain
edge of the gate, as suggested by Madjar et ai. [3.3]. For either side of the gate and a
uniformly doped channel, this is expressed as [3.5]
(3.14 )
where a is the thickness of the recessed GaAs epitaxial layer. From this the effective
total optically illuminated area of the GaAs FET can be expressed as
(3.15)
For the ATF-10136 FET with a recessed GaAs layer thickness of 0.1 11 m , the maximum
optically illuminated area, achieved by biasing the GaAs FET at pinch-off, will be
around 10- 10 m 2 .

3.8.2

Optical Power Reflectivity

The surfaces of most GaAs FET's are coated with some form of passivation to protect
the device and maintain reliability. Silicon nitride (Si 3 N4 ) is commonly used. The
amount of optical power reflected from the device surface can be determined by considering the reflections of the optical signal due to the changing refractive indices of
the air /Si 3N 4/ GaAs interface and can be estimated from [3.3] as

(1 - Ns)(Ns
R = (1 + Ns)(Ns

+ No) + (1 + Ns)(Ns + No) + (1 - Ns)(Ns -

T

_

"29

Ac)e J S
"VO )E- j 29 s

2
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where Os is the electrical length of the silicon nitride layer and Ns and NG are the
refractive indices of silicon nitride and GaAs, respectively. The electrical length of the
Si3 N 4 passivation layer is related to its physical thickness,

lpas,

by

(:3.17)
where). is the wavelength of the incident light. From the simple computer program
given in Appendix A.4 and for refractive indices of 3.5 and 2.05 for GaAs and Si3N 4 [3.3].
respectively and a passivation layer thickness of 0.2 pm, this yields an optical power
reflectivity of approximately 25%.

3.8.3

Photon Flux Density

The photon flux density at the surface of the device, <Po, can be estimated as
Popt

).Popt

<P 0 = -- = ----"-Eph
he

(3.18)

where Popt is the optical power density. Assuming the beam spot to be circular and for
a focussed beam spot diameter of about 100 pm the photon flux density is estimated
. t eIy 2 x 10 24 m -2-1
to b e approx1ma
s .
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Introduction
YN AMIC photo-effects in microwave GaAs FET's have not been investigated in
the literature to the same extent as have static photo-effects, although some in-

depth studies have appeared in the literature recently. Of particular significance are
the works of Forrest et al. [4.1], Madjar et al. [4.2] and Paolella et ai. [4.3]' who all
developed comprehensive models for the GaAs FET subjected to pulsed or sinusoidal
modulated optical illumination. The fundamental principles underlying the dynamic
photo-effects can be examined by modifying the models developed for the static photoeffects in GaAs FET's. Since only optical switching applications are examined in this
thesis, sinusoidal modulation will not be considered. Also the photoconductive current.
will not be considered since it is extremely small. Furthermore, due to the significance
of the gate photovoltaic effect, this particular photo-effect will be the main focus of the
present discussion.
The modelling of the dynamic response is reviewed in Section 4.:2. through an
analysis of the barrier interface and gate depletion regions of a microwave GaAs FET.
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The modelling of the transient response limitation, associated with the gate depletion
region photovoltaic effect, is determined in Section 4.3 by consideration of the RC time
constant of the gate depletion region capacitance and gate bias resistance combination.
The key points of this chapter are identified below.
• Description and review of the following optically-induced mechanisms
in microwave GaAs FET's under modulated optical control:
- barrier interface (internal) photovoltaic effect
- gate depletion region (external) photovoltaic effect.
• Modelling of the dynamic response of the GaAs FET under photovoltaic control.
• Determination of the GaAs FET gate depletion region capacitance.

4.2

Dynamic Photovoltaic Effects

To predict the optically pulsed performance of a GaAs FET, the models for the barrier
interface and gate depletion region photovoltaic effects under static conditions are
considered and modified.

4.2.1

Barrier Interface Photovoltaic Effect

The model used in Section 3.4.1 (Figure 3.5) for the static photo-response of the GaAs
FET due to the barrier interface photovoltage can be modified to include the barrier capacitance, Csub , allowing the pulsed photo-response to be evaluated. From this
model, shown in Figure 4.1, a nonlinear differential expression identifying the time constants associated with the barrier interface photovoltage can be developed and solved
using numerical techniques (Runge-Kutta method) as proposed recently by Madjar et

ai. [4.2].

4.2.2

Gate Depletion Photovoltaic Effect

The use of a large gate bias resistance to induce a large photovoltaic effect has severe
implications on the dynamic photoresponse at the gate of the FET. The model used
in Section 3.5 (Figure 3.9) for the static photo-response of the GaAs FET due to the
gate depletion photovoltage can be modified to include the gate Schottky junction
capacitance, C9 , allowing the pulsed photo-response to be evaluated. From this model,
shown in Figure 4.2. a nonlinear differential expression identifying the time constants
associated with the gate photovoltage can been developed and solved. again using
numerica.l techniques. as proposed recently by I\Iadja.r et ai. [4.2].
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Figure 4.1: Dynamic equivalent circuit of the channel-to-substrate interface while
under optical illumination.
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Figure 4.2: Dynamic equivalent circuit of the gate Schottky junction while under
optical illumination.

4.3

GaAs FET Transient Response

The transient response (i.e. rise and fall times) associated with the preceding photovoltaic mechanisms has been evaluated theoretically and experimentally by Madjar et

ai. [4.2]. Their numerical solutions of the nonlinear differential equation for the barrier
interface photovoltage indicated a rise time in the nano-second range and a fall time
in the Inicro-second range. Their theoretical predictions are substantiated experimentally by the measurement of the transient response of the drain current, resulting from
pulsed optical illumination. Their numerical solution of the nonlinear differential equation for the gate photovoltage indicated a rise and fall time in the nano-second range.
However, their experimental transient response results associated with the gate photovoltaic effect were presented under gate loading and optical pulse conditions different
fron1 their simulated results, making a direct comparison difficult. Nevertheless. there
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do appear to be discrepancies between their simulated and measured results. These
are more evident for the fall time values. The discrepancies in the transient response
associated with the gate photovoltaic effect are significant in the evaluation of the
performance of the optically controlled switch described in this thesis. Consequently.
accurate prediction of the gate transient response is a subject of further discussion in
Chapter 7.

4.3.1

Gate Junction Capacitance

The transient response of the gate photovoltage is inevitably limited by the RC time
constant associated with the large gate bias resistor, R o , and the nonlinear gate capacitance, C g • The nonlinear gate capacitance will depend upon the voltages at the
gate and source terminals of the FET, and can be approximated simply by [4.2]

C =
g

where

Eo

EOErAO

W

=

EOErLOWO
W

is the permittivity in a vacuum and

(4.1 )
Er

the relative permittivity of the GaAs

channel. The width of the depletion region w under illumination can be expressed as
(4.2)
where a is the thickness of the recessed GaAs epitaxial layer, Vp the pinch-off voltage,

cPB

the built-in potential of the gate Schottky junction and

voltage under illumination.

VOSi

the gate-to-source
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Introduction

N the early 1980's, the difficulties of implementing rri-n switching diodes in Ml\IIC's
were recognized and, due to the widespread application of GaAs FET's within

MMIC's, this led to the establishment of MMIC switches based upon these PET devices. Ayasli [5.1], in 1982, developed an approximate lumped equivalent circuit model
for the switching states of a reflective microwave GaAs FET switch. where 'on' and
'off' states of the switch were achieved by switching the gate of the PET between zero
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bias and pinch-off, respectively. In these circumstances, the microwave signal can be
applied to the drain or source of the FET ~ making the switch bi-directional, with the
remaining terminal kept at RF ground. This represents a reflective switch configuration. A DC earth potential is maintained at the drain and source in both switching
states, indicating a passive mode of operation. Taking a rather simplistic view of the
switching process, the 'on' state occurs when the gate of the FET is at DC earth potential (i.e. Vcs

= 0 V). In this case the active channel region is undepleted, allowing a

low impedance microwave path to exist between the drain and source. The 'off' state is
established when the gate of the FET is biased beyond pinch-off (i.e. Vas

> lp) when

the active channel region is fully depleted, presenting a high impedance microwave path
between the drain and source. Therefore, provided the gate is isolated (i.e. represents
a high RF impedance) from the microwave input signal in both switching states. the
gate bias voltage can be used to switch the FET between approximately RF short- and
open-circuit conditions in the 'on' and 'off' states, respectively. However, this must be
regarded as a rather simplified approach, since in practice, the parasitic components
associated with the intrinsic FET structure will significantly affect the microwave operation. The rather more elaborate models proposed by Ayasli [5.1] were used in the
present investigation as the basis for developing a more comprehensive understanding
of the GaAs FET switching behaviour. Since these models and the related intrinsic
parameter evaluation techniques had not been tested rigorously in the literature. it
was necessary to make a number of significant modifications to the approach proposed
by Ayasli [5.1]. These changes yielded a simplified, yet more accurate and versatile.
approach to modelling the switching performance of a GaAs FET.
In this chapter these modifications are examined and compared with conventional
approaches to switch state modelling, although the experimental results pertaining to
this aspect of the work are confined to Chapter 6, where the optically controlled GaAs
FET switching performance is described.
The basic hybrid II equivalent circuit for a GaAs FET is described briefly in
Section 5.2, and forms the basis of a new modelling approach for GaAs FET switches.
The approximate lumped equivalent circuit of an electrically controlled GaAs FET
is developed for the 'on' and 'off' states in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

In

addition, these sections describe present methods for determining the equivalent circuit
element values and propose modifications to some of these approaches in order to enable
more accurate and versatile modelling, applicable to optical as well as conventional
electrical control of the switching state. In Section 5.5, some consideration is gi \"en
to the modelling of some GaAs FET switches in hybrid form. These form part of the
novel optically controlled prototype switches designed in Chapter 6.
The key points of this chapter are identified below .

• Development of a nlore comprehensive and versatile model to represent
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the switching performance of a GaAs FET under direct optical, as well
as conventional electrical control, of the switching states, through the
following:
- development of a more accurate method for evaluating the 'off' state drainto-source capacitance for the switch model, based upon 3-dimensional field
simulations of the FET metallization layers
use of a simplified approach to evaluating some of the intrinsic element values
of the switch model, based upon the manufacturer's standard hybrid II FET
model, which requires limited information on the specific device geometries
and doping levels
- generation of a model which includes package parasitics
accurate prediction of the occurrence of resonances which may hinder the
switch performance in both states
establishment of a novel technique for tuning out such resonances.

5.2

Hybrid II GaAs FET Model

Figure 5.1 shows the standard hybrid II linear GaAs FET model often incorporated in
microwave CAD packages and manufacturer's literature. It is around this model that
the simplified approach to switch state modelling proposed in this thesis was developed.
The GaAs FET model is a simplified hybrid II model, in which the intrinsic FET consists of a voltage controlled current source (gmvc), the gate-to-source capacitance (Cgs )
across which the controlling voltage (v c ) appears, and the channel or input resistance

(Rc). In addition, the transconductance (gm) has associated with it a phase delay (Tm)
to represent the delay in charging the capacitance associated with the gate depletion
region. Terminal contact resistance (Rg, R s , Rd ) and parasitic inductance (Lg, L s ,

Ld ) at the gate, source and drain respectively are then added. The drain resistance is
usually sufficiently low in value that it does not influence the S-parameters in the frequency range where the model is applicable (f'V 20 GHz) and is therefore omitted from
the model in Figure 5.l. The model is completed with the inclusion of the gate-to-drain
coupling capacitance'( Cgd ) which is predominant in determining the S12-parameter and
the drain-to-source resistance (Rds) and geometric capacitance ( Cds).

5.3

'On' State GaAs FET Switch Model

In the 'on' state the GaAs FET structure can be represented by the approximate
lumped equivalent circuit of Figure 5.2 [5.1] which will have significance at

miCl'O\\'aH'

frequencies. The evaluation of these lumped elements is considered in this section.
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Figure 5.1: Basic hybrid II lumped equivalent circuit model of a GaAs FET (small-

signal amplifier mode).
in relation to the methods suggested by Ayasli [5.1]. This contributes to a modified,
simpler approach to switch state modelling.

Source
\
\
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Figure 5.2: Approximate lumped equivalent circuit of a GaAs FET switch in the 'on:

state, indicating the physical origins of the lumped circuit elements.

5.3.1

Series Channel Resistance

This accounts for the resistance of the open-channel in the 'on' state and was approximated by Ayasli [5.1] fron1 the expression developed by Fukui [5.2]. The series channel
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resistance can be expressed as
LG
= ----qfloNwnWG

Rch

(5.1)

where N is the n-type channel carrier concentration, LG the gate length, WG the gate
periphery,

Wn

the width of the un depleted active region, q the electronic charge and

flo the low-field drift mobility. In the 'on' state all the FET terminals are at earth

potential, in which case the undepleted region width can be expressed as [5.3]
(5.2)
These expressions were used initially in this investigation to establish the channel resistance. For the ATF-10136 FET, with an estimated channel doping level of 2.5 x
10 17 cm- 3 and for a low-field mobility of 2500 cm 2s- 1 V-I, this gives a channel resistance of approximately 1 n. This method relies upon accurate values for the mobility
and doping level under the gate of the FET which are difficult to define precisely.
Consequently, to simplify the evaluation of the channel resistance and to avoid the
uncertainty associated with the mobility and doping level, the input resistance parameter, R c , from the standard hybrid II FET model was used and this is considered in
Chapter 6.

5.3.2

Drain and Source Resistances

The series drain and source resistances, Rd and Rs , consist of the resistance contributions from the ohmic contacts and from the access regions to the active channel.
Ohmic Contact Resistance

Ayasli [5.1] calculated the ohmic contact resistances from the expressions given by
Fukui [5.2]' which considered the drain and source contacts to an n+ -type layer. In
the FET's used in this investigation, the drain and source made direct contact to the
n-type GaAs layer and therefore the ohmic contact resistances were calculated initially

from specific contact resistances as outlined by Ladbrooke [5.4] and given by

Rco

= ~
WG

(5.3)

where Pc is the specific contact resistance, which for Au-Ge-Ni contacts alloyed to
n-GaAs doped to 10 17 cm- 3 or greater, is in the range 0.1-0.5 nmm [5.4]. For the
ATF-10136 FET this gave a contact resistance of 0.4 n.
Access Region Resistance

Ayasli [5.1] calculated the resistance of the access regions based upon the approach of
Fukui [5.2], which involved splitting this resistance into two components to account
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for the un recessed and recessed portions of the access region. For the FET"s used in
this investigation, the amount of recess depth was not known and therefore the access
region resistance on the source side of the FET was approximated to the unrecessed
value given by [5.4]

Rgs
where

rv

-

LGS

LGS

(5.4)

qN poaWG

is the gate-to-source inter-electrode spacing. Since the drain and source

/

are both at earth potential, a similar resistance expression is obtained for the drain
side of the FET (R gd ), with
(LGD)'

LGS

replaced by the drain-to-gate inter-electrode spacing

For the ATF-10136 FET, the inter-electrode spacings on either side of the

gate are equal and from SEM pictures were established to be 0.55 pm, which gave a
access region resistance of 1.1
resistances are given by

n on each side of the gate.

The total drain and source

(5.5 )
(5.6)
This gives drain and source resistances of 1.5

n and these values were applied initially

to the 'on' state switch model simulations. This evaluation method was later simplified
by using the drain and source resistance values from the standard hybrid II FET model
as considered in Chapter 6.

5.4

'Off' State GaAs FET Switch Model

In the 'off' state the GaAs FET structure can be represented by the approximate
lumped equivalent circuit of Figure 5.3 [5.1], which also illustrates the position of the
equivalent lumped elements. The evaluation of these lumped elements is considered
in this section, and in relation to the methods suggested by Ayasli [5.1] and to the
modified approach proposed in this investigation.

5.4.1

Electrode Capacitance

The inter-electrode capacitance, Cds, represents the fringing capacitance between the
drain and source electrodes in the 'off' state. The value of this parameter is of crucial
importance to providing good switch isolation and was calculated by Ayasli [5.1] from
the expression developed by Pucel et al. [5.5]. Since the inter-electrode spacings are
slnall compared with the device thickness, Pucel et ai. [5.5] estimated this capacitance
by considering the electrostatic coupling between two parallel conductors on the surface of a semi-infinite dielectric medium representing the device. They modified the
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Figure 5.3: Approximate lumped equivalent circuit of a GaAs FET switch in the 'off'
state, indicating the physical origins of the lumped circuit elements.
expression of Smythe [5.6] for inter-electrode capacitance between parallel strips immersed in an infinite dielectric medium, to account for the air above the drain and
source electrodes. For an asymmetric FET this is given by [5.5]

(5.7)
where I{ is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. The argument, k ds , is related
to the geometry of the electrodes by
1

kds

= [(2Ls

+ LDS)LDS]
+ LDS)2

2

(5.8)

(Ls

where L DS is the drain-to-source inter-electrode spacing and Ls is the source electrode
length. In this expression the following assumptions are made:
• equal drain and source electrode lengths (i.e. LD = Ls)
• drain electrode length is much greater than the gate electrode length (i.e. LD

»

Lc)
• source electrode length IS much greater than the drain-to-source spacmg (i.e.

Ls

»

LDS).

These methods proposed by Ayasli [5.1] were found to gIve a large under-estimate
of the actual drain-to-source capacitance, and could not be used in the 'off' state
switch simulations. A novel and more accurate approach to evaluating this capacitance
IS proposed later in this thesis, using HFSSt to provide 3-D field simulations of the
tHP 85180A High-Frequency Structure Simulator.
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FET structure. This method has yielded results which are in very good agreement
with measurements performed on the FET switches. It is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 10.

5.4.2

Drain-to-Source Resistance

The drain-to-source resistance,

R ds ,

shunts

Cds

and represents the microwave losses

associated with the GaAs FET switch structure. Ayasli [5.1] estimated a value for his
FET switches which incorporated 1 mm gate periphery devices. In this investigation
it has been found that the precise value of

Rds

has little effect on the simulated switch

performance. This is reasonable since its value would be expected to be in the kilo-ohm
range. A value of 3.5 kn was used to simulate the switching performance of the FET's
described in this thesis and is consistent with typical values from previously published
data [5.1].

5.4.3

Gate Depletion Region Capacitance

This describes the capacitance of the gate depletion region with the channel fully depleted.

Ayasli [5.1] separated this capacitance into two components,

Cgs

and

Cgd,

associated with the drain and source sides of the gate. Since the drain and source
are both at earth potential and assuming the GaAs FET is symmetrical, this capacitance can be equated to one-half of that obtained for the overall gate depletion region
capacitance at pinch-off to give [5.1]

Cgs

- C
-

_ Cg
2

gd -

_

EOErWGLG

-

(5.9)

2a

For the ATF-10136 FET this corresponds to gate-to-source and gate-to-drain capacitances of approximately 0.088 pF.

5.4.4

Charging Resistances

The drain and source resistances,
resistances of Cgd and

Cgs,

Rdc

and

R sc ,

in the 'off' state represent the charging

respectively. Based upon experiment, Ayasli [5.1] suggested

that these resistances could be estimated from one-half of the total 'on' state resistance.
This is consistent with the approach adopted for evaluating the gate capacitance. For
the ATF-10136 this resulted in charging resistances of approximately 2 n.

5.5

Modelling of Hybrid GaAs FET Switches

The discussion thus far has been concerned with the modelling of the intrinsic elements
of the GaAs FET when configured as a reflective microwave switch. It is appropriate
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only for modelling monolithic forms of the GaAs FET switch. Howe\"er, the imoestigation of this thesis concentrates on the hybrid implementation of the switch using
packaged devices. To the author's knowledge, this is the first investigation of this
kind and as such requires that a packaged model be included with the device model to
predict fully the switching performance.

5.5.1

Package Model

The package model for the Hewlett Packard range of GaAs FET's is gIven

III

the

manufacturer's data sheets [5.7] and is shown in Figure 5.4. This package model treats
the leads and internal metallization as transmission lines Tg , Td and Ts.
capacitances between the device terminals are included

(Cgsp , Cgdp

and

Coupling

C dsp ).

as are

the series inductances of the drain, source and gate bond wires (Ld, L s , Lg). This
package model was used in conjunction with the intrinsic model for the GaAs FET
switch described in the preceding sections.

,

r - -

Ga.te

L _ ,

,

C gsp

Source

Figure 5.4: Approximate lumped equivalent circuit package model for the range of

Hewlett Packard GaAs FET's [5.7].

5.5.2

Gate Resistance

The resistance at the gate of the FET, Rg , was not included in the model proposed by
Ayasli [5.1] and therefore in this investigation the resistance at the gate of the FET was
obta.ined from the manufacturer's data sheets and included in the models for the 'on'
a.nd 'off' states of the switch. The complete modeL which includes the intrinsic elements
of the FET switch equivalent circuit together with the device package model [5.7] and
conventional representations of the microstrip elements of the switch circuit. was then
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used in conjunction with MD8+ to obtain simulations of the switch performance in both
states. This is considered in more detail in the next chapter, in which direct optical
control of the switching states of the GaAs FET is realized.

tHP 85150B Microwave and RF Design System.
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Introduction
ESPITE the concurrent development of electrically controlled GaAs FET switches and optical control in GaAs FET's, it was not until recently that interest has

focussed upon combining these techniques to achieve direct optical control of micro\\'an'
GaAs FET switches. However, the reported investigations such as those of .\Iacljar d

al. and Chakrabarti fi al. [6.1-6.3] have examined only the switching speed of Ga:'\s
FET's under optical illumination and have not considered the microwave switch state
performance under optical control. No publications to date have presented measured
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switch state data for the GaAs FET under optical or electrical control that \·erif\· the
l

published models discussed in the previous chapter. In this chapter the direct o;tical
control of a GaAs FET switch using the gate photovoltaic effect is addressed. The
design methodology is established and measured and simulated results are presented
for the switch state performance.
The design of a prototype GaAs FET switch which relies on direct optical control
of the switching state is considered in Section 6.2, with the modelling of the switch
described in Section 6.3. A direct comparison of the measured and simulated results
for the switch state performance of two novel optically controlled GaAs FET switches
is presented in Section 6.4, which verifies the newly proposed modelling approach for
two very different GaAs FET gate structures.
The key points of this chapter are identified below.

• Design approach for a novel direct optically controlled X-band GaAs
FET switch.
• Modelling of the direct optically controlled GaAs FET switch.
• Consideration of package parasitics to model the hybrid switches.
• Experimental verification of the switch state performance through a
direct comparison of measured and simulated results.
• Experimental validation of the novel approach to switch parameter
evaluation for two very different FET gate structures.

6.2

Hybrid GaAs FET Switch Design

The GaAs FET switch design described in this section can be used in optically or
electrically controlled applications, noting that a large resistance (2: 100 kn) must
be incorporated into the gate bias network to achieve optical control of the switching
state. The designs were implemented on RT jDuroid™ material which had a substrate
thickness of 635 J-lm and a relative permittivity of 10.5. Since the electrically controlled
GaAs FET switches described in the literature have been developed only in monolithic
form, a number of additional aspects of the switch circuit design had to be considered
for a hybrid implementation of the switch. However, a design strategy was chosen for
the hybrid circuits that would allow a straightforward extension to monolithic layouts
if required. The switch circuits investigated employed the ATF-10136 and ATF-131:36
packaged t GaAs FET's from Hewlett Packard [6.4]. These particular cle\'ices were
selected due to their contrasting gate structures and this point is elaborated upon later
tShort leaded 36 micro-X package selected to minimize parasitic components.
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in this chapter. The lids were removed and this enabled direct optical access to the
sensitive regions of the FET. The switch circuits were designed to operate at X-band,
although it is feasible to extend the design to give very broadband performance. as
described in Chapter 10. The microstrip layout for the optically controlled GaAs FET
switch is shown in Figure 6.l.
Line widths = 508
(except on DC bias chokes)
Units in I-'m

B

2615

2615

D

s I

Is
G

1 Ml1

DB

4000

Figure 6.1: Microstrip circuit layout for direct optically controlled microwave switch.

All the micros trip dimensions for the switch circuit were extracted from the transmission line calculator available in MDS, and their effect on the switch circuit operation
is discussed later in this chapter. The dimensional layout for the Hewlett Packard GaAs
FET's is shown in Figure 6.2, which indicates that a 2.54 mm square gap in the microstrip layout allows the GaAs FET leads to be epoxy bonded to the microstrip lines.
Furthermore, this gap ensures that the microstrip lines reach the edge of the main body
of the package so as to reduce parasitic effects, particularly those associated with lead
inductances.

6.2.1

Drain Circuit

The drain of the GaAs FET was used as the microwave reflective input port of the
switch as shown schematically in Figure 6.3 and was therefore designed to have a characteristic impedance, Zo, of 50

n,

to match that of standard microwave measurement

systems. In addition, the input line length was made three-quarters of a wavelength to
avoid the possibility of resonances occurring between the launchers on the microstrip
measurement jig and the device.
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Figure 6.2: Micro-X package layout for the Hewlett Packard range of GaAs FET's.
(a) Plan view. (b) Cross-sectional View.

p
Eph

f\JV\/"----+-

Figure 6.3: Schematic representation of the optically controlled reflective microwave
GaAs FET switch.
Microstrip Drain Line Parameters

Input Data:

Er

= 10.5

f

= 10 GHz

Output Data:

w = 582 flm

Layout:

w = 582 flm

6.2.2

h = 635 flm

t

As = 11085 flm
l = 3~s = 8314 flm

Eel 1

= 4 flm

Zo

= 50

n

= 7.31

Source Circuit

To realize the switch operation the source of the FET must appear as an RF ground
1

connection. In monolithic versions of the switch this is achieved with a via hole from
the source to the ground plane. Fabricating vias in microstrip can be achieved h~'
using through-hole plating techniques, although the modelling of such a via can present
difficulties. The use of open-circuit unfanned stubs. butterfly stubs and through-board
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through-board connections were investigated as methods for providing an RF ground
connection at the source of the FET. By experimental comparison of the stub reflection
coefficients it was established that a quarter wavelength open-circuit stub, reflecting an
effective RF short-circuit to the source of the FET, provided an adequate RF ground
connection and could be modelled accurately. The width of the stub was made equal
to that of the lead on the FET package, so as to avoid width change discontinuities.
Since the FET has two source connections, an open-circuit stub was included at the end
of each source lead. Finally, the open-circuit correction length, lac, due to capacitive
fringing at the open end of the microstrip line was calculated from the expressions
given by Kirschning et af. [6.5].
Microstrip Source Line Parameters
Input Data:

Er

f

= 10.5

t = 4 f.Lm

As = 11162 f.Lm
l --""4
As - l oc

Eej j

w = 508 f.Lm

= 10 GHz

Output Data:

Zo = 53.22

Layout:

w = 508 f.Lm

6.2.3

h = 635 f.Lm

n

= 7.21

lac = 176 f.Lm

= 2615 f.Lm

Gate Circuit

Since the RF impedance of the gate network influences significantly the equivalent
circuit of the FET in the 'off' state, the gate termination is usually configured to
appear as an effective RF open-circuit, as suggested by Ayasli [6.6]. Ayasli achieved
this effective RF open-circuit condition by incorporating a two-section low-pass filter
at the gate terminal of the FET. In the FET switch design described here, this effective
RF open-circuit condition at the gate terminal of the FET was achieved using a halfwavelength open-circuit stub.
Microstrip Gate Line Parameters
Input Data:

Er

f
Output Data:
Layout:

= 10.5

h = 635 f.Lm

t = 4 f.Lm

w = 508 f.Lm

= 10 GHz

Zo = 53.22 n As = 11162 f.Lm
l -- /\$2 - l oc
w = 508 f.Lm

Eej j

= 7.21

lac = 176 f.Lm

= 5405 JLmt

From the MDS simulations on the switch circuit described later in this chapter
resonances were identified between the intrinsic FET elements and the package parasitics in both 'on' and 'off' states of the switch. Therefore, rather than maintaining the
t Reduced to 4000 pm to avoid resonances (see Chapter 10).
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gate stub line to present an effective RF open-circuit at the gate terminal of the FIT,
the stub length was altered so as to tune the resonances out of the operating band of
the switch. The tuning stub operates by introducing at the gate of the GaAs FET a
capacitive or inductive reactance which is determined by the stub length. The principle
of operation of the gate tuning stub and the design methodology are described more
fully in Chapter 10. The stub length was reduced to 4000 11m in order to allow switch
operation over the frequency range 8 to 12 GHz.

6.2.4

Bias Circuit

To realize the 'on' and 'off' states of the switch, a DC bias connection must be made to
the gate terminal of the FET. As described in the Chapter 5, the drain and source must
be maintained at DC earth potential in both switching states, while the gate is switched
between zero bias and pinch-off representing the 'on' and 'off' states of the switch
respectively. The DC connection at the drain of the FET was made using a coaxial
bias-tee network incorporated into the measurement system. The bias connections at
the source and gate of the FET were made on the actual microstrip circuit using a
two-section bias-tee, as shown in Figure 6.4. Each section of the bias-tee incorporates
a quarter wavelength low and high impedance microstrip line in order to present an
effective RF open-circuit to the main line. Since the two source terminals of GaAs
FET are electrically connected within their internal structure, only one of the source
terminals needed to be biased.
Microstrip Bias Network Parameters

Input Data:
Output Data:
Layout:

Input Data:
Output Data:
Layout:

6.3

= 10.5
h = 635 11m
f = 10 GHz
Zo = 14.53 n As = 9835 11 m
- I oc
w = 4000 11m I -- As
4
Er

t = 4 11m
Eel 1

= 9.29

= 2136

w

= 4000

11m

loc

= 323

11 m

~lm

w = 80
t = 4 11m
h = 635 11m
= 10.5
f = 10 GHz
Zo = 97.68 n As = 11855 11 m Eel 1 = 6.40
I = As
= 2964 11m
w = 80 11m
4
Er

11m

Optically Controlled Switch State Modelling

As has already been discussed, the gate photovoltaic effect can be exploited to give
direct optical control of the GaAs FET switch. It has been noted that the optically-
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Figure 6.4: Two-section microstrip bias-tee arrangement (dimensions in 11m).

induced variations in the gate-to-source voltage are similar to those achieved with
electrical control. This implies that the characteristics of the switch should be similar,
whether optically or electrically controlled, and this forms the basis for the design
methodology of the optically controlled switch.

6.3.1

Static Optical Control

The GaAs FET switch described in this thesis differs from any previously described in
the literature as it relies on direct optical control of the switching state, in which the
optically controlled FET interacts directly with the microwave signal. This is radically
different from the indirect forms of optical control addressed so far in the literature [6.7],
where there is no direct interaction between the optically illuminated FET and the
microwave signal, and consequently a microwave GaAs FET is not required.
To achieve the direct optical control of a GaAs FET switch, the gate reverse bias
(i.e. VGG) applied to the FET must be maintained at pinch-off in both states of the
switch. With no optical signal present, the 'off' state of the switch is realized in an
identical manner to that in the electrically controlled GaAs FET switch described in
Chapter 5. When the optical signal is present, a photo current is generated in the
gate circuit due to photon absorption in the gate depletion region of the FET. The
presence of the large gate bias resistance, R G , establishes a photovoltage which in
turn counteracts the gate reverse bias, VGG' When this photovoltage is sufficient to
overcome the reverse bias present at the gate terminal, the optically 'on' state of the
switch is established. The optical power required to switch the device from the 'off'
state, where the gate-to-source voltage is at pinch-off, to the 'on' state, where the
gate-to-source voltage, VGSi , in the illuminated state is at zero bias. can be determined
from the photovoltage developed across the large gate resistance. From the Schottky
gate equivalent circuit under static optical illumination, shown in Figure 6.5. '(;SI can
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be expressed as

+ V;h
VGG + IGSRG
VGG

(6.1 )
(6.2)

where V;h is the photovoltage developed across R G.
DC Gate
Bias Circuit
r-----------------,

Gate Schottky
Junction
r------------,

Photocurrent
Source
r----------,

I

I

I

I

...J

L

I

G

: VaG

-=L

_________________

S
I
...J

I
L

____________

__________

.J

Figure 6.5: Gate Schottky junction equivalent circuit while under continuous optical
illumination.
The gate-to-source current will consist of two components: the gate Schottky diode
current, I D , given by [6.8]

qVGSi)
}
ID = Is { exp ( nkT - 1

(6.3)

and the gate photo current , Iph' given by equation (3.5). Therefore, from equation. (6.2),
the illuminated gate-to-source voltage can be expressed as

VGSi = VGG

+ RG

[Iph - Is {exp

(~:;i) -

I}]

(6.4 )

from which the gate photocurrent, and hence the optical power required to achieve
the 'on' state, can be calculated. For the ATF-10136 GaAs FET biased at pinch-off
and incorporating a 1 M!1 gate bias resistance, a gate photo current of approximately
1.6 f.1A is required. This corresponds to an optical output power of about 3.3 m \V from

the laser source.

6.3.2

Switch State

The modelling of the switching states of an electrically controlled GaAs FET reflective
microwave switch has been described in Chapter 5 and was based upon the methods proposed by Ayasli [6.6]. He used precise data relating to the physical struct ure
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and doping levels of an FET fabricated 'in-house' to permit evaluation of the resistiye
component values associated with the intrinsic FET switch equivalent circuit in both
states. This included the channel resistance, Rch, and drain and source resistances, Rd
and R s , respectively. This method of component evaluation, together with approximate values for the device doping levels, was used initially in the work reported here to
model the intrinsic GaAs FET switch configuration. In general, the microwaye circuit
designer, using commercially available or standard foundry FET's, is often limited by
the information that is readily available from the manufacturer or foundry, concerning
their device fabrication parameters. In the present work, rather than estimating device parameters, a simple approach for establishing these intrinsic FET parameters is
proposed and is verified through comparisons of simulated and measured data for two
very different FET gate structures.
In this approach, the intrinsic parameters are extracted directly from the standard
hybrid II model for the FET provided by the manufacturer, with the exception of the
'off' state drain-to-source resistance, Rds. This element arises as a consequence of
using the pinch-off bias of the FET in the 'off' state, rather than the gate voltage used
for the common-source mode of operation. Its value, however, will be of the order of
several kilo-ohms as suggested in [6.6]. Due to its position within the lumped equivalent
circuit (i.e. shunting the drain-to-source capacitance), its precise value has been found
in this work to have little effect on the modelling of the switch performance. The 'off'
state gate-to-source and gate-to-drain capacitances, CgS and Cgd , can be evaluated
using the methods described in Section 5.4.3. A novel approach to evaluating the 'off'
state drain-to-source capacitance, Cds, is described in Chapter 10. The intrinsic FET
parameters so evaluated for both FET's considered in this investigation are summarized
in Table 6.1.

'On'State

'Off' State
kn

Cgs & Cgd
fF

Cds
fF

4.0

3.5

88

82

3.5

3.5

44

45

Rch

Rd & Rs

Rg

Rg

Rdc & Rsc

Rds

n

n

n

n

n

ATF-10136

2.0

2.0

2.5

2.5

ATF-13136

2.0

1.5

3.0

3.0

FET Type

Table 6.1: Values for intrinsic GaAs FET switch equivalent circuit elements.

The package parasitic elements (from the manufacturer) associated with Figure .5.1
are given in Table 6.2 [6.4].
The intrinsic elements of the FET switch equivalent circuit (Table 6.1). together
with the device package model (Figure 5.4) and conventional representations of the
111icrostrip elements of the switch circuit, were then used in conjunction \'lith ~lDS
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Lg

Ld

Ls

nH

nH

nH

0.9

0.6

Tg

0.15

Z

1

n

!-lm

65

889

Ts
Z

1

n

!-lm

30

381

tei i

7

98

Cgs

Cds Cgd

teii

fF

fF

fF

7

50

50

:)

Td
teii

7

Z

1

n

!-lm

65

889

Table 6.2: Circuit element values for FET package model [6.4].

to obtain simulations of the switch performance in both states. The MDS simulation
schematics for the 'on' and 'off' states of the switch are shown in Figures 6.6 and
6.7, respectively, and were used to simulate the switching performance of both FET
switches.
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Figure 6.6: Simulation layout generated within MDS for determining the switch

characteristics of both FET structures in the 'on' state.

6.4

GaAs FET Switch State Results

The switching circuits used in this investigation employed the ATF-I0136 and ATF13136 FET's from Hewlett-Packard. The ATF-I0136 has an interdigitated gate structure which contrasts with the T-type structure of the ATF-13136. The differing gate
structures for the FET's were selected deliberately to test the validity of the proposed
111ethods for establishing the FET intrinsic elements of the switch model for significantly different gate structures. Both FET switch circuits used an identical microstrip
layout, shown in Figure 6. L to evaluate the switch characteristics. Packaged GaA~
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Simulation layout generated within MDS for determining the switch

characteristics of both FET structures in the 'off' state.
FET's with the lids removed were used for the experiments and a large resistor (1 lVH1)
was included in the gate bias circuit. Although hybrid switch circuits are described
here, a design strategy was chosen so that there could be a straightforward extension
to monolithic layouts if required. The microwave network analyzer measurements were
made with the microstrip circuits mounted in a Wilt ron 3680K test jig. In measuring
the reflection coefficient of the FET switches, the length of line leading up to the switch
was de-embedded using an open-circuit reference line fabricated on the same piece of
microstrip. The length of the reference line was made slightly shorter than that leading
upto the FET switch, to account for the fringing field at the open-end of the reference
line. The FET switch elements were illuminated by the focused output of a 5 m \V
InGaAIP laser diode module emitting light at a wavelength of 670 nm. It should be
noted that although the open-circuit gate stub length was altered so as to tune the resonances out of the intended switch operating band in the case of the ATF-10136 FET
switch, this was not done for the ATF-13136 FET switch. The results for the latter
FET were used Inerely to test the validity of the proposed switch modelling techniques.
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100

Optically 'On' State

The measured and simulated magnitude and phase responses of the ATF-10136 and
ATF-13136 FET switch circuits in the optically 'on' state are shown in Figures 6.8
and 6.9, respectively, and the agreement between measured and simulated results is
generally good and within bounds of expected experimental error.
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6.4.2

'Off' state

The measured and simulated magnitude and phase responses of the :\TF -10136 and
ATF-13136 FET switch circuits in the 'off' state are shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11,
respectively, and the agreement between measured and simulated results is again generally good and within bounds of expected experimental error.
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Introduction
HE transient response of the optically controlled GaAs FET switch described in
the previous chapter will determine the maximum rate at which the GaAs FET

can be switched by the optical signal and therefore the maximum data rate that could
be used if the device were incorporated in an optical sensor. Madjar et al. [7.1] have
recently investigated the transient response of the GaAs FET by considering the photovoltaic effects in the gate depletion region and the barrier interface region. \Vith
regard to the gate photovoltaic effect, Madjar et al. [7.1] have developed a model for
the transient response (i.e. rise and fall times) associated with the gate photovoltaic
effect and this was considered in Chapter 4. While their experimental results identify
the general transient behaviour associated with the photo-effect, a direct comparison
between their measured and simulated results is difficult and to a large extent invalid
due to the different gate loading and optical pulse conditions used for experiment and
simulation. However, even given these limitations, there does appear to be a discrepancy between their simulated and measured results. This discrepancy is particularly
evident for the fall tinles of the response which differ by up to a factor of ten between
sin1ltlated and nleasured results.
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Measurement and modelling techniques for the transient response of the gate depletion region photovoltaic effect are considered in detail in Section 7'J
._. Th e measure d
and simulated transient responses of the optically controlled GaAs FET S\\'itch are
presented in Section 7.3, which for the first time verifies the transient response model.
Furthermore, this section provides results which validate the transient response model
for two very different GaAs FET gate structures.
The key points of this chapter are identified below.

• Accurate modelling of the transient response associated with the gate
depletion region photovoltaic effect.
• De-embedding of measurement probes.
• Experimental switch circuit design for transient response determination.
• Experimental verification of the transient response model through a
direct comparison of measured and simulated rise and fall time results
under identical gate loading and optical pulse conditions.
• Experimental validation of the transient response models for two very
different FET gate structures.

7.2

Transient Response Under Optical Control

In the following sections a model to characterize the transient response associated with
the gate photovoltaic effect in a GaAs FET switch under pulsed optical control is
developed and validated through practical measurement. In addition, the model has
been verified for both types of FET switch.

7.2.1

Transient Response Measurement

The microstrip circuit used to evaluate the transient response for both FET switch
circuits utilized a similar layout to that used to evaluate the switch state characteristics,
with a 1 MD resistance incorporated in the gate bias circuit. To evaluate the transient
response of the FET it became necessary to include an additional resistor (47 kO) in
the gate bias circuit of the FET switch. The transient response was measured across
this resistor rather than across the 1 MD gate resistor since this latter value would
have imposed a severe frequ~ncy limitation when considered in conjunction with the
measurement probe. The microstrip layout was modified to allow the additional resistor
t.o be surface mounted, as shown in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Microstrip circuit layout of the transient response measurement for the
direct optically controlled microwave switch.

7.2.2

Transient Response Modelling

The optically controlled microwave switch, described in the previous chapter, relies on a
photovoltage developed across the large gate bias resistance as the means of controlling
the gate-to-source voltage, and therefore the switching state. The development of the
optical transient response model for the gate photovoltaic effect (external photovoltaic
effect) described in this thesis thus follows the initial approach of Madjar et al. [7.1].
The difference is that, since a reflective switch configuration is described here, the transient response of the switch will be determined by the rise and fall times associated with
the gate-to-source voltage while under pulsed optical illumination (i.e. Vosd, rather
than the drain current response considered in [7.1]. Also, rather than using numerical
techniques to solve the nonlinear differential equation that results from the analysis
of [7.1], the transient response was extracted from MDS. The MDS model incorporates
the external DC gate bias circuit, which includes the large gate resistance, the internal
elements of the gate junction, namely the gate Schottky junction, the nonlinear gate
capacitance and the optically-induced gate short-circuit photocurrent (see Figure 4.2).
The nonlinear gate capacitance expression used in the MDS simulations is obtained by
combining equations (4.1) and (4.2) to give
(7.1 )
The MDS simulation of the nonlinear gate capacitance requires an expression for the
associated charge, which is obtained simply through the integration of equation (7.1)
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to give
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where Q 9 is the charge associated with the gate capacitance. The gate short-circuit
photo current is modelled as an ideal impulse source which is generated by the pulsed
optical illumination and whose numerical value at pinch-off can be determined by
the methods described in Section 3.7.

From this model the rise and fall times of

the illuminated gate-to-source voltage can be evaluated while under pulsed optical
control and hence the limitations on the optical switching speed of the FET switch
can be established. Furthermore, to provide an accurate simulation of the transient
response of the switch under pulsed optical control, a model to represent the effect of
the measurement probe was included in MDS. The transient responses of both GaAs
FET's were simulated with the same layout shown in Figure 7.2 to test the validity
of the proposed methods for establishing the switching speed for significantly different
gate structures.

7.3

Optical Transient Response Results

The measured and simulated transient response results for the ATF-I0136 and ATF13136 switch circuits under pulsed optical illumination are shown in Figures 7.3(a)
and 7.3(b), respectively. These results represent, for the first time, a direct comparison
between experimental and simulated results for the rise and fall times associated with
the gate photovoltage transient response. Furthermore, it can be seen that, for the
first time, very good agreement is obtained between the measured and simulated data
for both types of optically controlled FET switch.
The simulated results include a model for the Hewlett Packard 10432A 10:1 oscilloscope probe used in the measurements to allow a direct comparison with the measured
data. Initially, the probe was modelled as a 10 Mf! resistor shunted by a capacitance
of 7.5 pF, based on the data given in [7.2]. However, due to the critical significance of
the probe in the measurement of the transient response, the exact impedance of the
probe was measured using a vector impedance meter. From the probe impedance. Zp.
this was measured to be 1.9L92° Mf! at 10 kHzt. Since the probe capacitance could
be varied via a varicap it was assumed that the shunt resistance was correct at 10 i\IO
t All transient response measurements made using this probe were performed over the kilo-Hertz

range
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Simulation layout generated within MDS for determining the switch

transient response of both FET structures.
and that the exact capacitance of the probe could be calculated from the measured
impedance. For a parallel resistor and capacitor arrangement, the probe impedance is
given by

Rp+~c
JW p

Rp
. wR~Cp
1 + (WR pCp)2 - J 1 + (WR pCp)2

(7.5 )
(7.6)

where w is the angular frequency and Rp and Cp are the parallel resistance and capacitance values of the probe respectively. From the impedance measurement and
equation (7.6) the shunt capacitance of the probe was established to be 8.15 pF. The
47 kD resistor incorporated in the gate bias circuit effectively shunts the 10 Mf! probe
resistance, thus reducing the time constant associated with the probe. If the measurement were taken across the 1 MD gate resistor, the probe time constant would have
been given by

(7.7)
This time constant would mask the actual transient response of the FET swi tell.

COIl-

sidering its expected response time was of the order of micro-seconds. \ Vit h the mea-
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surement taken across the 47 kO resistor, the time constant of the probe is reduced to
approximately 380 ns, permitting the pulse response to be measured successfully. A
lower resistance value would be preferable considering the expected response times of
the FET, but, due to the voltage divider created by the two gate resistors, a lower value
would cause the measured signal to fall below the voltage sensitivity of the oscilloscope
being used. The probe was used in conjunction with the Hewlett Packard 54602A oscilloscope which allowed automatic determination of the rise and fall times associated
with the FET transient response. The effect of the probe on the transient response
of the FET was compensated theoretically by removing the model for the probe from
the MDS simulation layout. In the transient response measurements, the FET switch
circuit was illuminated by the focussed output of aIm W pulsed laser diode module
having a maximum modulation frequency of 100 MHz and emitting at a wavelength
of 670 nm. The optical pulse duration was set to 5 f-LS. The measured and simulated
rise and fall times for the ATF-10136 and ATF-13136 FET switching circuits while
under pulsed optical control, with and without the effects of the oscilloscope probe, are
summarized in Table 7.1. This confirms that the response times are less than 1 f-LS for
typical GaAs FET parameters.

FET Type

Simulated Response

Measured/Simulated Response

Without Probe

With Probe

Rise Time

Fall Time

Rise Time

Fall Time

ns

ns

ns

ns

ATF-10136

555

400

1172

965

ATF-13136

276

200

972

872

Table 7.1: Rise and fall times associated with the gate photovoltaic effect in the FET
switch.
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Figure 7.3: Measured (D) and simulated (x) transient response for optical FET

switch circuit including oscilloscope probe. (a) ATF -10136. (b) ATF -13136.
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Introduction

N this chapter the theory and design of microwave phase shifters, in which the phase
states are controlled by a digital (electrical) signal, are described with particular

focus on monolithic circuit implementation. A conventional phase shifter design is
used in Chapter 9, in the realization of a single-bit phase shifter. in which the phase
states are controlled solely by an optical signal.
Whether the phase shifter employs optical or conventional electrical control. a
particular phase state is set with a semiconductor switching device such as a micro\\'a\"c
p-i-n diode or, more specific to this investigation. a microwave FET. These ~\\'itching
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devices are used to create a short- or open-circuit at the desired point in a microwave
circuit. A variety of digitally controlled microwave phase shifters can be configured
by appropriately mounting one or several of these switching devices in different types
of transmission line circuit. In the subsequent sections of this chapter conventional
electrically controlled phase shifter designs are reviewed, and in Chapter 9 the design
is refined to incorporate the GaAs FET switches described in Chapter .J to achieve
optical control.
The fundamentals of the operation of digitally controlled reflection type phase
shifters are described in Section 8.2, with the discussion focussing on the design of
single-bit loaded-line phase shifters in Section 8.3. Some consideration of the design of
multiple-bit loaded-line phase shifters is presented in Section 8.4.
The key points of this chapter are identified below.
• Description of conventional reflection type, electrically controlled digital phase shifters.
• Design approaches for single and multiple bit loaded-line phase shifters.

8.2

Reflective Type Phase Shifters

Phase shifters can be broadly classified as either the reflection type or transmission
type, irrespective of the type of switching element being used. The ideal configurations
are shown in Figure 8.1.

Switch

p

Phase
Shifter
Network

(a)

Switch

Phase
Shifter
Network

(b)

Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of two ideal phase shifter configurations. ( a)
Reflection type. (b) Transmission type.
The reflection type phase shifter is basically a one port device terminated by
a switching element which reflects the microwave signal, ideally with zero loss (i.e.
reflection coefficient of ±1) and has a phase shift dependent upon the phase of the
reflection coefficient in the two switching states. In contrast. the transmission t.'Tw
phase shifter is a two port device in which the phase of the transmission coefficient
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through the device is altered by means of the switch. Ideally the magnitude remains
the same in both states and the phase shift is given by the change in transmission
phase between the two switching states. Since reflective switches have been adopted in
this investigation, this chapter is concerned only with this configuration. A variet,\· of
reflection type phase shifters are described in the literature and although a specific type
of phase shifter is implemented in this investigation, the general design methodology
is applicable to any of the phase shifters described in this section.
Although hybrid phase shifter circuits commonly employ p-i-n diode switches, the
incompatibility of p-i-n diodes with commercially offered monolithic processes necessitates the use of GaAs FET switches for MMIC phase shifter implementations. However
this does not pose any problems of design validity, since in this instance the p-i-n diodes
and GaAs FET's are performing identical functions.

8.2.1

Hybrid Coupled Phase Shifter

The hybrid coupled phase shifter makes use of a 3 dB, 90° hybrid coupler with two
ports terminated in identical phase-controllable reflective switches. The hybrid coupler
is used to provide isolation of the input and output ports. This style of phase shifter
requires two reflective terminations (i.e. a minimum of two switch elements) per phase
bit, as illustrated by Figure 8.2

p

L

Output

Switch 2

3 dB, 90°
Hybrid
Coupler

Input

r

Switch 1

p

Figure 8.2: Schematic representation of a hybrid coupled phase shifter.
The hybrid coupled phase shifter is suitable for hybrid construction, where a
branch-line, rat-race or backward wave coupler is commonly used. For MMIC versions of the hybrid coupled phase shifter, Lange couplers are used due to their small
size, broadband performance and ease of implementation.

8.2.2

Switched-Line Phase Shifter

The switched-line phase shifter is a time delay circuit in which the phase shift is
obtained by switching between two transmission line sections of different lengths. as
shown in Figure 8.3.
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Input

Figure 8.3: Schematic representation of a switched-line phase shifter.

This arrangement requires the maximum number of switches (i.e. three or four)
per phase bit and can be implemented in hybrid or monolithic form.

8.2.3

Loaded-Line Phase Shifter

The loaded-line phase shifter makes use of a transmission line loaded with an identical
pair of switchable reactive elements. The switchable reactive elements are most comn10nly connected in a shunt arrangement, as shown in Figure 8.4, since this arrangement
involves a simpler biasing circuit.

I·

Zo

-\

Zo

Figure 8.4: Schematic representation of a shunt loaded-line phase shifter.

The loaded-line arrangement is used primarily for achieving phase shifts up to

~l,)O 1

since the susceptance magnitude of the loading element must be kept small for a good
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input match over the desired frequency band.

8.3

Loaded-Line Phase Shifter Design

This type of phase shifter has been fabricated in hybrid and monolithic forms, and
was used as the basis for the design of the optically controlled microwave phase shifter
described in Chapter 9.

8.3.1

Analysis

The shunt loaded-line phase shifter can be analyzed very simply by considering cascaded ABCD matrices associated with the two shunt loading elements connected either side of the main transmission line element [8.1]. Based upon the initial work of
Davies [8.2], Atwater [8.3] has shown that for a loss less loaded-line arrangement, the

m, of electrical length, em. is given

admittance of the main loaded transmission line, Y
by

(8.1 )
where Yo is the characteristic admittance of the input and output port and ~¢ the
required phase shift. The susceptance of the reactive load, B si , required to yield a
particular phase shift is given by [8.3]

B,i = Yo [cos Om sec (

~¢) ± tan ( ~¢) 1

(8.2 )

where i = 1,2, representing the two switching states, respectively. Opp et ai. [8.4]
have defined three classes of loading mode, with class III being defined as Bsl = -B s2 •
allowing switching to be achieved between complex conjugate loads. In class III mode,
the main loaded transmission line should have an electrical length of 90°, to achieve
maximum bandwidth performance. When the susceptances are switched between Bsl
and - B s1 , the phase changes by ±~¢/2, about 90°. Therefore, with

em

set to 90°,

equations (8.1) and (8.2) reduce to the following

Yo sec

(~¢)

±Yotan

8.3.2

(~¢)

(8.:3)

.

(SA)

Shunt Loaded-Line Configurations

Since the switching element rarely provides the susceptance requirements given by equation (S.4), it is necessary to incorporate impedance transformation networks such that
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the correct load impedance is presented to the main line to achieve the required phase
shift. This can be achieved using a shunt stub or tandem stub mounting arrangement.
as shown in Figures 8.5(a) and 8.5(b), respectively.

em

I·

-I

Zm

ZO

Z.

e.

I·

e",

-I

Z'"

Zo

Zo

Z.

Z.

Z.

Z.

Z.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.5: Impedance transformation in loaded-line phase shifters. (a) Shunt stub

mounting. (b) Tandem stub mounting.
Considering the GaAs FET switch layout described in Chapter 5, in which the
source terminal is held at RF ground potential, the shunt stub method was adopted
for the phase shifter described in this work. For this arrangement the admittance
across the loaded transmission line due to the impedance transformation stub and the
switching element can be expressed as [8.5]

Ysi

=

(Zs + jZs~i tan Os)
Zs( Zswi + J Zs tan Os)

(8.5)

where Zswi is the switch state impedance and Zs and Os the transforming stub impedance and electrical length, respectively. For low-loss switching elements the resistive components of the switch state impedance can be ignored and therefore the susceptances
presented to the main line due to the stub and the switch are given from [8.5] as

B ._
X swi tan Os - Z s
st - Zs(Xswi + Zs tan Os)

(8.6)

where ~\swi is the reactance of the switch state. From the above, Bahl ct al. [8.5] have
shown that the required stub impedance and electrical length are given. respectively.
lw
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and
tan Os

= Zs(l

+ XSW1 B sI) =

(Xsw1 - Bs1 Zn

Zs(1 + Xsw2Bs2)
(Xsw1 - Bs2Zn .

~ ~)
( C.C

These expressions, together with equations. (8.3) and (8.4), form the basic design equations for the loaded-line phase shifter considered in Chapter 9. Quite often the switch
state impedances yield a transforming stub impedance which cannot be realized physically, and as a result, additional impedance matching is required. This is considered
further in Chapter 9.

8.4

Large Phase Shifts In Loaded-Line Elements

Although the loaded-line phase shifter arrangement can achieve only small phase shifts,
large phase bits can be achieved by cascading a number of small phase bit sections.
However, this approach requires a large number of switching elements. Nayagam et

al. [8.6] have designed loaded-line elements with large phase shifts that use less switching elements than would be required by cascading individual phase bits.

8.4.1

Three-Stage Phase Shifter

By using three loading elements, separated by two 90° transmission line sections as
shown in Figure 8.6, N ayagam et al. [8.6] have achieved phase shifts of 90 and 180°.

I-

'1
~

Zo

Zo

,-'---

r--L--

,-L--

jB.i

jBqi

jBs;

'---,---

'---,---

'---

Zo

D

~

Zo

{J

Figure 8.6: Schematic representation of a three stage loaded-line phase shifter.
Analyzing this arrangement using ABCD matrices, and assuming switching between complex conjugate loads, it can be shown [8.6] that the required phase shift is
given by
~ ~b

= .2 tan -1

(

Z
'2Bsl o )
1 _ B2 Z2
sl

0
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which is a transcendental function and can be solved to give one of the load susceptance
values, B sl . The remaining load susceptance value, B qi , is obtained from [8.6]

Bqi

=

2Bsi
(B;iZJ + 1)'

(8.10)

This arrangement can achieve 180 0 phase shift with just three switching elements.
rather than the eight switching elements required by cascading four 4.5 0 loaded-line
sections.

8.4.2

Four-Stage Phase Shifter

The three-stage phase shifter suffers from narrow bandwidth. This has been overcome
by using more stages, with four stages offering a comprise between the number of
loading elements and the bandwidth performance. For this four-stage arrangement,
shown in Figure 8.7, four switching elements are required with the phase shift given
by [8.6] as

(8.11)
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Figure 8.7: Schematic representation of a four-stage loaded-line phase shifter.
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Introduction
PTICALLY controlled microwave phase shifting using indirect forms of optical
control [9.1,9.2] has been described in the literature. In this form, the optical

illumination does not interact directly with any of the microwave phase shifter elements.
However, the terms of reference for the current work were to achieve a high level of
integration and permit direct optical-to-microwave conversion for PSK transmission.
This led to the requirement for a photo-detector that was not only MMIC compatible.
but could also form part of a microwave PSK modulator. With these two prerequisites
identified, a degree of commonality was established between the use of the GaAs as a
microwave switch for MMIC phase shifting applications, and the use of the GaAs FET
as an MMIC compatible photo-detector. The amalgamation of these circuit functions
should lead to a highly integrated optical-to-microwave transducer. capable of providing

PSh: transn1issions. In this arrangement the optically controlled Ga:\s FET switch
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characterized in Chapters 6 and 7 is used as the switching element in the loaded-line
phase shifter design, reviewed in Chapter 8.
A novel form of phase shifter which relies upon the direct optical control of a
microwave GaAs FET switching element, is described in Section 9.2. The design of
such a prototype phase shifter is further considered in Section 9.2. with the modelling
of the phase shifter discussed in Section 9.3. A direct comparison of the measured and
simulated responses of the optically controlled phase shifter is presented in Section 9.4,
which validates the switch and phase shifter modelling approach for two different phase
shifts.
The key points of this chapter are identified below.
• Design of a novel direct optically controlled microwave phase shifter.
• Simulation and optimization of the performance of a prototype optically controlled hybrid phase shifter.
• Experimental verification of the phase shifter performance through a
direct comparison of measured and simulated results.

9.2

Optically Controlled Phase Shifter Design

The shunt loaded-line phase shifter described in Section 8.3.2 was used as the basis for
the design of a direct optically controlled loaded-line digital phase shifter. Two such
phase shifters were designed with different phase shifts and centre frequencies to test
the validity of the design and simulation methods, although the design approach is
identical for both. A 45° phase shifter, designed to operate at 10 GHz, is described in
this chapter. For class III mode of operation and with port characteristic impedances of
50 nand /:::..¢ = 45°, then from equations (8.3) and (8.4), the main line impedance, Zm
and loading susceptance, B si , are calculated to be 46.19 nand ±8.28 mS, respectively.
From the MDS transmission line calculator, microstrip dimensions given in the table
below were found.
Microstrip Main Line Parameters

Input Data:

Er

= 10.5

f

= 10 GHz

Output Data:

w = 685 I1ID

Layout:

w = 685 I1ID

h = 635 I1ID

t = 4 I1ID

As = 10988 I1ID
l = ~s = 2747 I1ID

Eel 1

= 7.44

ZO = 46.19

n
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9.2.1

GaAs FET Switch State Impedance

The ATF-10136 GaAs FET described in Chapter 6 was used as the optically activated
switch, attached to the end of each loading stub of the phase shifter. The measured and
simulated GaAs FET data previously obtained for the optically 'on~ and 'off' states of
the switch are plotted on the Smith charts of Figures 9.1 and 9.2, respecti\"ely. The
relevant switch impedance data are summarized in Table 9.1 and were used as the basis
for the design of the impedance transformation networks.
1.0

0.5

2.0

1.0

Figure 9.1: Measured (0) and simulated (x) Smith chart plots of ATF-10136 GaAs

FET switch for optically 'on' state.

Frequency

Optically 'On' State

'Off' State

(GHz)

Reflection

Impedance (0)

Reflection

Impedance (0)

10.0

0.92L - 27°

37.11 - j201.82

0.98L179°

10.2

0.91L - 27°

41.63 - j200.09

0.84L137°

10.4

0.93L - 30°

26.58 - j183.00

0.86L140°

10.6

0.92L - 32°

26.85 - j170.4 7

0.94L105°

+ jO.44
5.02 + j19.52
4.26 + j18.08
2.45 + j:38.:31
0.50

Ta hI e 9 .1: Ex.'perimentally obtained switch data for ATF-10136 GaAs FET.
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1.0

1.0

Figure 9.2: Measured (D) and simulated (X) Smith chart plots of ATF-10136 GaAs
FET switch for 'Off' state.

9.2.2

Impedance Transformation Networks

To transform the switch impedances in the optically 'on' and 'off' states to give the correct loading susceptance as calculated in Section 9.2, the shunt loading stub approach
described in Chapter 8 was used. The computer program given in Appendix A.6 was
used to determine the required shunt loading stub impedance and electrical length.
However, the GaAs FET impedances given in Table 9.1, could not be transformed to
the loading susceptance required for both switch states using a single shunt loading
since the transforming impedance was too large to be realized in microstrip. Subsequently, an additional matching stub of 50

n characteristic impedance was required to

transform the switch state impedances to values that could be suitably matched to the
required loading susceptance conditions. The computer program given in Appendix A.5
enabled the calculation of a suitable length for the additional 50

n section to

give the

desired shunt loading stub parameters. A schematic of the impedance transformation
network is shown in Figure 9.3.
For the GaAs FET switch data given in Table 9.1, at 10 GHz a 50

n section

of line with an electrical length of 127 0 transforms the optically 'on' and 'off' ."tiite
in1pedances to (5.14+j60.40) and (1.35-j65.14)

n respectively.

\Yith these switch state
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e.

I·

Zs

Zo

BpI>

f\JV\.!\--

jBsi

Figure 9.3: Schematic of impedance transformation network for optically controlled
loaded-line phase shifter.

impedances, a shunt loading stub of 87.02

n characteristic

impedance and electrical

length of 88.97° will yield the required loading conditions at the main line in both
states.

From the MDS transmission line calculator, the following dimensions were

obtained.
Microstrip Loaded-Line Parameters
Input Data:
Output Data:
Layout:

lip Data:

Dip Data:

Layout:

9.3

= 10.5
f = 10 GHz
w = 582 f-Lm
w = 582 f-Lm
Er

h = 635 f-Lm

As = 11085 f-Lm
l = 127°

t = 4 f-Lm
Eef f

Zo = 50

n

= 7.31

= 3910

f-Lm t

Zo = 87.02
t = 4 f-Lm
h = 635 f-Lm
= 10.5
f = 10.5 GHz
As = 11681 f-Lm Eef f = 6.60
w = 120 f-Lm
= 2887 f-Lm t
l = 88.97°
w = 120 f-Lm
Er

n

Phase Shifter Modelling

The design procedure described in the previous section was used to give an estimation
of the phase shifter dimensions and took no account of discontinuities inherent in the
loaded-line arrangement. These discontinuities are associated primarily with the teejunctions created by the attachment of the shunt loading stubs, and with the step in
t Dimensions modified after simulation.
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width (i.e. impedance) that occurs at the interface of the shunt loading stub and the
50 n transformation section. These discontinuities, together with conventional repre-

sentations of the remaining microstrip elements of the phase shifter and the optically
controlled GaAs FET switch models described in Chapter 6, were used in .\IDS to
obtain computer simulations of the phase shifter performance. Furthermore, optimization routines in MDS were applied to the lengths of the shunt loading stub and the
50 n transformation section, to achieve the desired phase shifter response. The :0.1DS

simulation and optimization layout is shown in Figure 9.4. The microstrip layout of
the optically controlled phase shifters is shown in Figure 9.5, with a GaAs FET switch
mounted at the end of each shunt loading stub, which also includes the impedance
transformation network such that the correct load impedance is presented to the main
line to achieve the required phase shift. In addition a 30° loaded-line phase shifter
was designed to operate at 10.5 GHz, to test the validity of the design and simulation
approach.

AGROUND

,-------,

W=582 urn
L=L3 urn
SUBST=Duroid

0014
MSTL

009
ONEPORT

DATA=SW_ON. DATA. ,FREQ=freq

0012
MSSTEP

SUBST=Duroid
Wl=582 urn
W2=120 urn

002
MSTEE

0022
MSTL

SUBST=Duroid
Wl=582 urn W2=600 urn

2

1
SUBST=Duroid
W3=120 urn

0011
MSSTEP

W2=600 urn Wl=685 urn

SUBST=Duroid Wl=685 urn W2=600 urn W2=600 urn Wl=582 urn
L=L2 urn
SUBST=Duroid
SUBST=Duroid
W=685 urn
CllP7

DATA=SW_ON. DATA. ,FREQ=freq
CHP8
ONEPORT

+
SUBST=Duroid
Wl=582 urn
W2=120 urn

OOlJ
MSTL

MSTEE

CllPI
MSSUBSTRATE

,- - - -

SU~ST=Duroid

1=~OE+3 m ER-10.5

1

AGROUND

T=U um ~~:l. OE+306
H=635 urn
ROUGH=O urn
1
TAND=O. 0

Figure 9.4: MDS simulation and optimization layout for direct optically controlled

loaded-line phase shifter.

9.4

Optically Controlled Phase Shifter Results

Both optically controlled loaded-line phase shifters employed the ATF-I0136 Ga.\:-;
FET's, configured in the microstrip switch arrangement described in Chapter 6. and
· ted on RT/DuI'Ol'd™
\\'ith
a 1 Mn resistor in the gate bias circuit of the
were fa b rIca
.
.
'
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GaAs FET, the focused output of a 5 mW InGaAIP laser diode module emitting light
at a wavelength of 670 nm was used to optically switch each GaAs FET. It can be
seen from the phase shifter microstrip layout of Figure 9 ..5 that the loaded-lines were
connected either side of the main transmission line to enable suitable layout. Although
conventionally the loaded lines are situated on the same side of the main line, this has no
effect on the performance of the phase shifter. The measured and simulated differential
insertion loss and phase shift for both phase shifters are compared in the next sections.
with the switching states controlled optically. The hybrid implementation of GaAs
FET switches in a phase shifter and the direct optical control of the phase shifter have.
to the author's knowledge, not been addressed in the literature prior to the present
work.

E ph

f\j\j\j'---+-

120
2807
582
685

3145 (30°)
3645 (45°)

3741

Figure 9.5: Microstrip circuit layout for direct optically controlled loaded-line phase

shifters.
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9.4.1

Optically controlled 30° Phase Shifter

The simulated and measured differential insertion loss and phase shift for the :300
optically controlled loaded-line phase shifter are shown in Figure 9.6.
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Figure 9.6: Measured (D) and simulated (x) response for the optically controlled 30°

loaded-line phase shifter. (a) Differential insertion loss. (b) Differential phase shift.

9.4.2

Optically controlled 45° Phase Shifter

The sin11Ilated and measured differential insertion loss and phase shift for the
optically controlled loaded-line phase shifter are shown in Figure 9.7.

\.-)0
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Figure 9.7: Measured (0) and simulated (x) response for the optically controlled 45°

loaded-line phase shifter. (a) Differential insertion loss. (b) Differential phase shift.
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Introduction

NTER-ELECTRODE capacitance plays a significant role in determining the switching characteristics of GaAs FET's, in particular the isolation of the s\\'itch in the

'ofr state. This chapter describes a novel approach to establishing the inter-electrode
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capacitance in GaAs FET switches. This approach uses 3-dimensional field simulation
software. It is proposed that this approach to evaluating inter-electrode capacitance
yields a more precise value than the presently available methods described in the literature. Furthermore, an accurate approach to evaluating inter-electrode capacitance
is crucial in the prediction of resonances in the switching performance of GaAs FET's
in both switching states. Expressions are given for predicting resonances in the S\\'itch
performance. These yield useful design information applicable to the frequency range
1 to 20 GHz. The work is extended to yield a novel and simple technique for shifting
such resonances out of the intended frequency band for switch operation, resulting in
a broadband design.
Various methods for determining inter-electrode capacitance in microwave GaAs
FET's are compared in Section 10.2 and their inaccuracies identified. A novel method
for evaluating this capacitance in GaAs FET switches is proposed in Section 10.3 and
this approach is validated for two different GaAs FET gate structures in Section 10.4.
A novel frequency tuning technique for GaAs FET switches is analyzed in Section 10.5
and useful data for the design of a broadband GaAs FET switch are presented in
Section 10.6.
The key points of this chapter are identified below.

• Novel and accurate method for evaluating inter-electrode capacitance
in GaAs FET switches.
• Experimental validation of the capacitance model for two very different
gate structures.
• Accurate approach to predicting the occurence of resonances which
may hinder the switch performance in both states.
• Novel technique for shifting such resonances out of the intended frequency band for switch operation.
• Development of a broadband optically controlled GaAs FET switch.
• Useful design data to predict resonances in the prototype switches.

10.2

Inter-Electrode Capacitance Evaluation

Inter-electrode capacitance in GaAs FET's is often referred to as geometric in nature,
because it is generally regarded as a function only of the planar geometry of the FET,
and can be distinguished from the space-charge capacitance that arises in GaAs FFT's,
Ladbrooke [10.1] has identified a number of geometric capacitances associated ",il h
typical GaAs FET structures by considering the fringing fields bet\\'een the \'arious

r:.:
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FET electrodes. Of these capacitive components, Ayasli [10.:2] showed that the fringing
capacitance between the drain and source electrodes, Cds, was a predominant factor
in modelling the characteristics of a GaAs FET switch in the 'off' state. This section
discusses the inaccuracies associated with the present methods for determining interelectrode capacitance t , with particular relevance to the GaAs FET structure, leading
on to a description of the evaluation approach proposed in this thesis.

10.2.1

Current Methods

The methods described in the literature for evaluating inter-electrode capacitance in
GaAs FET's are, in essence, based upon modifications to various capacitance expressions used in the determination of the characteristic impedance of coplanar striplines
(CPS). In particular, the work of Ayasli [10.2] was related directly to the switching
characteristics of GaAs FET's, and used the general GaAs FET inter-electrode capacitance expression developed by Pucel et al. [10.3] to evaluate the drain-to-source
capacitance associated with the 'off' state GaAs FET switch model. The approach of
Pucel et al. [10.3] estimated the inter-electrode capacitance by considering the electrostatic coupling between two parallel conductors, in this case the drain and source
electrodes of a GaAs FET, as shown in Figure 10.1.

"
,

I

".

.----'-----'-----,

\

1

-I

~
LS

LDS

GaAs

GaAs

(a)

(b)

Figure 10.1: Geometric configuration used to determine the drain-to-source capacitance (a) CPS Geometry. (b) Electric (-) and magnetic( - -) field distribution.
In [10.3] the dielectric underneath the conductors was assumed to be semi-infinite,
as a result of the inter-electrode spacing being small compared to the device (i.e. substrate) thickness. The inter-electrode capacitance was based upon modification of the
capacitance expression for parallel strips immersed in an infinite dielectric medium, as
developed by Smythe [10.4]. The modified expression took the sum of the capacitance
contribution from the free space region above the electrodes and the capacitance contribution when the electric field was considered to be concentrated in the dielectric
tThroughout the remainder of this chapter, the term inter-electrode capacitance will be used to
refer to the drain-to-source fringing capacitance.
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region below the electrodes. As a result, the inter-electrode capacitance was expressed
as [10.2,10.3]

(10.1)
where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Although Pucel et al. [10.3]
based their modifications on the capacitance expression given in [10.4], relevant to
unsymmetrical (i.e. unequal drain and source electrode lengths) coplanar strips when
evaluating the argument, k ds , of the the complete elliptic integral they assumed the
electrode lengths to be equal. Thus the argument was expressed as

( 10.:2)
where L DS is the drain-to-source inter-electrode spacing and Ls the source electrode
length which is assumed to be equal to the drain electrode length, L D . This condition
will be true only for certain interdigitated GaAs FET gate geometries, and is therefore
limited in its application. Furthermore, the general approach to evaluating the interelectrode capacitance assumes that the drain and source electrode lengths are much
greater than the drain-to-source spacing. In general, this condition is rarely satisfied
in modern GaAs FET's, irrespective of the type of gate structure employed. As a
result, the method proposed by Ayasli [10.2] for evaluating the 'off' state drain-tosource capacitance in GaAs FET switches has been found in this investigation to give
an under-estimation of the actual capacitance.

10.2.2

Coplanar Stripline Methods

The inter-electrode capacitance evaluation method proposed by Ayasli [10.2] represents
the only contribution in the literature relating directly to GaAs FET switches. The remaining methods considered in this investigation are derived from the various proposed
techniques reported in the literature for evaluating capacitance in coplanar stripline
structures. Gupta et ai. [10.5] obtained an analytical expression for the capacitance of
a CPS structure by following the conformal mapping approach used by Wen [10.6]. If
this expression is translated to the GaAs FET structure under consideration here, the
following relationship for inter-electrode capacitance is obtained

(10.3)
where in this case the argument of the complete elliptic integral is given by

(10.1)
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Fouad Hanna [10.7] has modified the above expressions to account for the finite
thickness of the dielectric. In this work ' he assumed that the ('PS capaCl't ance was
equal to the sum of the CPS capacitance in free space when the dielectric was replaced
by air and the CPS capacitance obtained when assuming that the electric field was
concentrated in a dielectric of thickness h and relative permittivity (Er - 1). \Yhen
this approach is applied to the GaAs FET structure, the inter-electrode capacitance is
given by

Cds = EOWG

I{(l-k~)~

I{(k )s
ds

where

kds

1

+ -2(E

r -

is as in equation (10.4) and

l)EoWG
kds1

K(1-k2)~
I{

(dS!

kdsd

(10 ..5)

is given by

sinh ( 7r~~S )
kds1

=

sinh

27rh

(L~ + Ls ) .

(10.6)

Although the above expressions may yield values for the inter-electrode capacitance
that are in better agreement with experimental results than those obtained by the
approach proposed by Ayasli [10.2]' they assume again that the drain and source electrodes are equal in length, and more importantly that the electrodes remain uniform
along the width of the GaAs FET. The later is sometimes true for interdigitated GaAs
FET gate structures but is rarely the case for other styles of gate geometry. This
implies that these expressions are inappropriate for the general case being considered
in this work.
For reasons similar to those mentioned above, the methods more recently proposed
by Ladbrooke [10.1]' based upon graphical data related again to CPS structures, are
inappropriate for accurate inter-electrode capacitance determination.

10.3

Inter-Electrode Capacitance Simulation

To model accurately the optically controlled switch in the 'off' state it is necessar\
to establish a precise value for the inter-electrode capacitance. Furthermore, since
the method must be able to accommodate any form of GaAs FET gate geometry, a
3-dimensional solution to this problem is needed.

10.3.1

3-D Field Simulation Methods

The novel approach proposed in this thesis uses a 3-D electro-magnetic (E:"l) simulator
to provide a field solution based upon Maxwell's equations for the various layers of the
GaAs FET. The EM simulator uses a finite-element method. which subdivides the :~-D
structure into a mesh and solves l\Iaxwell's equations according to the boundary conditions set by each finite element within the mesh. The contributions of each element
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in the mesh are assembled such that a field distribution can be built up for the overall
structure. The 3-D GaAs FET model included the drain and source metallization (i.e.
electrode) layers, the GaAs channel, any buffer or substrate layers and the substrate
ground plane metallization. The structure was modelled in HFSS, which determined
the characteristic impedance, Zo, and phase propagation constant. 3. associated with
the FET's drain and source structure. The capacitance per unit length, C, is given
by [10.1]

-

1

c=vpZo

where

Vp

(10. ~)

is the phase velocity, which can be expressed as
(10.S)

where j is the frequency and As the wavelength along the line. By substituting equation (10.8) into (10.7), the capacitance per unit length is expressed as

-

{3
c=-271" jZo

(10.9)

from which the overall capacitance of the GaAs FET structure can be expressed as
Cds

10.3.2

Wo;J
= 271"j Z o'

(10.10)

Field Simulation Boundaries

The version of HFSS used to perform the simulations imposed the condition that the
structure under investigation should be enclosed within a 3-D bounding box. The
bounding box, illustrated in Figure 10.2, consisted of perfect conductors to form an
upper shielding, lower ground plane and all-round side walls with the GaAs FET layers
positioned as shown.
The dimensions of the bounding structure had to be chosen judiciously, to ensure
that they had no significant influence on the simulation results. This is particularly
important for the GaAs FET structure considered here, since as mentioned earlier
it resembles a CPS structure in which there are significant fringing fields. thereby
increasing its sensitivity to environmental constraints.
The majority of foundry processes employ back surface metallization of their
MMIC's to improve both the mechanical strength and the power-handling capabili1 ies
of the device, as well as providing a ground plane which can be connected to device
electrodes using vias. The position of the ground plane metallization, which forms the
conductive lower bounding region in the HFSS simulation, was fixed by (he combined
din1ensions of the active channel, buffer and substrate la.yer thicknesses. SiI1C(' this
overall thickness is large (typically

ro...I

200 to 450 pm [10.1]) compared with the drain
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Figure 10.2: HFSS simulation layout for GaAs FET illustrating bounding box.

and source electrode spacing and length dimensions, the GaAs FET structure will
not have prevailing microstrip behaviour. This is why the inter-electrode capacitance
analysis reported previously in the literature [10.2,10.3] was based upon CPS. In the
absence of relevant data on the influences of all-round sidewall conducting planes and
upper conducting shields on CPS structures, data for coplanar waveguide (CPW) were
used, due to its similarities to CPS. Coplanar waveguide is commonly used in MMIC's
to enable each device to be tested using on-wafer probing techniques and has therefore
been considered in some detail in the literature. Ghione and Naldi [10.8] have shown
that the upper shield height above the structure must be a factor of three greater than
the strip spacing, and that the distance between the structure and sidewalls must be
a factor of seven greater than the strip spacing, to eliminate parasitic effects. rsing
these findings as an approximate guide, it was possible to ensure that in the HFSS
simulations, the sidewall and upper shielding spacings were sufficientl,Y remote that
parasitic effects were negligible.
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Parameter Evaluation

When evaluating the characteristic impedance of the 3-D structure, HFSS uses three
methods based upon the power and current, the power and voltage and the voltage and
current distributions [10.9]. For transverse electro-magnetic (TEM) waves, these three
sets of parameters will converge as the finite element mesh is refined. The CPS-like
structure used to simulate the GaAs FET does not support a true TEl\I wave and
as a result the impedance definition implemented by the simulator must be carefully
selected. The power and voltage approach was used for the impedance definition, since
the user is able to specify the path or impedance line over which the simulator integrates to determine the voltage used in the impedance calculation. For the GaAs FET
structure, the impedance line was defined as the inter-electrode spacing and represents
the points across which a maximum voltage difference is expected. If this method
had not been specified, the simulator would have defined the impedance line as being
between the electrodes and the ground plane (i.e. typical microstrip line definition
of impedance) of the GaAs FET structure. Irrespective of the impedance definition
selected, in evaluating the impedance and phase propagation constant at each port of
the device the simulator assumes that the structure is connected to a transmission line
with the same cross-section as the defined ports. It follows that, if a particular GaAs
FET structure has a different geometric layout at each port, the simulator will, quite
correctly, calculate a different impedance and phase propagation constant for each port.
Considering the often complex geometric layout of the drain and source metallization
layers of microwave GaAs FET's, this may present some problems in establishing a
unique value for the impedance and phase propagation constant of the given structure
and so undermine the proposed approach for inter-electrode capacitance evaluation.
This situation can be avoided by prudent selection of the critical geometric regions of
the GaAs FET metallization layers that are included in the simulation layout. For the
inter-electrode capacitance evaluation, only the metallization region in close proximity
to the drain-to-source spacing needs to be included, since this is where the field will be
concentrated.

10.3.4

Experimental GaAs FET Geometries

The ATF-10136 and ATF-13136 GaAs FET structures were simulated in HFSS in
order to establish a precise value for the inter-electrode capacitance, used to model the
'off' state of the optically controlled switches described in Chapter 6. The ATF-I0136
has an interdigitated gate structure which contrasts with the T-type structure of the
ATF-13136, as can be seen from the scanning electron microscope (SE'\I) pictures in
Figures 10.3( a) and 10.3(b).
The very different gate structures for the two GaAs FET's were selected delib-
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erately to test the validity of the proposed methods for evaluating the inter-electrode
capacitance. The dimensions of the drains and sources of the two FET's were determined from the SEM pictures. The principal dimensions are summarized in Table 10.I.
The HFSS structural layouts of the drain and source metallization layers for the ATF10136 and ATF-13136 are shown in Figures 10.4(a) and 10.4(b) respectively,
and clearlv
,
.
illustrate the distribution of the electric field over these regions.

Device Dimensions (/-lm)
FET Type

Gate Type

Ls

LD

LDS

WG

ATF-10136

interdigitated

5.20

5.50

2.14

500

ATF-13136

Tee

8.60

8.60

2.80

250

Table 10.1: Principal device dimensions used to model the GaAs FET inter-electrode

capacitance.

10.4

Inter-Electrode Capacitance Results

Table 10.2 gives a comparison of the inter-electrode capacitance values obtained by the
method proposed in this investigation and from the approach suggested by Ayasli [10.2]
(i.e. equation (10.1)). The field simulation data at 10 GHz obtained from HFSS and the
complete elliptic integral data used in the evaluation of equation (10.1) were obtained
from standard approximations, given by

[«k)
K (k') '"

27f

1 (2illk+V4k)
n v'l+k-V4k

f

In (

dyE + 1r.i;7)

for 0

I

{

v'l+k' - V4kT
where k' =

VI -

or

1

< K(k) <
- K(k') -

<

;;/;i

j

< k -< 1.
< 1 and 0 < k < .),;.
00

an

d

1

V2 -

(10.11 )

k 2 and is the complementary elliptic function argument. The inter-

electrode capacitance values obtained from the methods proposed in this work were
substituted into the optically controlled switch model described in Chapter 6 and simulated using MDS. The measured and simulated responses for both FET switches have
been compared in Chapter 6 and show good agreement over the frequency range S to
12 GHz.

10.5

Frequency Tuning in GaAs FET Switches

The electrically controlled GaAs FET switch designs presented by A.\·asli [10.:2] used a
two-section low-pass filter to provide effective RF open-circuit and DC bias conditions
at the gate terminal of the FET. Ayasli [10.2] explained that, since both the source
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Device Parameter
FET Type

Gate Type

{3

Zo

Cds

rad/cm

n

pF

pF

Cds

[10.:2]

ATF-10136

interdigitated

5.565

54.01

0.082

0.062

ATF-13136

Tee

5.567

48.79

0.045

0.033

Table 10.2: Principal parameters used to evaluate the GaAs FET inter-electrode
capacitance.
and drain terminals were held at earth potential, the gate and drain terminals were
not isolated in the 'off' state. This resulted in the gate bias circuit having a dominant influence on the equivalent drain-to-source impedance. He mentioned further the
problem of the bandwidth performance of the switch that was hindered by resonances
attributed to the 'off' state drain-to-source capacitance. The switch bandwidth was
improved subsequently by tuning the drain-to-source capacitance with an inductive
length of line connected across the drain and source electrodes. No method for determining the required inductance of the length of line was suggested by Ayasli [10.2],
although a later analysis by Atwater [10.10] provided a theoretical approach to determining this line length. In the analyses of both Ayasli [10.2] and Atwater [10.10], only
the intrinsic equivalent elements of the GaAs FET switch model were considered. No
allowance was made for the influence of the parasitic components of the GaAs FET
switch structure. However, this can influence significantly the switching performance
of monolithic or packaged forms of the switch in both switching states. Furthermore,
this inductive tuning method leads to a severe reduction in the switch bandwidth and
a poorer 'on' state return loss performance. In this section, the influences of the parasitic and intrinsic elements of the switch model on the switching performance in both
states are analyzed. A novel tuning method is proposed which enhances the switch
bandwidth performance. This is based upon accurate prediction of resonances in both
switching states and is used subsequently to establish the broadband operation of a
GaAs FET switch under optical or conventional electrical control, of the switch state.

10.5.1

Simulation of GaAs FET Switch Resonances

The GaAs FET switch models used in the MDS simulations. described in Chapter 6,
incorporated the intrinsic elements, a package (i.e. parasitic) model, and microstrip
components associated with the switch design. They were used to predict accurately
the switch performance in both states. When the gate stub line was used to present an
effective RF open-circuit at the gate terminal of the FET, as suggested by A~'asli [10.:2].
resonances were identified b~· the computer simulations. These resonances
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between the intrinsic FET elements and package parasitics in both 'on' and 'off states
of the switch and as a result would limit the bandwidth performance of the switch.

10.5.2

GaAs FET Switch Sensitivity Analysis

To establish which aspects of the GaAs FET switch model had a dominant influence
on the switch resonances, a sensitivity analysis was performed using ~IDS. In ~IDS.
the sensitivity function is defined as the normalized derivative, given by [10.11]

(10.1:2)
where

Cr

is the circuit response and

Cp

is the circuit parameter. The sensitivity analysis

was performed individually on each element within the 'on' and 'off' state switch models
to establish its effect on the magnitude and phase of the switch reflection coefficient.
From these analyses it was established that, in the 'on' state, the parasitic inductance
at the gate of the FET had a dominant influence over the magnitude and phase of
the reflection coefficient. In the 'off' state, the intrinsic gate-to-source and gate-todrain capacitances were found to be the main influencing factors, as had previously
been suggested by Ayasli [10.2]. These effects were followed closely in importance by
the parasitic gate inductance. Since the gate-to-source and gate-to-drain capacitances
are fixed by the switch bias in the 'off' state and the particular GaAs FET structure,
external gate inductance was used as the basis for tuning resonances out of the switch
operating band in both switching states.

10.5.3

Tuning Methods and Results

The impedance of an open-circuit stub can be expressed as

Zoe

(10.13)

= - j Zo cot Ooe

where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the stub and Ooe the electrical length of
the stub. Thus from equation (10.13) it can be seen that, if the electrical length of
the stub is chosen to be between

?T

and

?T /2

(i.e. a physical length between one-half

and one-quarter of the line wavelength), then the stub will appear as an inductive
reactance. This principle was used as the basis for the design of the GaAs FET switch
tuning element. This involved the gate stub line length being altered so as to tune
the resonances out of the operating band of the switch. The gate stub line length was
varied so as effectively to shift the resonant points away from the frequenc)' range of
switch operation.
Using the MDS switch models described in Chapter 6, the resonance frequencie~
were obtained as a function of the gate stub length for both switching state's of the
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ATF-10136 GaAs FET switch. Two resonances occurred in each of the switching states.
and these are shown in Figure 10.5.
By curve fitting this data using Chebyshev polynominals. expressions were obtained to predict the resonant frequencies, fr (GHz) in both states. These expressions
are
15.6809 - y(3.2357 - 1.0072y)

(i)

13.7048 - y(3.5760 - 1.0178y + 0.3752 y 2) (ii)
9.5787 - x(3.4064 - 1.0586x)
4.5662 - x(1.7885"- 1.0892x

(iii)

+ 0.6832x 2 )

(10.1~)

(iv)

with x and y being related to the open-circuit gate stub length, [g in units of millimetres
by
x

=

y

=

10.6

2lg

5.5

-

4.5

2l g

-

3.0

7.0

for (0.5 < 19 < 5.0)

(10.15)

for (2.0 < 19 < 5.0)

(10.16)

Broadband GaAs FET Switch Operation

The simulated and measured results presented in Chapter 6 for the optically controlled
ATF-10136 GaAs FET switch involved the tuning of the gate stub length to achieve
a switch operating band from 8 to 12 GHz. From the data plotted in Figure 10.5 and
equations (10.14 i-iv), it can be seen that particular lengths for the open-circuit stub
line will allow the switch to be configured to operate over sections of the frequency
range 1 to 20 GHz. The required open-circuit gate stub lengths and frequency bands
of switch operation are summarized in Table 10.3.

Gate Stub Length

Operating Frequency

mm

GHz

0.5

1 -+ 8

4.0

8 -+ 12

1.5

12 -+ 20

Table 10.3: Open-circuit gate stub length required for determining switch frequency

operation.
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Figu re 10.3 : SEM photographs of the two different gate structures. (a)

interdigitated gate. (b) ATF-13136 T-type gate.
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Figure 10.4: HFSS electric field contour plots for drain and source metallization layers

per cell (all dimensions in pm). (a) ATF-I0136 GaAs FET. (b) :-\TF-13136 Ca.\s FET.
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with open-circuit gate stub length.
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Introduction

HE circuits described thus far establish the principle of direct optical control of
a microwave GaAs FET switch and phase shifter using hybrid circuits. Howen'L

a design strategy was chosen so that there could be a straightforward extension to
monolithic layouts if required and this is the main focus of this chapter.
In the optically controlled hybrid switch design, an open-circuit stub was used at
each source terminal of the FET to achieve an effective RF short-circuit condition. In
an MMIC design this would be replaced simply by via connections from the source
electrode metallization to the ground plane metallization. In addition, the open-circuit
tuning stub used at the gate terminal of the hybrid FET switch could be realized with a
monolithic transmission line or a spiral inductor with an inductive reactance equi\-alellt
to that of the open-circuit stub. Therefore, the transfer from a hybrid to a monolithic
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construction would be reasonably routine, provided the switch \\'as to operate over
a restricted frequency range. However, this transfer would not be so straightforward
if the monolithic switch was to provide operation over sections of a broad frequency
range, as was achieved for the hybrid version of the switch. In the hybrid designs,
the switch could be configured to operate over sections of the frequency range 1 to
20 GHz by appropriate design of the gate tuning stub line in accordance \\'ith the data
given in Table 10.3. In a monolithic design this would require a number of individual
switches, each configured to operate over a pre-determined frequency range. Such an
implementation is inefficient and would detract from the broadband capabilities of the
hybrid switch design. Hence, this chapter proposes a monolithic approach to realizing
the broadband capabilities achieved with the hybrid optically controlled GaAs FET
switch. The approach uses additional DC electrical control of tuning at the gate of the
FET.
The electrical control of a monolithic active inductor, based upon a cascode GaAs
FET arrangement, is described and analyzed in Section 11.2. This analysis includes
simplified modelling approaches for active inductors with resistive and common-gate
(CG) GaAs FET feedback and presents modifications to previously published expressions that relate to the input impedance of the active inductor. The requirements of the
active inductor for optically controlled GaAs FET switching applications are assessed
in Section 1l.3. A more comprehensive model for the active inductor is proposed in
Section 11.4, and simulated results are compared with the models presently available
in the literature. Furthermore, the simulated results are used to confirm the suitability'
of the active inductor as a tuning element for monolithic optically controlled GaAs
FET switching applications.
The key points of this chapter are identified below.

• Design for monolithic frequency tuning of GaAs FET switches USIng
an active inductance tuning element.
• Corrections to the analysis of active inductance GaAs FET's, preVIously presented in the literature.
• More comprehensive model for the active inductor.

11.2

Inductive Tuning Element

In order to reduce size and stray capacitance while achieving broadband operation,
Hara et al. [1l. L 1l.2] proposed that spiral inductors could be replaced by a microwaH'
. mductor
.
. . a casco d e FET arrangem ert
actIve
comprIsmg
~ and
. a feedback resistor [11.1].
. III
. d uc t or. allan
., gement.. shown in Figure ILL
This con1mon-source cascode FE T active
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is limited in its application due to the loss associated with the equivalent series resistance. This has been shown to be approximately equal to the reciprocal of the GaAs
FET transconductance. As a result, the original design was later modified by Hara et

ai. [11.2] to provide low loss characteristics by replacing the parallel feedback resistor
by a common-gate GaAs FET, as depicted in Figure 11.2. These arrangements have
been shown to provide a typical inductance of several nano-henries at X-band.
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Figure 11.1: Circuit diagram of active inductor cascode GaAs FET arrangement with
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via the voltage at the gate terminal. This is the basis for an electrically controlled
tuning element required for broadband operation of the monolithic implementation of
the optically controlled GaAs FET switch.

11.2.1

Cascade Analysis With Resistive Feedback

The amount of inductive tuning required for the GaAs FET switch arrangement and the
inductance change that can be achieved using the active inductor are established in this
section. An analysis of the active inductor is also included, since there appears to be
a discrepancy between the original active inductor impedance expression, equation( 1)
in [11.1], and that published later, equation (1) in [11.2]. Since no comparison is
made between calculated and measured results in these publications it is not possible
to ascertain the validity of the quoted expressions. The active inductor impedance
derivation given here, is proposed as a modification to the original expressions presented
in [11.1,11.2].
The analysis of the cascode active inductor arrangement presented here is consistent with that described originally by Hara et al. [11.1,11.2], wherein it is assumed
that the FET is a combination of only the transconductance and the gate-to-source
capacitance. With this assumption, the active inductor arrangement of Figure 11.1 can
be represented by the AC equivalent circuit of Figure 11.3, from which an expression
for the input impedance

Zin

of the active inductor can be established.

From Figure 11.3, the input impedance of the active inductor arrangement can be
expressed as
(11.1)

where

Vin

and

iin

are the voltage and current at the input terminals to the active

inductor. The input voltage can be expressed in terms of the voltage and current
associated with the feedback resistor,

and

i ext

respectively, as
(11.2)

= Vext + Vgs1 = iextRext + Vgsl

Vin

where

Vext

Rext

is the feedback resistance and

Vgsl

the gate-to-source voltage of the first

FET. The current in the feedback resistor is given by
i ext

where C

= jwCgs1 Vgsl

gs1

(11.3)

is the gate-to-source capacitance of the first FET and w the angular fre-

quency. By substituting equation (11.3) into (11.2), the input voltage can be expressed
as

(11.-1)
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v gs 1

Figure 11.3: Simplified AC lumped equivalent circuit of the active inductor configu-

ration with feedback resistor.
Applying Kirchhoff's current law to the second drain node (i.e. D 2), the input current
can be expressed as
(11.5)
where

gm2

is the transconductance and

Vgs2

the gate-to-source voltage, both associated

with the second FET. Applying Kirchhoff's current law to the second source node (i.e.
S2),

Vgs2

can be expressed as
(11.6)

where

gml

is the transconductance associated with the first FET. Re-arranging equa-

tion (11.6) gives
Vgs2

= (

gm2

. C

+ JW

gs2

(11.7)

)

which when substituted into equation (11.5), gives

.

'lin

=

Vgsl

(.JW Cgsl

+ gm2gmlgm2)
. Cgs2
+ JW

.

(11.:-;)
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Combining equations (11.4) and (11.8). and dividing through b Y 9m2 2 gIves
.
t h·
e mput
impedance of the active inductor as

[1
Zin

=

+ (W~rr:;2)2]

(1

+ jwCgsIRext)

----~~r-------~----------------~

9ml

+ jw [C9S1 -

C gs2

(~:J + C gs1 (W~;;2) 2] .

(11.9)

This expression for the input impedance of the active inductor can be simplified by
assuming the two GaAs FET's to have the same transconductance 9m and gate-tosource capacitance Cgs , as suggested in [11.1]. Therefore, equation (11.9) can be rewritten as

Zin

[1

=

+ (~) 2] (1 + jwCgsRext)
9m + jwCgs (w~rr:s )2

~--------~------------

(11.10)

Furthermore, as suggested by Rara et al. [11.1] for actual microwave FET's, it may be
assumed that
9m »wCgs (

WCg S)2

g;;:

(11.11)

so that equation (11.10) can be given approximately by

[1

+ (w~;s) 2] (1 + jwCgsRext)

Zin ~ ~--------~------------

(11.12)

9m

which differs from the original expression presented previously in the literature [11.1,

11.2] in which the term [1

+ (w~;s) 2]

is omitted. This part of the impedance expression

is of particular significance at operating frequencies of 10 GHz and beyond.

11.2.2

Cascode Analysis With GaAs FET Feedback

If the feedback resistor is replaced by a common-gate GaAs FET, then the AC equivalent circuit can be modified as shown in Figure 11.4.
In this arrangement, the voltage and current at the input terminals can be expressed as

(11.13)
-Vgs3

(11.14)
9m2Vgs2 -

where

C

gs3

, 9m3

and

9m3 V gs3 -

Vgs3

jWCgs3Vgs3

are respectively the gate-to-source capacitance, transcon-

ductance and gate-to-source voltage of the common-gate feedback GaAs FET. From
Figure 11.4,

Vgsl

is given by

9m3 V gs3

Vgsl

= - JW
. Cgsl

(11.15)
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Figure 11.4: Simplified AC lumped equivalent circuit of the active inductor configu-

ration with common-gate GaAs FET feedback.
which, when substituted into equation (11.7), gives
V

gs2 -

-

gm1gm3 V gs3

(11.16)

~--------'=-----

(gm2

+ jwCgs2)(jWCgSl) .

Substituting equation (11.16) into (11.14), yields
.

~in =

-Vgs3

[gm1gm2gm3
(
gm2
JW gs2 JW

+.

to give an input admittance

Yin

C

)(. C ) + gm3

Yin

of

" C 1
+ JW
gs3

gsl

(11.17)

9~lcgm2g)m( ~ C ) + gm3 + jwCgs3

= (
gm2

+ JW

gs2

JW

( 11.18)

gsl

which can be separated into real and imaginary components to give

Yin =

9 m3 [

1-

+ (WCgm2S2)2]

gmlCgs2
gm2 C gsl

9

+J"w

[C

g

1+(~)
gm2

s3

WC
+C
s3 (
S2)2 - g~lgm3]
g
gm2
W C gs1
9

2

.

(11.19)

Once again, if the cascode GaAs FET's are assumed to have the same transconductance
and gate-to-source capacitance, then equation (11.19) can be re-written as
gm3

Yin =

1+(~)
wC gs

.W

2+ J

[C

gs3

wCgs)2
~l
+ Cgs3 (9m
- w 2 C gs
)2

l+(~
gm

(11.20)
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in which case the input impedance can be expressed as
Zin

1
= ------------iC-----------------9m3

1+ (

+j

(11.11)
•

W

Monolithic Active Inductor Design

11.3
~n .the

W~3

) 2

(WCm9.) 2 _ 92 9m3 ]
9S
(9 2
C
1+ w9~s)

w [C9.3+C933

design of an electrically controlled active inductor for GaAs FET switch tuning

It IS necessary to establish the required inductance and possible inductance \'ariation
available. These points are considered in relation to the hybrid GaAs FET switch
design.

11.3.1

Monolithic Active Inductance

From the tuning arrangement used in the hybrid GaAs FET switch arrangement, the
impedance of the open-circuit gate tuning stub was given in Chapter 10 as
Zoe = -

j Zo cot (Joe

(11.22)

where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the gate stub and (Joe the ele.ctricallength
of the gate stub. The electrical length of the gate tuning stub can be determined from
the data for the wavelength on the stub As and the physical length of the stub

[g,

as

given in Chapter 6, using
(11.2:3)
which, for a gate stub length of 4 mm and a wavelength of 11.162 mm, yields an
electrical length of 129 0 • Then, for a stub characteristic impedance of ,53 [1, using
equation (11.22) we obtain an inductive reactance of approximately 4:3 [1, corresponding
to an inductance of 0.686 nR at a frequency of 10 GRz. Therefore, the monolithic
inductor must provide an nominal inductance of around 0.686 nR, with the actual
amount of inductive tuning being determined by the transconductance and gate-tosource capacitance variation associated with the particular common-gate feedback FET
being used.

11.3.2

Monolithic Active Inductance Variation

The variation in the inductance of the cascode active inductor will be determined b.y
the feedback FET. It would be reasonable to assume that in monolithic form the same
GaAs FET would be used for the cascode FET arrangement and for the common-gate
feedback FET, since this silnplifies circuit fabrication. Furthermore, using the same
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GaAs FET for the complete active tuning element and for the optically controlled
GaAs FET switch would be beneficial for similar reasons. Hence, it is assumed for the
purposes of this analysis, that the monolithic version of the optically controlled switch
is fabricated solely from a monolithic version of the GaAs FET used for the hybrid
switch design (i.e. ATF-10136).
From the data sheets for the ATF-10136 GaAs FET [11.3], with the gate-to-source
voltage held at zero (i.e. VGS = 0 V) and the drain biased at 2.0 V and 20 m A (.I.e.
VDS = 2.0 V, IDS = 20 rnA) the transconductance is quoted to be typically 70 mS. The
gate-to-source capacitance can be established from the expression used during earlier
chapters and is given by

Cgs

_

EOErLGWG

-

(11.24)

W

where

is the permittivity in a vacuum,

Eo

channel, LG the gate length and
region w can be expressed as

WG

Er

the relative permittivity of the GaAs

the gate periphery. The width of the depletion

(11.25)
where a is the recessed channel thickness,

cPB the built-in potential of the gate Schot-

tky junction, VGS the gate-to-source bias voltage and Vp the pinch-off voltage. Since
from data sheets we know the gate-to-source capacitance for VGS = 0 V, the above
expressions can be used to evaluate the gate-to-source capacitance of the common-gate
feedback GaAs FET, which will depend upon the bias applied at the gate terminal.
The transconductance of the cascode GaAs FET's at

VGS =

0 V can be obtained from

the data sheets and provides a further basis for calculating the transconductance of the
CG feedback GaAs FET. Ladbrooke [11.4] has shown that the GaAs FET transconductance can be expressed as
9m

where

( 11.26)

=

Vsat

when VGS

w

is the saturation velocity. Since we know the GaAs FET transconductance

=

0 V, we can calculate the saturation velocity and establish the transcon-

ductance variation of the CG feedback GaAs FET with applied gate bias t.

11.4

Active Inductor Performance

A Pascal computer program, given in Appendix A.7, was used to manipulate the simplified active inductor impedance expression and gate-to-source voltage dependent expressions. This enabled the input impedance of the active inductor to be determined for
tThis assumes that current saturation is maintained in the CG GaAs FET mode.
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various gate-to-source voltages applied to the CG feedback GaAs FET. Furthermore,
to facilitate the determination of the frequency dependent characteristics of the active
inductor, the simplified equivalent circuit for the active inductor (i.e. Figure 11.4) was
simulated in MDS. The schematic model used in the MDS simulations is shown in
Figure 11.5. This model enables also the transconductance delay associated with the
voltage dependent current source to be incorporated. Although these simulations give
an indication of the performance variation of the active inductor, the transconductance
and gate-to-source capacitance model used is far too simplified to allow accurate prediction of the input impedance. The simplified model ignores a number of important
intrinsic and parasitic parameters associated with the hybrid II model for the GaAs
FET, described in Chapter 5. These additional elements must be accounted for fully if
accurate tuning is to be achieved in the monolithic version of the optically controlled
GaAs FET switch.
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Figure 11.5: MDS simulation schematic of simplified active inductor.

11.4.1

Improved Active Inductor Modelling

. III
. d uctor '
A more accurate model for the actIve
IS .
pIopose d which uses the standard
hybrid II model for the GaAs FET described in Chapter 5, to simulate the ~erf~rmance
of the cascode GaAs FET's and the CG feedback GaAs FET in the actIve mductor
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configuration.

The schematic models for each of the GaAs FET~s and the overall

active inductor configuration were simulated in MDS and are shown in Figures l1.6(a)
and 11.6(b), respectively. The equivalent circuit element values for the cascode GaAs
FET's are summarized in Table 11.1 and were extracted from the manufacturers' data
sheets [11.3].
This enabled the frequency dependence of the active inductor input impedance to
be evaluated. However, to allow the voltage dependence of the input impedance to
be determined, the hybrid II model for the CG feedback GaAs FET was modified to
include expressions for the gate-to-source voltage dependence of the equivalent circuit
elements.

Equivalent Circuit Element Values for ATF-10136 GaAs FET [11.3]
(VDS =

2.0 V,

IDS =

20 rnA)

Lg

Ld

Ls

Rc

Rg

Rs

Rds

C gs

C gd

Cds

gm

Tm

nH

nH

nH

n

n

n

n

pF

pF

pF

mS

ps

I 0.9 I 0.6 I 0.15 I 2.0 I 2.5 I 2.0 I 200 I 0.25 I 0.10 I 0.10 I 70 I 0.001 I
Table 11.1: Equivalent circuit element values for ATF-10136 GaAs FET model [11.3].

The voltage dependent expressions used in the MDS simulations of the CG feedback GaAs FET are summarized below and were extracted from the analysis of Ladbrooke [11.4]. The superscript term in these expressions was used to represent the
gate-to-source voltage condition and enables the element values given in Table 11.1,
obtained at

VGS =

0 V, to be used so as to simplify the evaluation of the parameters

at particular gate-to-source voltages.

C(VGS)
gs

EOErLGvVG

(11.27)

g~Gs)

EOErl/satVVG

w
(0)

C(O) w
gs w(VGs)
2EOErLG lVG

C(O)
gd

(11.29)

+ LG

2Lex

2Li~) + LG

2L~~Gs)

(0)

(11.28)

+ LG

(11.30)

w
w(O)

gm w(VGs)
R(VGs )
c

LG
qj.LoNVVG(a - w)
R(O)
c

a - w(O)
a - w(VGs)

(11.31)
( 11.32)
(11.33)

(11.:34)

where

CPB -

w

and

Lex

VGS)

= a ( IVpl + CPB

~

(11.:),5)

is the lateral extension of the gate depletion region towards the drain electrode,
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given by [l1.4J

Lex = w(VDS + <l>B - Vas).
rPB - Vas

(11.36)

The above expressions form the basis of the MDS simulations, thus enabling the evaluation of the active inductor input impedance variation with the gate-to-voltage applied
to the CG feedback GaAs FET.

11.4.2

Comparison of Active Iud uctance Results

The active inductor input impedance obtained from the simplified GaAs FET model
and the complete GaAs FET model proposed in this thesis are compared in Figure 11.7
over the frequency range 1 to 20 GHz and for various gate-to-source voltages. The
implications of these results are discussed in detail in Chapter 12.
From the MDS simulations of the modified active inductor model an inductance
of approximately 0.686 nH, as required for the GaAs FET switch tuning element,
can be achieved at 10 GHz with a gate-to-source voltage of -1.54 V applied to the CG
feedback FET. The variation in the active inductor input impedance with frequency for

Vas

= -1.54 V is shown in Figures 11.8 and 11.9, and illustrates clearly the inductive

and capacitive nature of the active inductor over the frequency range 1 to 20 GHz.
The inductive and capacitive properties of the active inductor are consistent with the
requirements of the GaAs FET switch tuning element, since from Chapter 10 it was
established that for hybrid switch operation over certain bands of the frequency range,
the length of the open-circuit gate stub was chosen to appear capacitive or inductive.
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Introduction

HIS chapter presents a summary of the work described in the thesis. Conclusions,
recommendations for further research and potential applications are considered

in subsequent Chapters.
In Section 12.2, the modelling approaches adopted in this thesis and the performance of the hybrid switch and phase shifter circuits under direct optical controL
are assessed by examination of the simulation and experimental results of the earlier
chapters.

12.2

Discussion of Results

The results presented in the earlier chapters of this thesis relate primarily to the design of a novel phase shifter using a novel GaAs FET switch configuration with

('(lIlt

by direct optical illumination. Due to the complex structure of the micro\\',l\"C

rol

(;(1.\:-;
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FET, the switch and phase shifter designs necessitated the d eve1opment 0 f more accurate modelling approaches than exist at present in the literature. The methods can be
used in conjunction with state-of-the-art simulation software. Validation of the various
modelling approaches proposed in the earlier chapters is established, where possible.
by the direct comparison of simulation and measurement results under identical microwave, DC and optical operating conditions.

12.2.1

Switch State Performance [12.1, 12.2]

In Chapter 6 measured results were presented for the frequency range 8 to 1:2 GHz
for the switch state performance of the hybrid reflective microwave GaAs FET -based
switch in which the switching state was controlled by direct optical illumination. For
the first time in the literature these results were used to give a direct comparison
of simulation and measurement results for the return loss and phase change upon
reflection for the 'off' and optically 'on' states of the switch. The modelled results
were obtained from circuit-based simulations performed using MDS. The agreement
between measurement and simulation is generally very good and within the bounds
of experimental error. It can be observed that the measured return loss exhibits a
cyclic variation with frequency. This is attributed to multiple reflections which are
often characteristic of low return loss measurements. However, the mean value of
the measured data is in good agreement with the simulation result. The simulations
and measurements for the phase responses show reasonable linearity over the frequency
range of switch operation. As one might expect, the phase response becomes non-linear
at the resonant points, as predicted. The good agreement between simulation and
measurement has been achieved only through the development of more comprehensive
and accurate approaches than those in the literature, for evaluating the equivalent
circuit element values used to model the various regions of the GaAs FET switch in
both states. These modelling improvements involved:
• a novel method for modelling the geometric capacitance of the GaAs PET in
the 'off' state, based upon 3-dimensional field simulations of the GaAs rET
metallization layers using the EM simulator HFSS.
• a simplified approach to evaluating some of the intrinsic element values of the
switch model, based upon the manufacturers' hybrid II model, which requires
limited information on the specific device geometries and doping levels.
• a model that included package parasitics.
These proposed approaches have been validated also for switch designs incorp()rating GaAs FET's with very different gate structures. ~Ioreover. these results show
that the simulation gives an accurate prediction of the frequencies of t he resonances
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which were observed by measurement, and so validates the simple GaAs FET model
which has been developed and proposed in this work . Fur th ermore, It
. was found that
the response in the 'on' state while under electrical control , we re amos·
1
t'd
I en t'lca1 to
that under optical control, as predicted by the theory of Chapter .).

12.2.2

Switch Thansient Response [12.2]

In Chapter 7, simulation and measurement are compared directly for the transient
response associated with the gate depletion region photovoltaic effect of the optically
controlled GaAs FET switch.

The simulated and measured responses are, for the

first time, compared under identical gate loading and optical pulse conditions and
show excellent agreement. This approach also establishes good agreement between the
measured and simulated rise and fall times of this photovoltaic mechanism. For typical
commercial GaAs FET parameters, the response times are shown to be less than 1 f-LS.
This degree of agreement was achieved through:
• accurate modelling of the optical response of the gate Schottky junction using
the transient response facility in MDS .
• accurate allowance for the effects of measurement probes.
Moreover, the responses for the two different GaAs FET gate structures demonstrated that by reducing the gate periphery an approximately proportional reduction
in the GaAs FET's rise and fall times results, as predicted by the theory of Chapter 4.
The data currently available in the literature for the transient response of the gate
photovoltaic effect in optically controlled GaAs FET's [12.4] are inconclusive since
measurement and simulation are done under differing optical and electrical conditions,
making a direct comparison difficult. However, even given these limitations, discrepancies exist between their simulated and measured results. This discrepancy is particularly evident for the fall times of the response which differ by up to a factor of
ten.

12.2.3

GaAs FET Inter-electrode Capacitance [12.3]

In chapter 10 a new method for evaluating inter-electrode capacitance was described
and data presented from 3-dimensional field simulations of the GaAs FET structure
using HFSS. This novel approach was one of the main factors responsible for the precise definition of the switching performance of the GaAs FET switches and the accurate prediction of switch state resonances. The proposed method was used to model
an interdigitated and T-type gate FET structure, with confirmation of the proposed
approach being evident in the close agreement achieved between simulation and measurement for the switch state responses of both GaAs FET's.

~Ioreo\Tr,

this mct hod
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provides a more comprehensive and versatile approach to the determination of the
GaAs FET inter-electrode capacitance than is presently available in the literature. It
should be noted that this method for predicting accurately inter-electrode capacitance
in GaAs FET's is not limited to GaAs FET switching applications, but can be used
for S-parameter modelling of GaAs FET's.

12.2.4

GaAs FET Resonances and Tuning [12.3]

The problem with resonances in the switch state performance was considered in Chapter 10 and results for the frequency range of switch operation were presented. Sensitivity analyses of the GaAs FET switch were performed in MDS and showed that the
resonant frequencies predicted in the simulations, and verified in the experimental work
were determined by the bond wire and terminal contact inductance at the gate of the
GaAs FET switch. In addition, these results showed that these resonances could be
tuned out of the frequency range of switch operation so as to have no significance. This
was achieved by using an open-circuit stub attached to the gate terminal of the Ga:\::;
FET switch. For particular lengths of gate tuning stub, the switch could be configured
to operate over sections of the frequency range 1 to 20 GHz, yielding, for the first time,
useful design information for broadband switch operation. For the GaAs FET switches
investigated, the frequency ranges 1 to 8 GHz, 8 to 12 GHz and 12 to 20 GHz were
identified by curve fitting data for predicting the occurrence of resonances.

12.2.5

Phase Shifter Performance [12.1]

The accurate modelling of the optically controlled GaAs FET switch led to the design
of a novel digital loaded-line phase shifter, controlled by direct optical illumination, the
results for which are presented in Chapter 9. The measured and simulated differential
insertion loss and phase shift were compared directly for 10 GHz, 45° and 10.5 GHz,

300 phase shifter designs and showed good agreement over the phase shifters' frequency
range of operation. The 30° optically controlled phase shifter has a 3 dB bandwidth
of 15% and an absolute mid-band insertion loss of 0.15 dB. The 45° phase shifter
has a 3 dB bandwidth of 12% and an absolute mid-band insertion loss of 0.:2."5 dB.
The performances of the optically controlled phase shifters are comparable with those
presented in the literature for electrically controlled phase shifters.

12.2.6

Monolithic Active Inductor

Since part of the terms of reference of the work was to establish a design compat ible
with monolithic implementation, Chapter 11 considered the monolithic transformation
of the hybrid optically controlled GaAs FET switch design. In particular. the

gClte

tuning stub was substituted by an electrically controlled r..nIIC act ive induct ur. .\

I\c\\".
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more comprehensive modelling approach was also proposed for the active inductor. The
direct comparison of the presently available models with that proposed in Chapter 11
suggests that the present models described in the literature are far too simplified. In
particular, the model proposed here confirms the inductive properties of the device
but also highlights the effects of non-lossless behaviour which are usually omitted from
the simplified models. Since the simplified model omits the resistive and parasitic
components associated with the GaAs FET's incorporated in the active inductor. it is
not surprising that these models do not predict accurately the impedance behaviour
of the active inductor. The proposed model verifies the use of the active inductor as a
suitable tuning element for the MMIC GaAs FET switch by demonstrating inductive
and capacitive characteristics over the frequency range 1 to 20 GHz. This result is
consistent with the reactive impedance properties of the gate stub tuning element used
in the hybrid switch designs. Furthermore, by applying a suitable bias to the active
inductor arrangement, simulations show that the correct inductance values can be
achieved in order to obtain the required amount of frequency tuning.
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Chapter 13
Conel usions

T

HE design of a novel reflective microwave GaAs FET switch in which the switch-

ing state is controlled by direct optical illumination has been presented and validated through measurement.
The validity of a model to characterize the switching performance and transient
response associated with the gate photovoltaic effect in such a GaAs FET switch under continuous and pulsed optical conditions has been established through practical
measurement. The measurements were performed on hybrid microstrip circuits incorporating commercially available packaged GaAs FET's.
The switch state model has the capability to predict accurately the occurrence of
resonances which may hinder the switch operation in either or both switching states,
and has followed from a more precise evaluation of the GaAs FET inter-electrode
capacitance than hitherto available in the literature. A novel tuning element has been
developed to shift such resonances out of the frequency band of switch operation and
expressions for predicting resonances in the switch performance have yielded useful
design data for switch operation over the frequency range 1 to 20 GHz. In addition, the
model has been shown to be valid for FET's with significantly different gate structures.
Interdigitated and T-type gate structures were investigated which both showed very
close agreement between measured and simulated results. Moreover, this has led to
the design of a phase shifter in which the phase state is controlled by direct optical
illumination.
The monolithic implementation of the switch design has been considered, by using
an active inductive tuning element to achieve broadband switch operation. Accurate
models to predict the illlpedance properties of the active inductor have been developed
and simulations have shown that the frequency range of operation for the monoli t hie
switch can be controlled adequately by altering the electrical bias on the actin' inductor.
The transient measurements have established values for the response time~ of
optically controlled commercial microwave GaAs FET's, using the gate photovoltaic
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effect as the means of optical control. These response times are less than 1 J1S. The
performance of the optically controlled switch and phase shifter have been used to
establish a proof-of-concept for the design of a highly integrated electro-optic microwaye
sensor.
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Recommendations for Further Research

HIS study has provided a basis for the realization of a phase shifter controlled
by direct optical illumination, through the design of hybrid switching and phase

shifting circuits. In particular, models which predict accurately the performance of
these circuits and are applicable to hybrid or monolithic constructions have been proposed and verified.

14.1.1

Experimental Work

Although some consideration of the realization of the circuits in a monolithic form was
the subject of Chapter 11, these results were obtained through simulat ion and han'
not been verified experimentally. The next logical step in this research would be to
transfer the switch designs to a monolithic form, according to the suggestions gin~n in
Chapter 11. This could best be achieved in three stages.
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1. Design of an MMIC switch with an open-circuit tuning stub connected to the
gate of the GaAs FET in order to validate the sw'1t Ch penormance
r
over a predetermined and fixed frequency range.
2. Design of the MMIC active inductor circuit to validate the modelling approaches
of Chapter 11.
3. Re-design of the MMIC switch with the active inductor connected to the gate of
the GaAs FET.
It is expected that the parasitic gate inductance value for the monolithic switch

design will be similar to that experienced in the packaged devices, since in both cases
a wire bond is required at the gate of the GaAs FET in order to permit biasing
of the switch. In the re-design of the MMIC switch it is likely that the principal
modifications will be associated with the active tuning element. Since simulations have
established a non-Iossless characteristic for the active inductor, modifications may be
required to avoid absorption in the tuning element. It is anticipated that this could
be achieved through careful selection of the properties of the GaAs FET's used in
the active inductor and through the use of simulations using the modelling approach
proposed in Chapter 11.
In a practical situation the MMIC version of the optically controlled switches
and phase shifters are likely to be combined with various other microwave circuits (e.g.
oscillators, amplifiers) on the same chip, in order to fulfil a practical function. Although
GaAs FET's have widespread use in MMIC's, if higher frequency operation and/or
lower noise performance are a requirement, it may become necessary to implement these
additional circuit functions using HEMT devices. In this case, the MMIC fabrication
process could be simplified by using HEMT devices also for the optically controlled
circuit functions, thereby obtaining all circuit functions with one type of transistor.
Since the GaAs FET and HEMT have been shown in the literature to exhibit similar
photo-mechanisms, the characterization of HEMT's for optical switching operation at
the higher microwave frequencies will be a future, if not immediate, area of further
research. Consequently, some preliminary investigations have already been conducted
by the author on the switch state performance of a HEMT-based switch over the
frequency range 8 to 12 GHz. These are presented in Figure 14.1.
This switch circuit incorporated the ATF-35576 pseudomorphic HEMT from Hewlett Packard. The PHEMT was mounted in a microstrip circuit similar to that described
in Chapter 6, with the exception that the microstrip source to ground connections had
to be modified to account for a difference in the device packaging. The measured responses for the optically controlled HEMT-based switch reveal the following behaviour:
• a larger return loss in the optically 'on' state of the switch which, despite the
lower source resistance characteristic of HEMT devices, is reflected in a larger
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drain resistance of 5
devices [14.1].

n compared with

a typical value of 2

n in the

GaAs FET

• changes in the frequencies at which resonances occur, which are expected to be a
net result of the change in packaging style used for the HEMT and the differing
gate, drain and source geometries for this device.
It is expected also that some modification to the switch model used for GaAs FET's

will be required to account for the structural and operational differences between the
HEMT and FET devices. This is considered further in the next section,

14.1.2

Theoretical/Simulation Work

The models for the GaAs FET switch proposed in this thesis involved the extraction of
some of the lumped equivalent circuit element values from the standard hybrid II model
for the GaAs FET. This hybrid II model is usually limited to a maximum frequency
of 20 GHz [14.1]' and as a result, the switch performance beyond this frequency has
not been investigated. Further research is required in order to determine the modifications to the switch models proposed in this thesis necessary to predict the switch state
performance at higher microwave frequencies. It is anticipated that at these higher frequencies the modifications will, primarily, be associated with the geometric properties
of the GaAs FET. In addition, the use of HEMT-based switches will involve further
modifications to the presently proposed switch state model. It is anticipated that these
modification will be related principally to the different gate-to-source and gate-to-drain
capacitances, which result from the slightly different depletion mechanisms associated
with HEMT and FET devices.
Although the basis of modelling the response times of the GaAs FET was presented
and verified through experiment, the trade-offs between the optical signal parameters,
DC bias conditions and GaAs FET parameters have not been investigated rigorously.
This is suggested as an area for further investigation. In particular, the following areas
could be considered initially:
• using a lower value for the gate bias resistance, in which case a higher optical
flux density may be required to achieve the photovoltage necessary to realize the
switch states .
• using a FET with a smaller gate periphery to reduce the gate capacitance. in
which case the optical coupling efficiency may be reduced.
This work could them be extended to model the transient response of optically
switched HEMT's, through appropriate modification of the gate capacitance expression, in order to account for the slight differences between the gate depletion mechanisms in HEMT and FET devices.
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Although optically controlled GaAs FET:s configured as refle ct'lye S\\'l't ches h aYe
been the subject of this work., a transmissive switch configurat1'0'
t'
n IS some1mes
preferred for phase shifting applications (e.g. switched-line phase shifters). Therefore.
appropriate modifications to the switch design and modelling approaches proposed in
this thesis are necessary to realize a transmissive optically controlled switch.

14.2

Phase shifter Applications

In this work, a direct optically controlled GaAs FET-based switch was developed. with
a view primarily to the development of a novel electro-optic microwave sensor. In
this proposed arrangement, the GaAs FET provides a monolithic interface between a
digital optical sensor and a microwave transceiver, with such a combination effectively
acting as a radio sensor. The GaAs FET switch developed herein has formed part of
an optically controlled digital phase shifting arrangement in order to provide phase
modulated microwave transmissions controlled directly by the optical data. Such a
phase shifter has the ability to permit 'precise' phase selection (i.e. phase steps) over
a range of frequencies. Since both the optical and microwave aspects of this sensor
can be made compatible through the use of the GaAs FET as an MMIC-compatible
photo-detector, it is expected that such a sensor could be realized in a highly integrated
form.
The optically controlled switch state performance of the GaAs FET was modelled
accurately and verified experimentally to permit accurate design of the optically controlled phase shifter. In addition, the performance of the GaAs FET under optically
pulsed conditions was evaluated to determine the suitability of this device for the sensor
application. Since most sensor applications involve a relatively slow change with time.
the response times of the GaAs FET switch will be more than adequate for this application. Although the work described here has shown theoretically and experimentally
a proof-of-concept for the sensor design, further development is required to provide a
complete interface. Some of these further developments are considered below.

14.2.1

Electro-Optic Microwave Sensor

Digital fibre optic sensors in which the optically-sensed data are digitally encoded at
the sensor head offer not only the benefits associated with optical sensing techniques
but provide also the detection and processing advantages of digital methods. Digit all~'
encoding the optical measurand provides several significant advantages over analogue
techniques; i.e .
• the digital nature of the sensor eliminates the need for periodic re-calibrat ion.
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• there is good immunity from source intensity fluctuations, variable connector and
fibre losses, and changing measurand characteristics.
Such digital fibre optic sensors have been developed to measure a number of parameters. Particular examples include Dakin [14.2], in which the digital encoding of
the optical data is described, and Morris and Pollock [14.3], who developed a liquid
level sensor based upon the digital encoding technique. For the purpose of this discussion, the sensor developed by Morris and Pollock [14.3] is taken as a typical example
to illustrate the concept underlying the electro-optic microwave sensor design. In this
liquid level sensor, a single source fibre is used to inject light into a sensor head incorporating several output fibres and a digital encoding mask. The sensor operates by
virtue of light from the source fibre being coupled to the output fibres according to
the level of the liquid and the pattern on the encoding mask. Such an arrangement
produces a digital optical signal on each of the output fibres which corresponds to
one bit in a binary word. It is intended that the output from each of these fibres be
used to control an individual phase shifting arrangement. For the optically controlled
loaded-line phase shifter developed in this work, two optical fibres, each carrying the
same information, are required for each phase shifter, since the spacing between each
GaAs FET switch will not permit the use of a single fibre to illuminate both switching
GaAs FET's. Thus each twin set of fibres will illuminate the two GaAs FET's that
control the phase state of the phase shifter. By cascading a number of such phase
shifters in an MMIC design, discrete phase shifts controlled by the fibre optic sensor
data can be realized in a similar manner to that achieved using electrical control of
multiple bit MMIC phase shifters [14.4]. A suitable arrangement for interfacing the
MMIC with the optical fibre outputs from the sensor head might consist of an array
of optical fibres in a ribbon cable, as shown in Figure 14.2 [14.5].
Such an arrangement has been proven commercially for both multimode and singlemode fibres, and permits mass splicing with low optical loss [14.6]. The spacing between
individual fibres in the ribbon cable will be determined by the distance between the
GaAs FET switches in each phase shifter. This will be governed by the phase shifter
design or possibly by the limitations imposed by the layout rules specified by the
MMIC foundry, on the minimum distance between components. As an example, for
the optically controlled loaded-line phase shifter, a quarter-wavelength spacing between
each loaded-line is required for maximum bandwidth performance. For an l\lMIC
design on GaAs at a frequency of 10 GHz, this corresponds to a loaded-line separation
of approximately 2500 f-lm.

At 40 GHz this is reduced to approximately 620 11m.

For the GEC-Marconi MMIC process, the minimum distance between components
is determined, in this example, by the allowable spacing between the centres of the
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ground via connections used on the source of each GaAs FET sWl'tch t . :-\.\ m'llllmum
.
separation of 250 f-Lm is specified for this particular foundry process [14.1]. Therefore
the separation will be dictated by the phase shifter design and not by the .\L\II C
process constraints. For practical purposes it would be advantageous to keep the fibre
separation fixed so that a standard interface is required, irrespective of the frequency
of operation of the MMIC phase shifter. Although this fixes the spacing between the
switching GaAs FET's, the loaded lines in the MMIC design can easily be modified
to give the correct point of attachment on the main line. The exact position of each
optical fibre is not critical, since, as was established during earlier chapters, the optical
beam spot that might emerge from a typical optical fibre will be much greater than
the optically sensitive regions of the GaAs FET. If focusing of the optical beam spot is
required, possibly due to optical power constraints, then it is envisaged that this could
be achieved by using a microlens. Such a lens could be made in monolithic form by
appropriately grading the refractive index of surface layers used to coat the MMIC.
Such an arrangement is similar to the GRIN-rod lens presently employed in optical fibre
sources and couplers [14.5]. A possible configuration for the electro-optic microwave
sensor interface is shown in Figure 14.3 and indicates some typical dimensions for the
device.

14.2.2

Phased-Array Radar

Although the optically controlled phase shifter described in this thesis was primarily
aimed at a sensor application, the phase shifter operation offers the flexibility to be
applied in other optically controlled microwave applications. Of particular interest is
the use of optically controlled phase shifters for future advanced phased-array radar
systems. In such systems it is intended that the distribution of microwave reference
signals and digital command data can be achieved effectively by using optical fibres as
discussed in Chapter 1. In addition, MMIC variable phase shifters and amplifiers are
required to permit the creation of the correct phase and amplitude distribution that
are appropriate to the desired radiated beam configuration. The GaAs FET switch
described in this thesis could provide the direct (monolithic) interface between the
optical command data and the MMIC circuit functions.

tThis results from constraints imposed by the foundry which specify that the gate terminals for all
GaAs FET's must run parallel throughout the circuit.
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HIS appendix give the listings of various Pascal computer programs used in the
design of the optically controlled switch and phase shifter circuits described in

this thesis.

A.I

Microstrip Open-End Correction

This program calculates the reduction in length, required to compensate for the fringing
effect at the end of an open-circuit microstrip stub, and is based upon the expressions
given by Kirschning et al. [A.I].

progrann open(input,output);

{M. Kirschning, A. H. Jansen, N. H. L. Koster}
{Accurate model for open end effect of microstrip lines}
{Electronics Letters, vol. 17, no. 3, pp. 77-86, Feb. 1981}
const pi=3.141592654;
var
er,eff,h,w,a,b,c,d,e,g,i,j,k,l,m,n,o:real;
begin
writeln('Enter the relative permittivity');

APPENDIX A. PASCAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS

readln ( er) ;
writeln ( CEnter the e ff ec t'lve relative permittivity');
read In (eff) ;
writeln ( CEnter the substrate height in mm');
readln (h) ;
writeln ( CEnter the track width in mm');
readln(w) ;
a:=w/h;
b:=exp(O.8544*ln(a));
c:=exp(O.81*ln(eff));
d:=(O.434907)*((c-O.26)/(c-O.189))*((b+O.236)/(b+O.87));
e:=1+((exp(O.371*ln(a)))/((2.358*er)+1));
f:=1.9413/e;
g:=O.084*(exp(f*ln(a)));
if g<=1 then i:=g-((g*g*g)/3)+((g*g*g*g*g)/5)+((g*g*g*g*g*g*g)/7)
else i:=(pi/2)-(1/g)+(1/(3*g*g*g))-(1/(5*g*g*g*g*g));
j :=1+((O.5247*i)/(exp(O.9236*ln(eff))));
k:=(O.067*(exp(1.456*ln(a))))*(6-(5*(exp(O.036*(1-er)))));
if k<=1 then 1:=k-((k*k*k)/3)+((k*k*k*k*k)/5)+((k*k*k*k*k*k*k)/7)
else 1:=(pi/2)-(1/k)+(1/(3*k*k*k))-(1/(5*k*k*k*k*k));
m:=1+(O.0377*1);
n:=1-(O.218*(exp(-7.5*a)));
o:=(h*d*j*n)/m;
writeln(CThe open-end correction length in mm =' ,0)
end.

A.2

Asymmetric Tee-Junction Compensation

This program calculates the reference plane shifts, required to compensate for dicontinuities in microstrip asymmetric tee-junctions, and is based upon the expressions gi\-Cll
by Hammerstad [A.2].

program astj(input,output);
{E. H ammerstad}
{Computer-aided design of microstrip couplers with accuratf discontinuity
models}
{IEEE MTT-S International MicrowaL'f Sympo5i um Digest. pp . .3/ --ifi. I.(r"!}

const pi=3.141592654;
var
eef1,eef2,w1,w2,h,z1a,z1b,z2,a,b,f,fl,dla,dlb,d2:real;
begin
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writeln ( 'Enter the substrate height ln mm');
readln (h) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the impedance of the input line');
readln (z1a) ;
writeln('Enter the relative permitttivity of the input line');
readln (eef 1) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the impedance of the output line');
readln(z1b) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the impedance of the shunt line');
readln (z2) ;
writeln('Enter the relative permittivity of the shunt line');
readln (eef 2) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the frequency in GHz');
readln(f) ;
a:=(sqrt(z1a*z1b))/z2;
f1:=O.4*z1a/h;
b:=sqr(f/f1);
w1:=(120*pi*h)/(zla*(sqrt(eef1)));
w2:=(120*pi*h)/(z2*(sqrt(eef2)));
d1a:=(O.055*w2*zla/z2)*(1-((z1a/z2)*b));
d1b:=(O.055*w2*z1b/z2)*(1-((zlb/z2)*b));
d2:=(w1*a)*((O.5)-((O.05)+(O.7*exp(-1.6*a))+(O.25*a*b)(O.17*(ln(a)))));
writeln( 'Shunt line reference plane shifted down by' ,d2);
writeln ( 'Input line reference plane shifted left by' ,dla) ;
writeln( 'Output line reference plane shifted right by' ,dlb)
end.

A.3

Impedance Step Compensation

This program calculates the reference plane shifts, required to compensate for impedance step dicontinuities in microstrip, and is based upon the expressions gi\"C'I1 by
Garg et al. [A.3].

program step(input,output);

{R. Garg and I. J. Bahl}
{AIicrostrip discontinuities}
{International Journal of Electronics,
var

L'OI.

45, no.

1,

pp.

,\)-(";'7,

w1 w2 h er abc d z1 z2 eef1,eef2,sl,1,11,lc:real;
'"
""",

Jan. 1(1,,}
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begin
writeln ( 'Enter the larger width in mm');
readln (w2) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the impedance of the wider line');
readln (z2) ;
writeln('Enter the effective permittivity of the wider line');
readln (eef2) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the samller width in mm');
readln(wl) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the impedance of the narrower line');
readln(zl) ;
writeln( 'Enter the effective permittivity of the narrower line');
readln (eef 1) ;
writeln('Enter the relative permittivity');
readln (er) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the substrate height in mm');
readln(h) ;
sl:=300000000;
a:=(ln(er))/(ln(10));
b:=w2/wl;
d:=(sqrt(wl*w2))*0.001;
if (b>=1.5)and(b<=3.5) then c:=((((10.1*a)+2.33)*b)-(12.6*a)
-(3.17))*d;
if (b>3.5) and (b<=10) then c:=((130*((ln(b))/(ln(10))))-44)*d;
1:=((40.5*(b-l))-(75*((ln(b))/(ln(10))))+(0.2*(sqr(b-l))))*h*O.OOl;
lc:=((sl*z2*c)/(sqrt(eef2)))*(exp(-12*ln(10)));
11:=((1*sl)/(zl*(sqrt(eefl))))*(exp(-9*ln(10)));
writeln ( 'The wider line is shortened by the length (mm)', lc);
writeln( 'The narrow line is shortened by the length (mm)', 11)
end.

Optical Reflectivity

A.4

This program calculates the theoretical optical reflectivity. R, of the GaAs FET surf;\('('
due to a Si3 N 4 passivation layer, and is based upon the expressions given h." \ladjar d

al. [A.4].
program passivation(input,output,pasfle);

{A. Madjar, P. R. Herefeld, and A. PaolElla}
{Analytical model for optically generated currents in Ga.-is .\Jr.'1.,1I.'T.-;}
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{IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol.

18S

40,

no. 8. pp. 1681-1UIJl. Aug.

1992}
eonst pi=3.141592654;
ng=3.5;
ns=2.05;
var

a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,1,t,w,wl,w2:real;
pasfle: text;

begin
rewrite (pasfle) ;
writeln(CEnter silicon-nitride passivation layer thickness in urn');
readln(l) ;
writeln ( CEnter the start wavelength of incident light in nm ') ;
readln(w) ;
writeln ( CEnter the stop wavelength of incident light in nm ,) ;
readln(wl) ;
writeln(CEnter the increment wavelength of incident light in nm');
readln (w2) ;
while w<=wl do
begin
a:=(ns-ng)/(ns+ng);
b:=2*pi*ns*1*1000/w;
c:=((1+ns)*a*(cos(2*b)))+(1-ns);
d:=(1+ns)*(-a)*(sin(2*b));
e:=((1-ns)*a*(cos(2*b)))+(1+ns);
f:=(1-ns)*(-a)*(sin(2*b));
g:=(sqr(e))+(sqr(f));
h:=((c*e)+(d*f))/g;
i:=((d*e)-(c*f))/g;
t:=l-((sqr(h))+(sqr(i)));
writeln(pasfle,w,t) ;
w:=w+w2
end
end.

A.5

Switch Impedance Transformation

This program calculates the switch impedance transformation through a ,)0. n lengt h
of line and was used in the impedance matching networks for the loaded-hne phase
shifter design.
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progrann transform(input,output);
const pi=3.141592654;
var

z,r,x,th,thl,aux,a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j:real;
xl,rl,al,bl,cl,dl,el,fl,gl,hl,il,jl:real;

begin
z:=50;
writeln ( 'Enter the on-state switch impedance ln Ohms');
writeln ( 'The real part');
readln (r) ;
writeln ( 'The imaginary part') ;
readln (x) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the off-state switch impedance ln Ohms');
writeln ( 'The real part');
readln (rl) ;
writeln ( 'The imaginary part') ;
readln(xl) ;
writeln ( 'Enter electrical length of the matching line ln deg.');
readln (th) ;
thl:=pi*th/180;
aux:=(sin(thl))/(cos(thl));
a:=z-(x*aux);
b:=r*aux;
c:=z*r;
d:=(z*z*aux)+(z*x);
g:=(c*c)+(d*d);
e:=((a*c)+(b*d))/g;
f:=((b*c)-(a*d)/g;
h:=(e*e)+(f*f);
i:=e/h;
j:=-f/h;
writeln ( 'Transformed on-state impedance');
writeln('The real part is', i);
writeln ( 'The imaginary part is', j);
al:=z-(xl*aux);
bl:=rl*aux;
cl:=z*rl;
dl:=(z*z*aux)+(z*xl);
gl:=(cl*cl)+(dl*dl);
el:=((al*cl)+(bl*dl»/gl;
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f1:=((b1*c1)-(a1*d1))/g1;
h1:=(e1*e1)+(f1*f1);
i1:=e1/h1;
j 1: =-f1/h1;

writeln ( 'Transformed off-state impedance));
writeln( 'The real part is), i1);
writeln( 'The imaginary part is), j 1)
end.

A.6

Phase Shifter Design

This program calculates the matching stub impedance and electrical length required
to achieve a particular phase shift and was used in the loaded-line phase shifter design. The program is based upon the design expressions given in Chapter 8 and the
transformed switch impedance data obtained from the program given in Appendix A.5.

progrann phase(input,output);
const pi=3.141592654;
var

dbon,angon1,angon,dbof,angof1,angof,polon,polof:real;
reon,imon,reof,imof,rf,xf,rr,xr,a,b,c,d,e,f,th,thl,zc:real;
bs1,bs2,bq1,bq2,z1,z2,ph,ph1,ph2,c1,d1,el,f1,aux,aux1:real;

begin
writeln (' Enter mag.

of on-state reflection coeff.

readln (dbon) ;
writeln( 'Enter phase of on-state reflection coeff.
readln (angon 1) ;
writeln (' Enter mag.

of off-state reflection coeff.

readln (d bof) ;
writelnC'Enter phase of off-state reflection coeff.
readln (angof 1) ;
angon:=(angonl*pi)/180;
angof:=(angof1*pi)/180;
polon:=exp((dbon/20)*ln(10));
polf:=exp((dbof/20)*ln(10));
reon:=(polon)*(cos(angon));
imon:=(polon)*(sin(angon));
reof:=(polof)*(cos(angof));
imof:=(polof)*(sin(angof));
if (angon<O) and (angon<=-90) then imon:=-(imon);
if (angon)90) and (angon<=180) then reon:=-(reon);

in dB.));
In deg. ));
In dB. )) ;
In deg.));
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if (angon>-90) and (angon<-180) then
begin
reon:=-(reon);
imon:=-(imon)
end-,
if (angof<O) and (angof<=-90) then imof:=-(imof);
if (angof>90) and (angof<=180) then reof:=-(reof);
if (angof>-90) and (angof<-180) then
begin
reof:=-(reof);
imof:=-(imof);
end-,
a:=(sqr(l-reon))+(sqr(imon));
rf:=50*((((1+reon)*(1-reon))-(sqr(imon)))/a);
xf:=50*((((1-reon)*(imon))+((1+reon)*(imon)))/a);
b:=(sqr(l-reof))+(sqr(imof));
rr:=50*((((1+reof)*(1-reof))-(sqr(imof)))/b);
xr:=50*((((1-reof)*(imof))+((1+reof)*(imof)))/b);
writeln ( CEnter the required phase shift in deg _1) ;
readln(thl) ;
if thl <90 then
begin
th:=(thl*pi)/180;
zc:=50*(cos(th/2));
bsl:=((sin(th/2))/(cos(th/2)))/50;
bs2:=-bsl;
zl:=sqrt(((xf-xr)-(2*xf*xr*bsl))/((2*bsl)+(bsl*bsl*
(xf-xr))));
c:=zl*(l+(xf*bsl));
d:=xf-(bsl*zl*zl);
e:=c/d;
aux:=sqrt(e*e);
if aux<=l then f:=e-((e*e*e)/3)+((e*e*e*e*e)/5)((e*e*e*e*e*e*e)/7)
else f:=(pi/2)-(1/e)+(1/(3*e*e*e))-(1/(5*e*e*e*e*e));
ph:=(f*180)/pi;
if e<O then
begin
if c<O then ph: =-ph

1',,:,
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else ph: =180-ph
end
else
begin
if c<O then ph: =180+ph
end;
writeln ( C Impedance of quarter-wavelength through
line=' ,zc);

writeln (C Impedance of shunt-stub line=' ,z1) ;
writeln (C Electrical length of shunt-stub line=' ,ph)
end-,
if (th1>=90) and (th1<180) then
begin
bs1:=((sqrt(2»-1)/50;
bs2:=-bs1;
bq1:=(2*bs1)/(((bsl*bs1)*(50*50»+1);
bq2 :=-bq1;
z1:=sqrt(((xf-xr)-((xf*xr)*(bs1-bs2»)/(bs1-bs2-((bsl*bs2)
*(xf-xr»»;
c:=z1*(1+(xf*bs1»;
d:=xf-(bs1*z1*z1);
e:=c/d;
aux:=sqrt(e*e);
if aux<=1 then f:=e-((e*e*e)/3)+((e*e*e*e*e)/5)((e*e*e*e*e*e*e)/7)
else f:=(pi/2)-(1/e)+(1/(3*e*e*e»-(1/(5*e*e*e*e*e»;
ph1:=(f*180)/pi;

if e<O then
begin
~

c<O then ph1:=-phl

else ph1: =180-ph1
end
else
begin
if c<O then ph1: =180+ph1
end;
z2:=sqrt(((xf-xr)-((xf*xr)*(bq1-bq2»)/(b q l-b q 2-((b q l*bq2)
*(xf-xr»»;
c1:=z2*(1+(xf*bq1»;
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dl:=xf-(bql*z2*z2);
el:=cl/dl;
auxl:=sqrt(el*el);

if auxl<=l then fl:=el-((el*el*el)/3)+((el*el*el*el*e1)/5)_
((el*el*e1*el*e1*el*e1)/7)
else fl:=(pi/2)-(1/e1)+(1/(3*el*e1*e1»(1/(5*el*el*e1*el*el»;
ph2:=(f1*180)/pi;
if e1<0 then
begin
if c 1<0 then ph2: =-ph2
else ph2:=180-ph2
end
else
begin
~

c1<0 then ph2:=180+ph2

end;
writeln(' Impedance of quarter-wavelength through lines=50');
writeln (' Impedance of first and third stub line=', zl) ;
writeln( 'Electrical length of first and third stub line=',
ph1);

writeln ( 'Impedance of second stub line=) ,z2) ;
writeln (' Electrical length of second stub line=), ph2)
end,,
if (th1>=180) and (th1<270) then
begin
bs1:=1/50;
bs2:=-bs1;
z1:=sqrt(((xf-xr)-((xf*xr)*(bs1-bs2»)/(bs1-bs2-((bs1*bs2)
*(xf-xr»»;
c:=z1*(1+(xf*bs1»;
d:=xf-(bs1*z1*z1);
e:=c/d;
aux:=sqrt(e*e);
if aux<=1 then f:=e-((e*e*e)/3)+((e*e*e*e*e)/5)((e*e*e*e*e*e*e)/7)
else f:=(pi/2)-(1/e)+(1/(3*e*e*e»-(1/(5*e*e*e*e*e»;
phl:=(f*180)/pi;

if e<O then

I~)~UI

)\"
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begin
if c<O then phl:=-phl
else phl:=180-phl
end
else
begin
if c<O then phl:=180+phl
end;
writeln (' Impedance of quarter-wavelength through lines=50');
writeln ( 'Impedance of all three stub lines=' , zl)·,
writeln ( 'Electrical length of all three stub lines=' ,phl) ;
writeln('4-section 180 = 3-section 90')
end·,
writeln (c, d, e ,f)
end.

A.7

GaAs FET Active Inductor

This program calculates the input impedance of the casco de GaAs FET active inductor,
incorporating a CG feedback GaAs FET, and was used as a monlithic tuner in the GaAs
FET switch design. The program is based upon the design expressions and analysis
given in Chapter 11
program inductor(input,output,infile);
const pi=3.141592654;
var
fl,gm,gf,cg,f,cf,aux,r,i,il,l,vb,vs,vgs,vgss,vgsi:real;
a,al,e,er,vp,w,wgl,lgl,aO,c,d,wg,lg,rref,iref:real;
infile:text;
begin
rewrite (inf ile) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the frequency ln gigahertz');
readln(fl) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the GaAs FET transconductance at VGS=OV');
readln (gm) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the GaAs FET gate length in micrometers') ;
readln (lgl) ;
writeln (' Enter the GaAs FET gate periphery in micrometers');
readln(wgl) ;
writeln('Enter the magnitude of the GaAs FET pinch-off voltage');
readln ( vp) ;
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writeln('Enter the built-in potential of the gate junction');
readln(vb) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the recessed GaAs channel thickness in micrometers');
readln(al) ;
writeln ( 'Enter the gate-to-source voltage start value');
readln ( vgs) ;
writeln (' Enter the gate-to-source voltage stop value');
readln(vgss);
writeln ( 'Enter the gate-to-source volatge increment');
readln(vgsi);
f:=fl*(exp(9*ln(10)));
a:=al*(exp(-6*ln(10)));
e:=8.85*(exp(-12*ln(10)));
19:=lgl*(exp(-6*ln(10)));
wg:=wgl*(exp(-6*ln(10)));
er:=13.1;
aO:=a*(sqrt((vb)/(vp+vb)));
cg:=(e*er*lg*wg)/aO;
vs:=(gm*aO)/(e*er*wg);
while vgs>=vgss do
begin
w:=a*(sqrt((vb-vgs)/(vp+vb)));
cf:=(e*er*lg*wg)/w;
gf:=(e*er*vs*wg)/w;
aux:=sqr(((2*pi*f*cg)/(gm)));
r:=(l+aux)/aux;
il:=(2*pi*f)*(cf+(cf*aux)-((gm*gf)/(4*pi*pi*f*f*c g )));
i:=(l+aux)/(-il);
1:=i/(2*pi*f);
c:=r-50;
d:=r+50;
rref:=((c*d)+(i*i))/((d*d)+(i*i));
iref:=((-c*i)+(i*d))/((d*d)+(i*i));
writeln (infile, vgs ,r, i, 1 ,rref ,iref) ;
vgs:=vgs+vgsi
end
end.
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HIS appendix outlines the origins of some of the important design expressiolls

used during this investigation, and in particular includes derivations not easily
accessible in the literature.

B.l

Gate Depletion Region Photocurrent

The optically controlled GaAs FET switch described in this thesis relies on a photovoltaic effect at the gate of the FET to control the switching state. The gate photovoltaic effect is generated by the combination of a small optically-induced gate current
and a large resistance placed in the gate bias network. An expression for the shortcircuit gate photo current was derived originally by de Salles [B.l]' and included the
combined effects of the photo-generated carriers from within the gate depletion region
and those created in the GaAs region which were able to diffuse into the deplct ion
region. The derivation of the short-circuit gate photo current presented here f01l0\\'s
the approach of de Salles with the exception that the diffusion component of the gate
photocurrent is ignored, in accordance with the suggestions by Madjar r:t al. [B.2].
Referring to Figure B.l, the photo current density due to opticall~'-induced carriers
generated in the gate depletion region is determined by integrating the rate of optica1l~'
generated electron-hole pairs over the depth of the gate depletion region. extending
from y

= 0 to

Y

=

w. Since optical absorption can take place only between t he gal ('-

to-source and gate-to-drain inter-electrode spacing, :"Iadjar et al. [B.2] c\'aluakd I he
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Figure B.1: Simplified schematic cross-section of a microwave GaAs

~IESFET.

contribution from each side of the gate separately, on the basis that the differing bias
conditions at the source and drain meant that the vertical extension of the depletion
region would be different on either side of the gate.

Since the GaAs FET switch

described in this investigation has an identical bias at the drain and source terminals,
the depletion region depth will be uniform, in which case the gate depletion region
photo current density can be expressed as t

(B.1 )
where gp (y) is the electron-hole pair generation rate, q the electronic charge and w the
gate depletion region depth.
The optical absorption coefficient, a, is defined as the rate of decrease in the
photon flux per unit distance and, from Lambert's law, the photon flux at a distance
y can be expressed as [B.3]

(B.2)
where <I>o is the photon flux density at the surface (i.e. at y

0). The number of

photons per unit volume is given by

<I>(y)

Nph

=--

(B.:3)

Vph

where

Vph

is the photon energy propagation velocity, given by

(B.·l )

dy
Vph

=

dt

where t is time. Therefore, the rate of loss of photons per unit volume is giH'1l hy
dNph
dt

(d::h )(~n
_(a~::h-OY)( ~~ )
-a<I>oe- ay .

t It. is assumed that positive current is for holes flowing in t he direct ion of y decreasing.

(B.b)

(H.i)
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If it ,is assumed" that for each photon absorbed ,one
electn-h 0 1e paIr
'('I.e. a quantum
ro
effiCIency of umty) IS generated. Then the pair generation rate is given by

9p(Y) = aq>oe- ay .

(B.8)

If some of the light is reflected at the device surface , then equat'IOn (B .8) b ecomes
(B.9)

where R is the optical power reflectivity at the device surface. Substituting equation (B.9) into (B.l) and integrating, yields the following expression
J depi = q(1- R)q>o

(1 - e- aw ) .

(B.lO)

Since in the off-state the GaAs FET switch is biased at pinch-off, the GaAs channel
region will be fully depleted and equation (B.lO) can be re-written as
J depi = q(l - R)q>o

(1 - e- aa )

(B.ll)

where a is the unrecessed GaAs epitaxial layer thickness.

Optical Reflectivity

B.2

The surface of most FET's is coated with some form of passivation to protect the device
and maintain reliability, with silicon nitride (Si 3N4 ) being commonly used. The amount
of light that actually penetrates this passivation layer to be subsequently absorbed in
the GaAs active region of the FET was used to determine the optical power required
to activate the GaAs FET switches described in this thesis. This can be evaluated
by considering the optical reflectivity, R, due to the changing refractive indices of
the air/Si 3N 4 /GaAs interface, as shown in Figure B.2. The derivation presented here
follows the approach of Madjar et al. [B.2] and uses the theory of small reflections
commonly encountered in optical and microwave circuit analysis [B.4].
In Figure B.2, light is considered in the form of a plane electromagnetic wave that
is incident normally on the flat interface between the air and Si 3N4 . For an incident
wave of unit amplitude, the total reflected wave has an amplitude of

r,

equal to the

net optical reflection coefficient. There will be partial reflection and transmission at
the air/Si 3N 4 and Si 3N4 /GaAs interfaces. If Os is the electrical length of the Si3 N4
passivation layer, then the total reflected wave is the sum of the partially reflected
waves I.e.

r

r 1 + T 12 T 2I r 3e-2jBs + T12T21r;r 2e-4jBs + ...
r 1 + T12T21r3e-2jBs

00

L
n=O

r~r~e-2jnBs.

(B.12)
(B.13)
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Figure B.2: Optical reflection from the surface passi\-ation layer of a GaAs FET_
The second term in equation (B.13) is a convergent series of the general form

fxn =
n=O

1
1- x

(B.1~)

which, when applied to equation (B.13), gives

r

2-8

_r

T12T21r3e- ) s

+ 1 - r 2 r 3 e- 2)-8 s •
Replacing T12 by 1 + r 2 = 1- r 1
2jBs
r _ r 1 + r 3 e- 1 + r 1 r 3e-2jBs'
-

(B.1-5)

1

and

T21

by 1 + r 1 gives

(B.16)

From the theory of optics it can be shown that the amplitude reflection coefficient. r.
of a light wave at the interface between two media of refractive indices

nl

and

112 IS

given by [B.5]

(B.17)

r=

nl + n2
from which the reflection coefficients at the Si3:\4/GaAs and air jSi 3:'; -t interfaces can

be expressed respecti vely as

1- Ns
1 + iVs

Ns-Nc
Ns + Nc

(B.lI1)
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where Ns and NG are the refractive indices of silicon nitrl'de a n d gaII'1urn arselll'd e
respectively. Hence the optical power reflectivity, R, can be expressed as

R

Irj2
(1 - Ns)(Ns + N G) + (1 + Ns)(Ns _ NG)e- j2 (}s
(1 + Ns)(Ns + N G) + (1 - Ns)(Ns - NG)e-j2(}s

(B.20)
2

(B.ll)

The electrical length of the Si3N4 passivation layer can be related to its physical thickness, lpas, by

Os

(3lpas
27rFrlpas
A
27rl pas N s
A

(B.ll)

(B .1:))
(B.:2-l)

where A is the optical wavelength,
propagation constant.

B.3

Er IS

the relative permittivity and (3 the phase

Gate Depletion Region Lateral Extension

For the GaAs FET switch, the lateral extension of the gate depletion region determines the volume over which optical absorption occurs on either side of the FET gate
electrode, as shown in Figure B,3. The lateral extension forms part of the optically
illuminated area of the FET, which, when considered in conjunction with the gate
photo current density expression, yields the short-circuit gate photocurrent,
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Figure B.3: Simplified schematic cross-section of a microwave GaAs :-'1 [SF E1.
The lateral extension of the depletion region on either side of t he gate vvill be identical since the drain and source terminals are at the same potential in bot h swit ching
states. Therefore the lateral extension on both sides was approximated to 1 he gate
depletion region depth which is determined by solving the Poisson equation under the
abrupt junction approximation, as given by [B.6]

qN
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where V is the voltage, N the doping density and

fr

and

fa

the relative and free-space

permittivity respectively. Integrating Poisson's equation twice gives the voltage across
the depletion region as
qNw 2
= 2

Vdep

(B.l6)

frfO

where w is the depletion region depth. Since the drain and source are held at DC
earth potential during both switching states, the voltage across the depletion region
will consist of the voltage applied to the gate terminal plus the built-in potential of the
gate Schottky junction. Thus, from equation (B.26) it follows that

<PB - VGS =

qNw 2
2

(B.ll)

frfO

where VGS is the gate-to-source voltage and <PB the built-in potential of the Schottky
barrier. At pinch-off, the channel is fully depleted and the depletion region depth is
equal to the unrecessed GaAs epitaxial thickness (i.e. w = a). In which casE'
qNa 2
<PB - Vp = 2

(B.2~)

frfO

where Vp is the external voltage applied at the gate to bring about pinch-off. Rearranging equations (B.28) and (B.27) gives
qN

(B.29)

2fr f O
1

w

{ 2t,to( ¢;N- Vas) } ,

(B.30)

By substituting equation (B.29) into (B.30), the depletion region depth can be E'Xpressed as

<PB - VGS)
w=a ( IVpl+<PB

~

(B.:n)

Therefore the lateral extension of the gate depletion region on both the drain and
source sides of the gate can be approximated by

(B.:tn

B.4

Phase Shifter Matching Stub

t b
d 'n the design of the optically controlled loaded-line
pha~('
·
.
.
A match mg s u was use 1
shifter in order to transform the switch state impedances to gin' the required loading
. t'
f the stub design equations presented lwre follows the
susceptances. Th e d enva IOn 0
approach of Bahl and Gupta [B.7].
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Figure B.4: Schematic of stub impedance matching network for optically controlled
loaded-line phase shifter.
For a matching stub of characteristic impedance Zs and electrical length Os, terminated in a GaAs FET switch, as shown in Figure B.4, the input impedance can be
obtained from standard transmission line theory as

Zsi

=

Zs(Zswi
(Zs

.+ jZs tan Os)

(B.:n)

+ J Z swi tan Os)

where Zswi is the switch state impedance and i = 1, 2 represents the two switching
states. This can be re-written in terms of input admittance as

For a low-loss switch and low-loss line, we can neglect the real components of the switch
state impedance to give Zswi = jXswi , where Xswi is the switch state reactance. \Vith
this approximation the input susceptance to the stub (i.e. the reactive component of
the input admittance) can be expressed, from equation (B.34). as

(Xswi tan Os - Zs)
Bsi = Zs(Xswi + Zs tan Os)
By solving for Zs and Os, for the two switch states, we obtain
1

(XSWI - X sw2 - XswlXsw2(Bsl -: BS2)]
[ Bsl - Bs2 - BsIBs2(Xswl - -\'sw2)
Zs(1 + XswIBSd _ Zs(1 + X L'2 B s2)
(Xswl - BslZn - (Xswl - B s2 Zn
Sl

tan Os

=

2

(B.36)
(B.:~7)

where it is assumed that the phase shifter is operated under class III mode. ill which
case Bsl = -Bs2 ·
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